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Abstract 

Although the conventional understanding is that roundabouts have the potential to 

improve safety at intersections, particularly by reducing more severe crash types, there is limited 

knowledge on their safety impacts when utilized as part of an interchange system. This research 

utilizes multiple years of crash, traffic, and geometric data across a variety of roundabout 

interchange sites in Missouri to develop a two-level Empirical Bayes (EB) safety analysis at the 

project (entire interchange) and site-specific (ramp terminal only) levels. The results were then 

aggregated for both single-lane and dual-lane roundabout terminals. The project-level results for 

single-lane sites showed a decrease in fatal/injury crashes (FI) by 20.3%, property damage only 

(PDO) crashes by 26.0% and total crashes by 24.5%. The site-specific results for single-lane 

roundabout terminals indicated a reduction of FI crashes by 32.8%, PDO crashes by 23.1%, and 

total crashes by 24.4%. At the project-level, dual-lane roundabouts were shown to reduce FI 

crashes by 2.3% while increasing PDO and total crashes by 16.9% and 12.2%, respectively. The 

dual-lane site-specific results indicated an increase in FI crashes by 34.7%, PDO crashes by 

53.9%, and total crashes by 50.0% at the ramp terminal specifically. This analysis directly 

compares observed crash data after roundabout implementation to the expected number of 

crashes over that time period if the roundabout were never constructed. Therefore, this indicates 

that single-lane roundabouts performed significantly better than their original configurations, 

while the dual-lane roundabout terminals were shown to be less-suitable for certain applications. 

Additionally, it was found that a high proportion of the roundabout crashes occurred at the exit 

ramp approach legs; this was illustrated in the collision diagrams and crash type distributions that 

were produced for the common observed crashes at both single and dual-lane roundabout 

terminals. As a separate part of this thesis research, an improved calibration of the Highway 
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Safety Manual safety performance functions of four facility types was performed using data from 

2012-2014 to calibrate for local Missouri conditions. Crash severity and crash type distributions 

were also developed for each facility type. 

Executive Summary 

The increased usage of roundabouts at intersections in the United States can be attributed 

to their improved efficiency under certain traffic patterns, reduced maintenance costs, and 

potential safety benefits in decreasing crashes, especially of more severe crash types. With this 

wave of popularity, there also has been an increase in roundabouts constructed near freeways as 

interchange ramp terminals in an attempt to capture similar safety effects at these facilities. 

However, there has been limited research on the safety impacts that roundabouts possess when 

utilized in this way, with mixed results. This thesis outlines a detailed safety evaluation using a 

sample of eight interchanges (13 individual roundabout ramp terminals) recently implemented in 

Missouri. Before and after crash data was used to perform project-level and site-specific-level 

Empirical Bayes (EB) safety evaluations at these locations both at the interchange and at 

individual ramp terminals. Moreover, this evaluation distinguished the specific safety benefits of 

single-lane roundabout and dual-lane roundabout implementation at freeway ramp terminals for 

three different severity levels: fatal and injury (FI) crashes, property damage only (PDO) crashes, 

and total crashes. In utilizing the EB evaluation method, the observed crash rates after 

roundabout construction was directly compared to what could reasonably be expected had the 

new terminal not been implemented for the same time period. This method also accounts for 

regression to the mean bias of observed crash rates and provides the statistical significance of 

each evaluation. The results for the project-level safety analysis across all interchanges suggested 

that roundabout implementation could reduce crashes between 13.1-13.8%; however, these 
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collective results do not show the observed trend that the single-lane roundabout interchanges 

performed much better than those with dual-lanes. The project-level aggregated results of the 

single-lane roundabout decreased FI crashes by 20.3%, PDO crashes by 26.0% and total crashes 

by 24.5%. Conversely, the dual-lane roundabouts were shown to only reduce FI crashes by 2.3% 

while increasing PDO and total crashes by 16.9% and 12.2%, respectively, at the entire 

interchange. In comparing crashes at the individual ramp terminals, the collective influence of all 

13 ramp terminals showed to increase FI (7.5%), PDO (14.5%), and total crashes (13.3%); 

however, this appeared to be heavily influenced by the many crashes observed at dual-lane 

roundabout terminals. The site-specific safety evaluation results for single-lane roundabouts only 

indicated a reduction in FI crashes by 32.8%, PDO crashes by 23.1%, and total crashes by 

24.4%. The dual-lane site-specific results showed an increase in FI crashes by 34.7%, PDO 

crashes by 53.9%, and total crashes by 50.0%. It should be noted that these evaluations do not 

compare the two roundabout types to each other but rather their original terminal configurations. 

From this, there is a clear indication that single-lane roundabouts provide improved safety 

benefits as ramp terminal configurations while dual-lane roundabouts have been shown to exhibit 

some safety concerns in certain applications. 

The Highway Safety Manual (HSM) is a valuable tool for transportation and traffic 

engineers that provides an approach to quantify potential safety effects for various roadway 

characteristics. Historical crash and countermeasure data from across the nation was used to 

develop crash prediction models and modification factors for a variety of geometric and 

operational conditions for different facility types. However, these national models need to be 

calibrated to local conditions with the most recent observable crash data to improve accuracy. 

This thesis outlines the calibration procedure and performs a recent calibration for four different 
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facility types: rural two-lane, undivided roadway segments, urban five-lane undivided arterial 

segments (with two-way left-turn lane), urban six-lane freeway segments, and rural two-lane 

three-leg stop-controlled intersections. Also included is a distribution of the observed crashes by 

crash severity and type that can be expected at each facility type. The updated calibration factor 

for rural two-lane undivided roadways was found to be 0.97. The calibration factor for urban 

five-lane arterials was found to be 0.84. For urban six-lane freeways, separate calibration factors 

were calculated for multivehicle fatal/injury crashes (0.85), single vehicle fatal/injury crashes 

(0.96), multivehicle PDO crashes (1.22), and single vehicle PDO crashes (0.85). 

This thesis provides significant and original contributions to the field of transportation in 

presenting the first analysis of its kind, which exclusively analyzes the safety effects of the 

implementation of roundabouts as ramp terminal facilities using EB methodology. This analysis 

included data across multiple sites and resulted in statistically significant results for different 

crash severity types at the project-level and site-specific evaluations. This thesis also presents a 

measurable difference in the safety effects of single-lane and dual-lane roundabouts at ramp 

terminals, which is a trend that differs from the conventional findings of previous research. Also 

presented are improved procedures and calibration factors from previous calibration efforts in 

Missouri. The updated calibration factors incorporate important data that was initially not 

included, which improved accuracy. They were calculated using the latest roadway and traffic 

data and more efficient calibration techniques. Future work includes roundabout interchange 

safety analysis for different attributes such as traffic demand patterns, roundabout radius, 

presence of slip lanes, and other characteristics. Additional future research for improved HSM 

calibration includes the development of specific SPFs for various facility types accounting for 

local conditions. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

1.1. Roundabout Interchange Safety Evaluation 

Roundabouts have continued to gain popularity in the United States due to their potential 

safety benefits in decreasing crashes, especially more severe crash types. The use of roundabouts 

as a safer alternative than a typical intersection has mostly been implemented for roadways with 

lower functional classifications: arterial, collector, and local roadways. However, more people 

are attempting to apply the safety benefits of roundabouts at freeway interchanges by 

implementing them at ramp terminals. To this point, there has been limited research on the 

impacts that roundabouts can have when implemented at a ramp terminal. The research that has 

been conducted so far has yielded mixed results. To fill this knowledge gap, this thesis outlines a 

safety evaluation, which analyzed eight interchanges (13 separate roundabout ramp terminals) 

that were recently implemented across Missouri. Before and after crash data was used to perform 

an Empirical Bayes (EB) safety evaluation at these locations. This evaluation compared the 

observed crash rates after the ramp terminal construction to what could reasonably be expected 

had the roundabout not been implemented. The EB safety evaluation was applied both to the 

entire interchange (project-level) and to the individual ramp terminals (site-specific), for total 

crashes and for different facility types. Additionally, this evaluation analyzed the safety benefits 

of single-lane roundabout and dual-lane roundabout implementation. This safety evaluation 

provides a direct result of the safety effects of roundabout implementation as freeway ramp 

terminals. An examination of the existing literature provided results for a few isolated case 

studies. As a result, this is the first safety study of its kind that evaluates the safety effects of 

implementing roundabouts at ramp terminals using crash data across multiple sites for an 

extended period of time. 
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1.2. Highway Safety Manual Calibration 

The Highway Safety Manual (HSM) is a valuable tool for transportation and traffic 

engineers that provides an approach to quantify the potential safety effects of different roadway 

facility types. The HSM includes a large knowledge base of historical crash and countermeasure 

performance data collected from across the United States. This knowledge base was used to 

produce crash prediction models and modification factors for a variety of geometric and 

operational conditions for different facility types. These crash prediction models are the 

commonly used standard for engineers across the nation. However, these models only attempt to 

provide an approximation from historical data across the country. The historical data that was 

used to develop the prediction models may have been recorded from an area with different 

characteristics than it is being applied. To apply these models with greater accuracy, they need to 

be calibrated to local conditions with the most recent observable crash data. As part of a larger 

HSM research project conducted at the University of Missouri, this thesis performs a recent 

calibration for four different facility types: rural two-lane, undivided roadway segments, urban 

five-lane undivided arterial segments (with two-way left-turn lane), urban six-lane freeway 

segments, and rural two-lane three-leg stop-controlled intersections. This report documents the 

updated calibration procedures, which increased efficiency and corrected certain errors from 

previous research, resulting in improved calibration values for these four facility types. Also 

included is a distribution of the observed crashes by crash severity and type that can be expected 

at each facility type. This distribution is important in that it also accounts for local conditions 

seen in Missouri and can be used to further improve the crash prediction procedure across the 

state. 
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Chapter 2: Literature Review 

2.1. Introduction 

A review of existing literature was conducted for the roundabout safety portion of this 

research. The roundabout literature review focused on the overall safety effects of roundabouts 

implemented at different intersection types (low/high volumes, low/high speeds, and stop-

controlled/signalized control), roundabout interchange case studies, proposed design 

considerations to improve safety at roundabouts, and public opinion of roundabouts. 

2.2. Safety Effects of Roundabout Implementation at an Intersection 

The safety benefits of roundabouts have been extensively studied worldwide over the past 

two decades. The traditional consensus is that roundabouts have the potential to decrease total 

crashes, especially of more severe crash types, at an intersection (Brown, 1995, Flannery & 

Datta, 1996, Persaud et al., 2001, Elvik, 2002). Two commonly cited explanations for this 

reduction are the decreased number of conflict areas and reduction of vehicle speed that are 

associated with roundabouts. More recently, specialized studies have been conducted for specific 

roundabout applications at different roadway types such as roadways with high/low volumes or 

high/low speeds and at intersections with different control types.  

2.2.1. Different Traffic Volumes  

A study conducted by Nambisan & Parimi (2007) analyzed roundabouts in the Las 

Vegas, NV area at minor (0-10,000 ADT), medium (10,000-20,000 ADT), and major (20,000+ 

ADT) intersection volumes to comparable intersections with similar characteristics. It should be 

noted that the lower volume intersections were minor-leg stop-controlled, the medium 

intersections were all-way stop-controlled, and the major intersections were signalized. The 
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study showed that the low volume roundabouts contained approximately 59% fewer crashes per 

million vehicles (83% fewer injury crashes per million vehicles) than the minor intersections and 

22% fewer crashes per million vehicles (42% fewer injury crashes per million vehicles) than 

medium intersections. At higher volumes, the roundabout experienced an average of 1.84 crashes 

per million vehicles compared to 0.76 crashes per million vehicles at the major intersections; this 

indicated an increase in total crashes at higher volumes. Moreover, the roundabouts at high 

volume only saw a slight improvement in injury crashes compared to major intersections – 0.20 

injury crashes per million vehicles to 0.24, respectively (Nambisan & Parimi, 2007).  

2.2.2. Different Approach Speeds  

Specific studies have also been performed for roundabouts with different approaching 

speed limits. One such study, conducted in Belgium, indicated a 34% reduction in crashes for 

roundabouts in which the crossroads contained a substantial speed differences from one another 

(De Brabander et al., 2005). This included a 30% reduction in light injury crashes and 38% 

reduction in serious injury crashes. However, the work of Qin et al. (2013), conducted in 

Wisconsin, presented conflicting results when analyzing roundabout safety at different approach 

speeds. It was concluded that the approaching speed limit had no significant effect on the 

roundabout safety (Qin et al., 2013). 

2.2.3. Different Control Types 

When considering the implementation of a roundabout in place of an intersection, the 

change in control type is an important attribute to analyze. An intersection operating with a stop-

control is likely to have much different characteristics than a signalized intersection. Recently 

performed safety evaluations have inconsistent results when comparing the change from stop-
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controlled intersection to roundabout and the change from signalized intersection to roundabout. 

The findings of Nambisan & Parimi (2007) also indicated that intersections transitioning from 

stop-control to roundabout experienced significant safety improvements, while the intersections 

changing from a signal to a roundabout contained mixed results. The previously discussed study 

from Wisconsin observed the greatest safety improvement in the transition from two-way stop-

controlled intersections to roundabouts with mixed results for the all-way and signalized 

intersections (Qin et al., 2013). Another concurrent safety study by Gross et al. (2013), which 

explicitly analyzed the conversion of signalized intersections to roundabouts, indicated a crash 

reduction in total and injury crashes. Gross et al. (2013) also supported previous research by 

suggesting that the safety benefit of roundabout implementation decreases at higher traffic 

volumes. 

2.3. Roundabout Interchange Terminal Case Studies 

The implementation of roundabouts at a ramp terminal has not been studied as widely as 

their implementation at typical intersections. A few case studies have been conducted to evaluate 

the operational performance and safety effects of their use as ramp terminals at a freeway 

interchange.  

One case study conducted in Mississippi analyzed a recently implemented roundabout 

interchange from a safety, operational, and environmental level. The signalized north terminal 

was changed to a single-lane, four-leg teardrop roundabout, and the stop-controlled south 

terminal was changed to a single-lane, six-leg roundabout with the additional legs servicing 

public roads. An Empirical Bayes (EB) analysis was conducted for the north terminal comparing 

the before and after periods of the roundabout implementation. The results showed a reduction of 
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37.5% in total crashes and 60% in injury crashes at the terminal (Uddin, 2011). No EB analysis 

was performed for the south terminal because no safety performance function (SPF) was 

developed for the six-leg roundabout. It should be noted that it is possible to carry out the EB 

method out without the use of an SPF for the roundabout in the after period. Still, the study 

found that the number of crashes did reduce after roundabout implementation, in general. A 

statistical t-test was performed and concluded that the mean number of crashes between the 

roundabout and stop-controlled intersection (south terminal) was statistically different. A 

microsimulation of the interchange additionally showed improvements in traffic flow and vehicle 

emissions after the roundabout was implemented. The entering traffic volumes were relatively 

high, approximately 34,000/day for the north terminal and 35,500 vehicles/day for the south 

terminal from manual traffic counts (Uddin, 2011).  

A case study conducted in Tennessee by Click et al (2010), which evaluated various 

interchange configurations for narrow crossroads, analyzed the operational performance of the 

roundabout interchange at both ramp terminals. While this study focused on the operation of the 

interchange, it is important to note that a relationship exists between operations and safety. The 

congestion associated with poor operational performance can provide a scenario with an 

increased potential for crashes. The study used Vissim to test the double roundabout performance 

for two interchange sites in Tennessee at increasing traffic volumes to simulate the traffic 

patterns in future years. The short-term performance simulated the model at 120% existing 

volumes; the medium-term performance simulated the model at 150% existing volumes; the 

long-term performance simulated the models at 190% existing volumes. Roundabout 

implementation at the first site was shown to inadequately handle existing volumes, which was 

approximately 3,060 vehicles/hr at the AM peak, 1,913 vehicles/hr at the midday peak, and 
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2,855 vehicles/hr at the PM peak for both ramp terminals. Roundabout implementation at the 

second site indicated poor performance, Level of Service D, in the short-term and failed before 

reaching at a volume increase of 130%, which was approximately 2,889 vehicles/hr at the AM 

peak, 2,843 vehicles/hr at the midday peak, and 3,141 vehicles/hr at the PM peak for both ramp 

terminals (Click et al., 2010). It was shown that the double roundabout interchange reduced 

vehicular throughput. The reduced vehicle performance that was observed has the potential to 

increase crashes; however, more research is needed to analyze this relationship. It should be 

noted, that the default values for gap acceptance were utilized for these simulation models. 

Improvements in model calibration may yield different operational results. 

2.4. Proposed Design Considerations to Improve Safety at Roundabouts 

Through surveys, site visits, and review of crash reports, certain design considerations 

have been recommended to enhance the safety effectiveness of roundabouts. One common 

recommendation is the provision of adequate advanced warnings of the approaching roundabout.  

Mandavilli et al. (2009) presented a safety analysis of Maryland roundabouts, which reviewed 

283 crash reports and conducted field observation at the roundabout sites. Their findings 

suggested that high approach speeds was a major contributing factor for observed crashes at their 

sites. Most of the observed crashes, approximately 75%, occurred at an entrance leg to the 

roundabout. Many of the observed crashes were run-off-the-road crash types. It was thought that 

the high approach speeds resulted in a delayed recognition of the oncoming roundabout. The 

study recommended improved striping and more-advanced signage to better alert drivers. It also 

suggested constructing an exaggerated deflection angle of the roundabout entrances in attempt to 

slow the entering vehicles before entering the roundabout (Mandavilli et al., 2009). 
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A separate study by Angelastro et al. (2012) analyzed the safety of roundabouts and cited 

similarly that high approach speeds are a probable factor in crash frequencies. However, the 

observations in this study indicated that the crash frequency tended to increase as the sight 

distance of the roundabout increased (Angelastro et al., 2012). Although counterintuitive – one 

would expect greater sight distance would increase awareness of surroundings and therefore 

reduce crashes – the study suggests that excessive sight distance can actually lead to an increase 

in vehicle speed. This study, which proposes to intuitively reduce the sight distance of 

approaching vehicles, somewhat contradicts the work of Mandavilli et al. (2009) who suggest 

that an increase in driver awareness can lead to improved safety at roundabouts. While, it is 

possible to limit excessive sight distances while still providing advanced signage, as these two 

approaches are not mutually exclusive, the concepts seem contradictory. Further research on 

these topics are likely needed. 

The rise of roundabouts in the United States have forced trucking companies to face new 

challenges. Maneuvering roundabouts with a tractor-trailer can be difficult if the roundabout is 

not properly designed to accommodate trucks or other large vehicles. Truck operators have 

raised concerns of roundabouts with narrow geometric design as well as issues with other 

vehicles making conflicting movements (Waddell et al., 2009). These conflicting movements can 

be both with vehicles entering the roundabout and vehicles in the circulating roadway. To 

address these concerns, it is suggested to design roundabouts with traversable aprons and to 

provide better education of yielding and improper lane-changing behavior for the public. It is 

also suggested that the improvement of advanced signage and striping would be beneficial to the 

trucking industry, as well, for this might ensure correct lane selection for approaching vehicles 

(Waddell et al., 2009).  
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2.5. Public Opinion of Roundabouts 

The public perception of roundabouts has been shown to contain mixed reviews, which 

can be problematic to agencies considering their implementation. Retting et al. (2007), analyzed 

the public opinion in six different areas with recent roundabout implementation. Their perception 

was gauged immediately before and after construction and was tracked over a span of five years 

after implementation. It was found that younger drivers tended to support the roundabout more 

than older drivers. Additionally, those who believed the roundabout improved safety and/or 

traffic flow tended to be more supportive. The survey results indicated that favorable opinions of 

the roundabout continued to increase with time. This was possibly due to increased driver 

familiarity after the roundabout was constructed (Retting et al., 2007).  This trend is of special 

significance to agencies because this indicates that improving roundabout education may 

increase public perception. 

Another study, performed by Savolainen et al. (2012), attempted to capture the statewide 

public perception of roundabouts in Michigan. The survey indicated mixed results with 

approximately 31% strongly in support of roundabouts, and 39% strongly against their use. 

Interestingly, while 53% of people found them to be more efficient, roundabouts were also 

viewed as less safe than a traditional intersection by that same percentage. It was found that users 

who felt more positively about roundabouts tended to be younger and overall more experienced 

with them (Savolainen et al., 2012). This relationship is important for agencies to understand. If 

users view the use of roundabouts negatively because they are anxious or confused about them, it 

could influence how they maneuver roundabouts safety and efficiently. 
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Chapter 3: Roundabout Empirical Bayes Safety Evaluation Methodology 

3.1. Background 

Vehicle crashes can be random in nature and often fluctuate over time at any given site 

(AASHTO, 2010). Many practitioners utilize the crash frequency (crashes/year) over a short time 

period to quantify the crash rates at certain roadway facilities. However, this approach may not 

be suitable for all applications. As illustrated in Figure 3.1, short-term crash frequencies may not 

accurately represent the actual, long-term average crash frequency at a particular site. This 

difference is magnified in locations in which a small number of crashes are observed, so 

variations in crash frequency represent an even larger fluctuation in relation to the expected crash 

frequency (AASHTO, 2010). Therefore, it can be difficult to properly identify sites as having 

high, average, or low crash frequencies using short-term crash rates. 

 

Figure 3.1. Long-term versus short term crash frequency (AASHTO, 2010) 

When countermeasures are applied to a facility, it can be difficult to determine if changes 

in crash frequency are a result of the treatment or just a typical fluctuation. The work performed 

by Hauer (1996) illustrated how the regression to the mean (RTM) applies to transportation 
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safety. His work suggested that a short period with comparatively high crash frequency is likely 

to be followed by a comparatively low crash frequency; this also applies to a short period with 

low crashes followed by a short period of higher crash frequency (Hauer, 1996). Analyzing a 

particular facility or countermeasure using short-term data leads to a RTM bias. When using 

conventional before and after studies to evaluate safety treatments, the perceived safety effect 

may actually be an overestimate of the actual treatment effectiveness. Figure 3.2 illustrates the 

potential RTM bias and the difference between actual and perceived effectiveness based on 

short-term analysis. 

 

Figure 3.2. Regression to the mean bias (AASHTO, 2010) 

To address this potential bias, the Empirical Bayes (EB) method can be used because it 

accounts for RTM and provides unbiased estimates. When applied to safety evaluations, this 

method determines an unbiased expected crash frequency in the after period had the treatment 

not been implemented (Hauer, 1997). This can then be applied to the crash frequency observed 

after the treatment was implemented to determine its unbiased safety effectiveness. 
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Safety analyses were performed using two common applications of the EB method: 

project-level and site-specific evaluations. The project-level approach includes the combination 

of multiple facility types and, therefore, collectively evaluates all facility types that are within the 

interchange footprint. This method is often used when the crash data cannot be accurately 

assigned for each facility type. This approach estimates that the safety interaction effects 

between facility types (e.g. ramp terminal and ramp segment) is neither perfectly correlated nor 

perfectly independent, which can be difficult to determine. Additionally, it is difficult to evaluate 

the specific safety effects of the roundabout implementation with this project-level method. On 

the other hand, the site-specific approach evaluates the safety effects of an individual facility 

component. Because of this, the site-specific method allows for a more distinct evaluation of the 

direct safety effects of roundabout implementation at freeway ramp terminals. 

For this research, the project-level analysis aggregates different facilities that are within 

the entire interchange footprint including the ramp terminals, ramp segments, speed change 

lanes, and freeway segments. For the site-specific approach, if a treatment was implemented at 

one of the ramp terminals, the safety evaluation focuses on the ramp terminal facility only and 

does not consider other aspects of the interchange facility. Thus, project-level focuses on a 

combined set of facilities, and site-specific focuses on one particular facility type.  

3.2. Project-level Empirical Bayes Methodology 

The project-level approach collectively evaluates all facility types that are within the 

footprint or part of a coordinated system. For this research, the project-level analysis aggregates 

different facilities that are within the entire interchange footprint. The predicted and observed 

crash frequency are used to calculate the expected number of crashes in the before and after 
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periods of roundabout implementation. From this, the observed crashes can be compared to the 

expected crashes to determine the safety effectiveness of the roundabout treatment as well as its 

statistical significance. The before period includes the analysis period before roundabout 

construction, and the after period is the analysis period after implementation. Further information 

of these before/after periods are discussed in Chapters 4 and 5.  

The initial steps in applying the project-level EB approach is to sum the predicted and 

observed crash frequencies for all facility types located within the project footprint.  The crash 

prediction models for each facility type have an additional parameter called overdispersion (k), 

which indicates the statistical reliability of the SPF; an overdispersion close to zero indicates 

greater reliability. This parameter is the basis for the application of the EB method. Two variance 

estimates can be computed based on two possible assumptions about the interchange facility. The 

first assumption states that all facility types are completely independent from each other. This 

independent variance (        ) for the predicted crashes in the before period, shown in Equation 

3.2.1, is calculated by multiplying the overdispersion parameter of each facility type by the 

square of its associated crash frequency prediction. The second assumption states that all facility 

types are perfectly correlated with one another. The calculation for the correlated variance 

(         ) for the predicted crashes in the before period is shown in Equation 3.2.2. 

                       
             

 
      
  (3.2.1) 

                          
             

 
      
  

 

 (3.2.2) 
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Weighted adjustment factors can be determined through both assumptions of complete 

independence (        ) and perfect correlation (         ) which are shown in Equations 3.2.3 

and 3.2.4. It is likely that the different facility types of an interchange operate somewhat 

independently but also influence each other. By taking the average of the independent and 

correlated adjustment factors, an average weighted adjustment factor (        ) is used to 

account for this uncertainty.  

         
 

  
        
          

 (3.2.3) 

          
 

  
         
          

 (3.2.4) 

         
                  

 
 (3.2.5) 

The expected number of crashes in the before period can be calculated utilizing the 

weighted average, the predicted crash frequency, and the observed crash frequency. This is 

calculated for complete independence (              ), perfect correlation (               ), and the 

average between those two assumptions (              ). 

                                                              (3.2.6) 

                                                                 (3.2.7) 

               
                              

 
   (3.2.8) 
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The next steps of the project-level EB methodology are similar to those of the site-

specific method including the determination of the expected crash rates, their variances, the 

safety effectiveness, and its statistical significance. However, each of these subsequent steps is 

performed each time under different assumptions: complete independence, perfect correlation, 

and partial independence/partial correlation between the different facility types of the 

interchange. The average between the complete independence and perfect correlation is 

ultimately used in the comparison between the observed crashes and the expected crashes. This 

is the best assumption that can be made because of the uncertainty of the level of independence 

and correlation between the different facilities of a particular interchange site. The expected 

crashes in the after period (      ) are calculated by multiplying an adjustment factor (r) to the 

expected crashes in the before period (      ) as shown in Equation 3.2.9. 

                (3.2.9) 

The adjustment factor (r) accounts for variations between before and after periods 

including the durations of analysis periods and differing traffic volumes. To capture these 

effects, the adjustment factor is the ratio of the predicted crashes in the after period (       ) 

divided by the predicted crashes in the before period (       ). 

  
       

       
 (3.2.10) 

The expected crashes in the after period (      ) is then compared to the observed crash 

frequency in the after period (      ). Equation 3.2.11 shows the comparison term designated as 

OR’. 
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 (3.2.11) 

Since the OR’ ratio is potentially biased, it is adjusted using Equation 3.2.12 to remove 

bias and account for regression to the mean using the variance of expected crashes in the after 

period. 

   
   

  
           

        
 

 (3.2.12) 

where, 

                              (3.2.13) 

The now unbiased ratio (OR), which compares the expected and observed crash 

frequencies in the after period, forms the basis for determining the unbiased safety effectiveness, 

as shown in Equation 3.2.14. A positive safety effectiveness value indicates that the crash 

frequency decreased after the implementation of a treatment. A negative safety effectiveness 

indicates that the crash frequency increased after treatment implementation. 

                                    (3.2.14) 

The statistical significance of the roundabout safety effectiveness is determined by 

computing its precision. This is done by calculating the standard error of the unbiased OR term 

[      ] as shown in Equation 3.2.15 which is based on the variance of the unbiased OR term 

[       ]. 
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                (3.2.15) 

where, 

        
     

 
 

 

      
 
           

         
 

   
           

         
 
  (3.2.16) 

The statistical significance is ultimately computed by taking the absolute value of the 

safety effectiveness divided by the standard error of the safety effectiveness 

[                       ]. This computation of statistical significance is shown in Equation 

3.2.17. The statistical significance term can then be used to compute a two-tailed p-value and 

associated confidence level for each treatment. 

                              
                    

                        
  (3.2.17) 

where, 

                                    (3.2.18) 

 

3.3. Site-specific Empirical Bayes Methodology 

The site-specific approach highlights the safety effects of an individual facility 

component. For the site-specific approach, if a treatment was implemented at one of the ramp 

terminals, the safety evaluation focuses on the ramp terminal facility only and does not consider 

other aspects of the interchange facility. The predicted and observed crash frequency are used to 

calculate the expected number of crashes in the before and after periods of roundabout 

implementation. From this, the observed crashes can be compared to the expected crashes to 
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determine the safety effectiveness of the roundabout treatment as well as its statistical 

significance. 

The following equations were compiled from the Highway Safety Manual (AASHTO, 

2010). The expected crash frequency (      ) in Equation 3.3.1 is calculated as the weighted 

average (w) of the observed crashes (      ) and the model predicted crash frequency in the 

before period (       ). The weight (w) is determined using the overdispersion parameter (k) of 

the SPF. Therefore, the expected crash frequency is both influenced by the calculated, predicted 

number of crashes and the actual, observed crash data (AASHTO, 2010). 

                               (3.3.1) 

where, 

  
 

           
 (3.3.2) 

The expected crashes in the after period (      ) are then calculated by multiplying an 

adjustment factor (r) to the expected crashes in the before period (      ). 

                (3.3.3) 

The adjustment factor (r) is introduced to account for variations between before and after 

periods. These variations include the durations of analysis periods and traffic volumes. 

Therefore, the factor is the ratio of the predicted crashes in the after period (       ) divided by 

the predicted crashes in the before period (       ).  
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 (3.3.4) 

The expected crashes in the after period (      ) is then compared to the actual observed 

crash frequency in the after period (      ). Equation 3.3.5 shows the comparison term 

designated as OR’. 

    
      

      
 (3.3.5) 

Since OR’ is potentially biased, it is adjusted using Equation 3.3.6 to remove bias and 

account for regression to the mean using the variance of expected crashes in the after period. 

   
   

  
           

        
 

 (3.3.6) 

where, 

                              (3.3.7) 

The comparison (unbiased OR) of expected and observed crash frequency for the after 

period forms the basis for deriving the safety effectiveness, as shown in Equation 3.3.8. The 

safety effectiveness is the measure of the treatment effectiveness at a site or group of sites after 

implementation. When crash frequency decreases after a treatment, the safety effectiveness is 

positive. When crash frequency increases, the safety effectiveness is negative. 

                                    (3.3.8) 
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The statistical significance of the roundabout safety effectiveness is determined by 

computing its precision. This is done by calculating the standard error of the unbiased OR term 

[      ] as shown in Equation 3.3.9 which is based on the variance of the unbiased OR term 

[       ]. 

                (3.3.9) 

where, 

        
     

 
 

 

      
 
           

         
 

   
           

         
 
  (3.3.10) 

The statistical significance is ultimately computed by taking the absolute value of the 

safety effectiveness divided by the standard error of the safety effectiveness 

[                       ]. This computation of statistical significance is shown in Equation 

3.3.11. The statistical significance term can then be used to compute a two-tailed p-value and 

associated confidence level for each treatment. 

                              
                    

                        
  (3.3.11) 

where, 

                                    (3.3.12) 
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3.4. Crash Prediction Model Calibration to Local Conditions 

The HSM (AASHTO, 2010) established a national standard of crash prediction 

methodology using SPFs, Crash Modification Factors (CMF), and Calibration factors (C) by 

facility and severity type. Equation 3.4.1 shows the general form of the HSM prediction 

methodology. The crash prediction models used in the project-level and site-specific EB analyses 

were adjusted using the latest calibration factors developed for Missouri interchange facilities 

(Sun et al., 2016). This adjustment was done to improve the accuracy of the crash prediction 

models by accounting for local Missouri driving conditions. 

                                  (3.4.1) 

where, 

      = predicted crash frequency (crashes/year); 

     = predicted crash frequency for site type SPF (crashes/year) 

   = calibration factor according to local conditions; 

     = crash modification factor specific to a site type characteristic j. 

The base model SPF and CMFs are usually developed using combined data from a couple 

of states. For the application to other states different from the ones of the model, the calibration 

factor C is used to adjust the prediction to local conditions. The calibration methodology is a 

simple overall comparison between the predicted number of crashes from the models and the 

observed crash data collected locally. Equation 3.4.2 illustrates the equation to obtain the 

calibration factor. 

   
                          

                           
  (3.4.2) 
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The research by Sun et al. (2013) provided the latest calibration factors for a variety of 

interchange facilities including ramp terminals, speed change lanes, and ramp segments. Table 

3.4.1 presents a list of the relevant calibration factors developed for Missouri interchange 

facilities that were utilized in the crash prediction procedure. These calibration factors allowed 

the EB crash prediction models obtain a more accurate predicted number of crashes by 

accounting for local driving conditions experienced in Missouri. 

Table 3.4.1. Calibration Factors for Interchange Facilities (Sun et al., 2016) 

Freeway Interchange Facility 

Calibration Value 

FI
1 

PDO
2 

Ramp Terminals 

Rural Stop-controlled D4 Diamond Interchange Terminal 0.843 2.251 

Urban Stop-controlled D4 Diamond Interchange Terminal 1.226 2.025 

Signalized D4 Diamond Interchange with Two-lane Crossroads Terminal 1.087 2.360 

Signalized D4 Diamond Interchange with Four-lane Crossroads Terminal 0.853 1.830 

Urban Stop-controlled A2/B2 Partial Cloverleaf Interchange Terminal 1.035 1.594 

Speed Change Lanes 

Rural Entrance Speed Change Lane 0.714 1.152 

Rural Exit Speed Change Lane 0.811 1.162 

Urban Four-lane Entrance Speed Change Lane 0.598 1.314 

Urban Four-lane Exit Speed Change Lane 0.455 0.519 

Urban Six-lane Entrance Speed Change Lane 0.431 0.739 

Urban Six-lane Exit Speed Change Lane 0.443 0.482 

Ramp Segments 

Rural Entrance Ramp for Single Vehicle Crashes 1.000* 0.769 

Rural Entrance Ramp for Multiple Vehicle Crashes 1.000* 2.489 

Rural Exit Ramp for Single Vehicle Crashes 0.356 1.531 

Rural Exit Ramp for Multiple Vehicle Crashes 1.000* 1.000* 

Urban Entrance Ramp for Single Vehicle Crashes 0.913 1.121 

Urban Entrance Ramp for Multiple Vehicle Crashes 2.681 6.360 

Urban Exit Ramp for Single Vehicle Crashes 0.840 1.266 

Urban Exit Ramp for Multiple Vehicle Crashes 2.354 5.252 

Note: 
1
Fatal and Injury crashes, 

2
Property Damage Only Crashes, *A value of 1.000 (i.e., national data) was used 

because Missouri data contained too few ramp crashes. 
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Additionally, there was on-going research at the time of this publication that provided the 

latest calibration factors for a variety of freeway segments. Table 3.4.2 presents a list of the 

relevant calibration factors developed for Missouri freeway segments that were utilized in the 

crash prediction EB procedure. It should be noted that this work has not yet been made public at 

the time of this report publication. 

Table 3.4.2. Calibration Factors for Freeway Segments 

Freeway Segment Facility 

Calibration Value 

FI
1
 PDO

2
 

MV
3 

SV
4 

MV
3 

SV
4 

Rural Four-lane Freeway Segments 0.839 0.501 2.143 1.290 

Urban Four-lane Freeway Segments 0.708 0.603 1.461 1.200 

Urban Six-lane Freeway Segments 0.846 0.964 1.220 0.854 

Note: 
1
Fatal and Injury crashes, 

2
Property Damage Only Crashes, 

3
Multiple Vehicle 

Crashes, 
4
Single Vehicle Crashes 
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Chapter 4: Roundabout Interchange Site Selection 

The sampling process consisted of selecting sites in which roundabouts were 

implemented to replace previous ramp terminal configurations. Interchange sites with either one 

or two roundabout terminals were of interest.  Operational and crash data availability was also 

considered in the selection process. Sites in which the interchange was a new implementation 

(i.e. no previous ramp terminal at the site) were not included. Through the Missouri Department 

of Transportation (MoDOT) database, existing interchanges with roundabout terminals were 

queried. The results provided a total of 26 interchanges. Each was carefully reviewed, and eight 

interchanges met the selection criteria. The rest of the interchanges were newly built 

interchanges or contained roundabouts that were connected to the ramps but did not serve as a 

ramp terminal or component of the interchange. Table 4.1 shows a summary table showing 

characteristics of the eight interchanges. Furthermore, a detailed description for each facility is 

presented in the following subsections. The before period refers to the condition before the 

roundabout was implemented, and the after period as the current condition with the roundabout 

implementation. A table of the analysis periods for each site is shown in Table 4.2. 

Table 4.1. Summary Characteristics of Interchange Sites 

Site 

No. 

AADT (vpd) Number of Lanes Speed Limit (mph) Terminal 

Control Type 

Area 

Type Crossroad Freeway Crossroad Freeway Crossroad Freeway 

1 12,089  29,537  2 4 35 70 Stop/Signal Urban 

2 10,877  142,959  2 8 30 60 Stop Urban 

3 1,885  23,603  2 4 35-45 70 Stop Rural 

4 4,700  27,966  2 4 35 60 Stop Urban 

5 11,668  74,206  4 6 40-45 65 Signal Urban 

6 10,392  59,654  4 4 25-45 65 Stop Urban 

7 4,444  11,224  4 4 25-35 55 Stop Urban 

8 16,521  20,424  3 4 45 55 Signal Urban 
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Table 4.2. Periods of Analysis for Safety Evaluation 

No. Location Description 

Periods of Analysis 

Before Period Before 

Years 

Construction After Period After 

Years Start End Start End Start End 

1 
I-44 and Kingshighway, Rolla, 

MO  
1/1/2007* 1/1/2011* 4.00* 8/22/2011 Late 2011 1/1/2012* 1/1/2016* 4.00* 

2 
I-64 and Spoede Rd, St. Louis, 

MO 
1/1/2004 1/1/2008 4.00 1/2/2008 Late 2008 1/1/2009 1/1/2016 7.00 

3 
US-63 and RT-M, Ashland, 

MO 

12/1/2012 3/1/2014 1.25 

3/10/2014 11/30/2014 12/1/2014 3/1/2016 1.25 12/1/2010 3/1/2012 1.25 

12/1/2008 3/1/2010 1.25 

4 IS-44 and RT-E, Rolla, MO 3/1/2002 3/1/2006 4.00 3/1/2006 5/1/2007 5/1/2007 5/1/2016 9.00 

5 
IS-435 and 87

th
 St., Kansas 

City, MO 
6/1/2005 6/1/2009 4.00 6/1/2009 5/1/2011 6/1/2011 6/1/2016 5.00 

6 
IS-70 and RT-Z, Wentzville, 

MO  

1/1/2015 7/1/2015 0.50 

7/1/2015 12/31/2015 1/1/2016 7/1/2016 0.50 

1/1/2014 7/1/2014 0.50 

1/1/2013 7/1/2013 0.50 

1/1/2012 7/1/2012 0.50 

1/1/2011 7/1/2011 0.50 

1/1/2010 7/1/2010 0.50 

7 
MO-9 and B. Pkwy., Kansas 

City, MO 
1/1/2005 1/1/2009 4.00 12/1/2009 8/31/2011 1/1/2012 1/1/2016 4.00 

8 
MO-100 and MO-109, 

Wildwood, MO 

1/1/2012 4/1/2013 1.25 

8/1/2013 Late 2014 1/1/2015 4/1/2016 1.25 1/1/2010 4/1/2011 1.25 

1/1/2008 4/1/2009 1.25 

*Temporary construction occurred in October 2009. Therefore, all October crashes in the before and after periods were dropped to be consistent. 
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4.1. Site 1: I-44 and Kingshighway, Rolla, Missouri  

4.1.1. Before Period Description 

The interchange configuration illustrated in Figure 4.1.1 consisted of a diamond 

interchange. The ramp terminal located north of the freeway was stop controlled with exit and 

entrance ramps (D4 configuration). The north crossroad approach was an undivided two-lane 

road with a speed limit of 35 mph. To the south of the freeway, the interchange consisted of a 

three-leg stop-controlled ramp terminal with an exit ramp (D3ex configuration). At a distance of 

260 feet south of the D3ex ramp terminal, there was a signalized three-leg ramp terminal with an 

entrance ramp and public street (D3en configuration). The crossroad approach south of the 

interchange was a two-lane road with a two-way left-turn lane median and a speed limit of 35 

mph. The freeway was a four-lane, median-separated segment with a speed limit of 70 mph. 

4.1.2. After Period Description 

In Figure 4.1.2, single lane roundabouts were implemented at the ramp terminals. The 

section south of the freeway combined the two previous D3ex and D3en ramp terminals into one 

terminal with an ellipse-shaped roundabout. It should be noted that the public street was also 

connected to the roundabout as a separate leg. A total of five legs were connected to the 

roundabout ramp terminal (three bidirectional approaches, one exit ramp, and one entrance 

ramp); there were no additional changes to the ramps or freeway. The implementation period 

was between August and December of 2011. 
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Figure 4.1.1. Before period at I-44 and Kingshighway, Rolla, Missouri (Google, 2009) 

 

Figure 4.1.2. After period at I-44 and Kingshighway, Rolla, Missouri (Google, 2016) 

 

4.2. Site 2: I-64 and Spoede Rd, St. Louis, Missouri 

4.2.1. Before Period Description 

The interchange configuration of this site was a conventional folded diamond interchange 

as illustrated in Figure 4.2.1. Both ramp terminals of the interchange were stop controlled. The 

N 
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north terminal was a B2 configuration, and the south terminal was an A2 configuration. A three-

legged stop-controlled intersection was located at a distance of 150-170 feet adjacent to each 

ramp terminal. The crossroad approaches to the interchange were of a two-lane road 

configuration with left-turn bay median and a speed limit of 30 mph. West of the interchange, 

there were no speed change lanes (add/drop lanes only) for the ramps. On the east side of the 

interchange, there were speed change lanes for both exit and entrance loop ramps. The freeway 

had six through lanes and a speed limit of 60 mph. 

4.2.2. After Period Description 

The interchange had two single-lane roundabouts implemented in the middle of the ramps 

and kept the stop-controlled B2/A2 ramp terminals as shown in Figure 4.2.2. This configuration 

eliminated the two adjacent stop-controlled intersections over the crossroad by connecting the 

outer roads to each roundabout. Some additional changes to the freeway also occurred. An 

additional lane was included in each direction creating eight total through lanes. A separation 

wall was implemented between the outer road and freeway on both sides. It should be noted that 

the separation wall, especially on the south side of the freeway, potentially reduces visibility of 

the roundabout from the exit ramp. Rumble strips were added (approximately 3 years after the 

roundabout opened) to that ramp to alert exiting drivers. Speed change lanes were added to the 

west side of the interchange. In addition, the speed change lanes on the east side of the 

interchange were converted to a weaving section with the adjacent interchange. The construction 

period was between January and December of 2008. 
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Figure 4.2.1. Before period at I-64 and Spoede Rd, St. Louis, Missouri (Google, 2005) 

 

Figure 4.2.2. After period at I-64 and Spoede Rd, St. Louis, Missouri (Google, 2016) 

4.3. Site 3: US-63 and RT-M, Ashland, Missouri 

4.3.1. Before Period Description 

The condition of this interchange in the before period, shown in Figure 4.3.1, consisted of 

a conventional diamond interchange with stop-controlled ramp terminals (D4 configuration) and 

N 
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speed-change lanes for the entrance and exit ramps. The crossroad approach was a two-lane 

undivided road with three-leg stop-controlled intersections in close proximity to the ramp 

terminals (around 350-370 feet). The posted speed limit at the north crossroad approach was 35 

mph and the south crossroad approach was 45 mph. The freeway was a four-lane, median-

separated segment. 

4.3.2. After Period Description 

The interchange was converted to a diamond interchange with single-lane roundabouts as 

the ramp terminals. Figure 4.3.2 provides the aerial image of the after period interchange 

configuration. There were no additional changes to the freeway or crossroad. The construction 

period was between March and November of 2014. 

 

Figure 4.3.1. Before period at US-63 and RT-M, Ashland, Missouri (Google, 2011) 
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Figure 4.3.2. After period at US-63 and RT-M, Ashland, Missouri (Google, 2015) 

4.4. Site 4: I-44 and RT-E, Rolla, Missouri 

4.4.1. Before Period Description 

Figure 4.4.1 illustrates the condition of the interchange in the before period. The image 

provided in the before period was the best available to show a clear outline of the geometry. 

Some construction was taking place at the time the image was taken. The interchange was a 

conventional diamond interchange with stop-controlled ramp terminals (D4 configuration) and 

speed-change lanes. In the north section of the interchange, the crossroad divided into two roads 

(speed limit 35 mph) through a three-leg stop–controlled; the stop sign was located on the minor 

road coming from the northwest direction. The ramp terminal and adjacent intersection were 

approximately 150 feet apart. South of the freeway, the crossroad approach was a four-lane road 

with left-turn bay median separation and a speed limit of 35 mph. The freeway was a four-lane, 

median-separated segment with a speed limit of 60 mph. 
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4.4.2. After Period  

In the after period image provided in Figure 4.4.2, the roundabout was implemented in 

the north ramp terminal of the interchange. It should be noted that the adjacent stop-controlled 

intersection and the ramp terminal were both merged into the roundabout. A total of five legs 

were connected to the roundabout ramp terminal (three bidirectional legs, one exit ramp, and one 

entrance ramp). There were some additional changes to the freeway. Additional lanes were 

provided in the freeway segment east of the interchange creating a weaving section with the 

adjacent interchange. The speed change lanes on the east side of the interchange were converted 

to add/drop lanes. The south ramp terminal experienced minor changes but remained a D4 stop-

control configuration. A second turn lane was added to the exit ramp as well as a central island. 

The construction was between March of 2006 and May of 2007. 

 

Figure 4.4.1. Before period at I-44 and RT-E, Rolla, Missouri (Google, 2006) 
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Figure 4.4.2. After period at I-44 and RT-E, Rolla, Missouri (Google, 2016) 

4.5. Site 5: I-435 and 87
th

 St., Kansas City, Missouri 

4.5.1. Before Period Description 

The interchange in the before period was a conventional diamond interchange with 

signalized ramp terminals (D4 configuration) and is shown in Figure 4.5.1. The west section of 

the interchange consisted of a four-leg minor road stop-controlled intersection in close proximity 

(180 feet) from the ramp terminal. The crossroad approaches to the interchange were four-lane 

undivided roads with a posted speed limit of 40-45 mph. In the east section of the interchange, 

there was also a three-leg minor road stop-controlled intersection located approximately 250 feet 

from the ramp terminal. The freeway segment south of the interchange had add/drop lanes. On 

the north side of the interchange, the freeway segment had speed change lanes for the exit and 

entrance ramps. The freeway was a six-lane, median-separated segment with a posted speed limit 

of 65 mph. 
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4.5.2. After Period Description 

Figure 4.5.2 shows the two-lane roundabouts that were implemented at each ramp 

terminal. The west ramp terminal merged the stop-controlled intersection into the roundabout. A 

total of six legs were connected to the roundabout ramp terminal (four bidirectional, one exit 

ramp, and one entrance ramp). A similar conversion was implemented at the east ramp terminal. 

The three-leg stop-controlled intersection was merged into the roundabout. A total of four legs 

were connected to the roundabout ramp terminal (three bidirectional, one exit ramp, and one 

entrance ramp). The circulatory roadway has one lane to re-enter the crossroad at the 

approaching islands of each roundabout. The crossroad approaches to the interchange became 

four-lane median separated roads. There were no additional changes to the freeway, speed 

change lanes, or ramps. The construction period was from June of 2009 to May of 2011. 

 

Figure 4.5.1. Before period at I-435 and 87th St., Kansas City, Missouri (Google, 2007) 
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Figure 4.5.2. After period at I-435 and 87th St., Kansas City, Missouri (Google, 2016) 

4.6. Site 6: I-70 and RT-Z, Wentzville, Missouri  

4.6.1. Before Period Description 

The before condition of the interchange is shown in Figure 4.6.1 and consisted of a 

conventional diamond interchange with stop-controlled ramp terminals (D4 configuration). In 

the north section of the interchange, there was a four-leg minor road stop-controlled intersection 

in close proximity (220 feet) to the ramp terminal. The north crossroad approach was a two-lane 

road with two-way left-turn median separation and a speed limit of 25 mph. The south crossroad 

approach was a three-lane road with a two-way left-turn lane median, right-turn bay, and a speed 

limit of 45 mph. There was a driveway access 120 feet from the south ramp terminal. The 

freeway segment west of the interchange had speed change lanes for the exit and entrance ramps. 

On the east side of the interchange, there was a weaving section with the adjacent interchange. 

The freeway was a four-lane, median-separated segment with a speed limit of 65 mph. 
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4.6.2. After Period Description 

A two-lane roundabout was implemented at the north ramp terminal of the interchange as 

shown in Figure 4.6.2. The section of the roundabout intersecting with the inside crossroad had 

only one lane in the circularity roadway. The adjacent stop-controlled intersections were not 

altered. There were no additional changes to the south ramp terminal or to the rest of the 

interchange. The construction period was from July of 2015 to December of 2015. 

 

Figure 4.6.1. Before period at I-70 and RT-Z, Wentzville, Missouri (Google, 2014) 
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Figure 4.6.2. After period at I-70 and RT-Z, Wentzville, Missouri (Google, 2016) 

 

4.7. Site 7: MO-9 and Briarcliff Pkwy., Kansas City, Missouri 

4.7.1. Before Period Description 

The interchange configuration was a diamond interchange with only one exit and one 

entrance ramp, as illustrated in Figure 4.7.1. The north ramp terminal was a stop-controlled 

three-leg (crossroad approaches and the exit ramp) with a public street connecting at the ramp 

terminal (D3ex configuration). The south ramp terminal was of stop-controlled D3en 

configuration with the entrance ramp acting as the minor leg. There was also a three-leg stop-

controlled intersection approximately 100 feet from the ramp terminal connecting the outer road 

and crossroad (outer road was the stop-controlled leg). The crossroad approach in the north 

section of the interchange was a two-lane road with wide median separation and posted speed 

limit of 25 mph. In the south section, the crossroad split at the stop-controlled intersection into 

the outer road approaches with speed limits of 35 mph. There appeared to be a sparingly used 

driveway connected to the intersection adjacent to the south terminal, possibly used to access 
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nearby utility towers. There were speed change lanes on the freeway for the exit and entrance 

ramp east of the interchange. The freeway was a four-lane, median-separated segment with a 

speed limit of 55 mph. 

4.7.2. After Period Description 

In Figure 4.7.2, dual-lane roundabouts were implemented at each ramp terminal. At the 

north ramp terminal, the exit ramp and outside crossroad approach had an additional right-turn 

bypass lane. An entrance ramp was added to the terminal as well. The roundabout had five legs 

(three bidirectional, one exit ramp, and one entrance ramp). The south ramp terminal combined 

the D3en ramp terminal, the adjacent stop-controlled intersection, and an exit ramp was added. 

Speed change lanes were added to the freeway for the newly added exit and entrance ramps west 

of the interchange. Significant changes happened over the alignment of the south outer roads 

creating prolonged horizontal curve approaches to the roundabout. Both ramp terminals had only 

one lane in the circulatory roadway at the crossover section inside the crossroad approach. The 

construction period was between December of 2009 and August of 2011.  
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Figure 4.7.1. Before period at MO-9 and Briarcliff Pkwy., Kansas City, Missouri (Google, 2008) 

 

 

Figure 4.7.2. After period at MO-9 and Briarcliff Pkwy., Kansas City, Missouri (Google, 2016) 

4.8. Site 8: MO-100 and MO-109, Wildwood, Missouri 

4.8.1. Before Period Description 

The interchange configuration in the before period was a conventional diamond 

interchange with signalized ramp terminals and speed change lanes for exit and entrance ramps 

N 
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over the freeway, as illustrated in Figure 4.8.1. The north ramp terminal had a pedestrian 

crossing that connected a paved walkway to provide access to a nearby trail and subdivision 

complex. The north crossroad approaches to the interchange was a three-lane, median divided 

road and the south crossroad approach was a two lane undivided road. Both crossroad 

approaches had a posted speed limit of 45 mph. The freeway was a four-lane, median-separated 

segment with a speed limit of 55 mph. 

4.8.2. After Period Description 

In Figure 4.8.2, a roundabout was implemented in the north ramp terminal. Half of the 

circulatory roadway had two-lanes and other half one lane. The exit ramp had an additional right-

turn bypass lane. The pedestrian crossing was eliminated, and a pedestrian overpass bridge was 

provided north of the ramp terminal. An additional road was connected to the roundabout in the 

location of the original paved walkway to provide access to the nearby residential subdivision. 

The roundabout ramp terminal had five legs (three bidirectional approaches, one exit ramp, and 

one entrance ramp). There were no additional changes to the south ramp terminal, ramps, speed 

change lanes, or freeway segment. The construction period was during August 2015 to 

December 2015.  
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Figure 4.8.1. Before period at MO-100 and MO-109, Wildwood, Missouri (Google, 2013) 

 

 

Figure 4.8.2. After period at MO-100 and MO-109, Wildwood, Missouri (Google, 2016) 

  

N 
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Chapter 5: Data Collection for Roundabout Safety Evaluation 

The data collection consisted of geometry, control type, and historical traffic and crash 

data. Data was collected for all facilities within the interchange including the ramp terminals, 

ramps, speed change lanes, freeway segment, crossroads, and adjacent crossroad intersections. 

This was conducted using different databases and sources such as aerial imagery, Traffic 

Management System (TMS) Maps, MoDOT ODBC, and TMS Accident Browser. The annual 

average daily traffic (AADT) was used to represent daily traffic volumes. The details of data 

collected for each facility are presented in the following sections.  

5.1. Geometry, Control Type, and Traffic Volume 

5.1.1. Ramp Terminals  

5.1.1.1. Ramp Terminals Configuration 

The types of ramp terminals observed at the interchange sites before roundabout 

implementation included D4, D3ex, D3en, A2, and B2 configurations. Figure 5.1 provides 

schematic examples of each configuration. The D4 ramp terminals in Figure 5.1(a) consists of 

two bidirectional crossroad approaches, an exit ramp, and an entrance ramp. Left-turn 

movements are allowed from the inside crossroad approach and exit ramp. In Figure 5.1(b), D3 

ramp terminal configurations intersects two bidirectional crossroad approaches at either an 

entrance (D3en) or exit ramp (D3ex). Left-turn movements are allowed from the exit ramp for 

the D3ex terminal and from the inside crossroad for the D3en ramp terminal configuration. Other 

ramp terminal types observed in the study during the before period were A2 and B2 within 

partial cloverleaf interchanges. In Figure 5.1(c) and 5.1(d), A2 ramp terminals intersect four legs: 

the crossroad, exit ramp, and entrance ramp. A particular feature of this configuration is that the 
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ramps are oriented on the same side of the ramp terminal. One of the ramps (depending on the 

location of the ramp with respect to the freeway) would have a prominent curve connecting the 

freeway to the ramp terminal. 
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(a) Four-leg ramp terminal with diagonal ramps (D4) 

 
(b) Three-leg ramp terminals with diagonal exit or entrance ramp (D3ex and D3en) 

 
(c) Three leg ramp terminal at two-quadrant parclo A (A2) 

 
(d) Three leg ramp terminal at two-quadrant parclo B (B2) 

Figure 5.1. Study ramp terminal configurations (AASHTO, 2010) 
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5.1.1.2. Ramp Terminal Data Requirements  

This section provides the necessary geometric, control type, and operational data for 

ramp terminals: 

 Control type (signal or stop-controlled) 

 Presence of a non-ramp public street  at the ramp terminal 

 Exit ramp skew angle (for stop-control ramp terminals only) 

 Distance to adjacent ramp terminal (mi) 

 Distance to next public street intersection outside crossroad leg (mi) 

 Inside crossroad left-turn operational mode (protected-only, permissive, protected-

permissive) 

 Exit ramp control type (signal, stop, yield, merge, free) 

 Crossroad median width (ft) 

 Number of exclusive or shared through lanes  

 Presence of right-turn channelization  

 Presence of left-turn lane or bay on crossroad approach 

 Number of driveways or public street on the crossroad approach within 250 ft 

 Crossroad AADT 

 Exit ramp AADT 

 Entrance Ramp AADT 

5.1.2. Freeway Segment 

Freeways are segments with controlled access and grade separation with all intersecting 

roadways. 

5.1.2.1. Freeway Configuration  

Freeways are classified by the number lanes and urban/rural designation. The number of 

lanes range from four to ten lanes (ten lanes for urban areas only). The classification of urban 

and rural areas depends on the surrounding population and land use. The Highway Safety 

Manual (HSM) follows the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) guidelines in which urban 

areas are designated as areas with a population greater than 5,000 people, and rural areas are 

designated as areas with a population less than 5,000 (AASHTO, 2010). 
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5.1.2.2. Freeway Segment Data Requirements  

This section outlines the necessary geometric and operational data details for freeway 

segments: 

 Number of through lanes 

 Segment length (mi) 

 Presence of horizontal curve 

 Curve radius (ft) 

 Length of curve in segment (mi) 

 Lane width (ft) 

 Outside shoulder width (ft) 

 Inside shoulder width (ft) 

 Median width (ft) 

 Presence of inside and outside rumble strips  

 Proportion of segment with rumble strips 

 Presence of median barrier 

 Clear zone width (ft) 

 Presence of barrier on roadside 

 Proportion of segment with roadside barrier 

 Presence of ramps on segment 

 Distance from ramp gore point to end or beginning of segment in each direction 

 Presence of weaving section 

 Type of weaving section 

 Length of weaving section and length of weaving in segment 

 Segment AADT 

 Ramps AADT 

 Hours where volume excess 1,000 vehicles per hour  

5.1.3. Speed Change Lanes  

A speed change lane is a unidirectional uncontrolled facility between the freeway and 

ramp segments (AASHTO, 2010). 

5.1.3.1. Speed Change Lanes Configuration 

There are two types of speed change lanes: exit and entrance speed change lanes. An exit 

speed change lane gradually adds a temporary lane to separate exiting traffic from the through 
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traffic on the freeway. The gradual transition is defined as taper. An entrance speed change lane 

merges ramp lanes to the freeway by gradually dropping a temporary lane, allowing vehicles to 

merge with freeway traffic. Figure 5.2 provides examples of common speed change lanes 

illustrating the gore point and taper. It should be noted that speed change lanes are different than 

add/drop lanes. Thus, speed change lanes distance from gore to taper should not exceed a length 

of 0.30 mi (1,600 ft) (AASHTO, 2010). 

 

Figure 5.2. Freeway speed change lanes (AASHTO, 2010) 

 

5.1.3.2. Speed Change Lanes Data Requirements  

The data requirements for speech change lanes is similar to the data for freeway 

segments. The distance form gore to taper is required for speed change lanes in addition to the 

freeway segment requirements. 
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5.1.4. Ramps Segments  

Ramp segments are unidirectional auxiliary roads located between speed change lanes 

and ramp terminals. 

5.1.4.1 Ramps Configurations  

There are two types of ramp segments: exit and entrance ramps. Exit ramps provide 

access from the freeway to the crossroad through the ramp terminal. Entrance ramps provide 

access form the ramp terminal to the freeway. Ramps are also classified by the number of lanes. 

5.1.4.2. Ramps Data Requirements  

This section provides the necessary geometric and operational data requirements for ramp 

segments: 

 Number of through lanes 

 Segment length (gore point to stop line of ramp terminal, mi) 

 Average traffic speed on freeway (mph) 

 Type of control access to ramp terminal (stop, signal, yield, none) 

 Presence of horizontal curve 

 Length of horizontal curve (mi) 

 Lane width (ft) 

 Right shoulder width (ft) 

 Left shoulder width (ft) 

 Presence of barrier 

 Length of segment with barrier 

 Ramp AADT 

5.1.5. Summary of Traffic Volume Data  

The AADTs were collected for all facilities within the interchange and for every year 

during the analysis periods. Table 5.1.1 contains the average AADT for every site across all 

analysis years. The AADTs on the crossroad ranged from 1,709 to 16,715 vehicle per day, on the 
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exit ramp between 790 and 5,559 vehicle per day, on the entrance ramps from 647 to 5,152 

vehicles per day, and on the freeway between 11,224 and 142,959 vehicles per day.   

Table 5.1.1. Average AADTs in vehicles per day by Interchange Facilities  

No. 
Ramp 

Terminal
1 

Crossroad 

Approach
2 

Ramps Ramp 

Terminal
1 

Crossroad 

Approach
2 

Ramps 
Freeway 

Exit Entrance Exit Entrance 

1 N 7,463 1,506 3,523 S 16,715 3,845 1,709 29,537 

2 N 14,905 2,530 2,522 S 6,849 2,864 2,469 142,959 

3 E 1,709 1,578 3,519 W 2,060 3,575 1,941 23,603 

4 N 3,186 1,797 647 S 6,214 790 1,181 27,966 

5 E 15,842 3,251 2,133 W 7,493 2,193 2,147 74,206 

6 N 4,795 5,559 1,746 S 15,989 1,488 5,152 59,654 

7 N 6,379 2,377 3,774 S 2,509 3,825 1,358 11,224 

8 N 16,521 5,630 2,737 S 16,521 2,455 5,235 20,424 

Note: 
1
The location of the ramp terminal with respect of the orientation of the freeway (N, S, E, and W); 

2
outside 

crossroad approach.  

 

5.2. Crash Data Collection 

The crash data collection was conducted for the period of analysis before and after the 

roundabout implementations. The construction periods were removed from the database, and the 

before and after period matched by month and season. The construction dates were determined 

from MoDOT and other local news releases. In some cases, the dates were not exact, so a 

conservative estimation of the dates were used. For instance, in Table 5.2.1, the site at I-44 and 

Kingshighway, Rolla, MO (Site 1), the construction period ended late in 2011, so the after period 

was initiated in 2012. Also in Table 5.2.1, some sites had multiple seasons in the before period 

such as the interchange located at MO-100 and MO-109, Wildwood, MO (Site 8). For this site, 

the after period was limited by the end of construction period and data availability. Thus, the 

after period was 1.25 years (1 year and 3 months). Since the after period is not a round year, it 
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introduces an uneven season variation compared to round year periods. To account for this, the 

before period was chosen to include similar months as the after period to achieve comparable 

weather seasonality and driving behavior characteristics. As a result, Site 8 has three separate 

periods of 1.25 years (a total of 3.75 years) in the before period that matched the months and of 

the after period. The same criteria was applied to other sites with uneven after periods. It may be 

suggested to use round years only; however, recent crash data is limited. It was desired to include 

these additional sites to utilize as much data as possible for this safety analysis.  

 



 

 

 

5
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Table 5.2.1. Periods of Analysis for Safety Evaluation 

No. Location Description 

Periods of Analysis 

Before Period Before 

Years 

Construction After Period After 

Years Start End Start End Start End 

1 
I-44 and Kingshighway, Rolla, 

MO  
1/1/2007* 1/1/2011* 4.00* 8/22/2011 Late 2011 1/1/2012* 1/1/2016* 4.00* 

2 
I-64 and Spoede Rd, St. Louis, 

MO 
1/1/2004 1/1/2008 4.00 1/2/2008 Late 2008 1/1/2009 1/1/2016 7.00 

3 
US-63 and RT-M, Ashland, 

MO 

12/1/2012 3/1/2014 1.25 

3/10/2014 11/30/2014 12/1/2014 3/1/2016 1.25 12/1/2010 3/1/2012 1.25 

12/1/2008 3/1/2010 1.25 

4 IS-44 and RT-E, Rolla, MO 3/1/2002 3/1/2006 4.00 3/1/2006 5/1/2007 5/1/2007 5/1/2016 9.00 

5 
IS-435 and 87

th
 St., Kansas 

City, MO 
6/1/2005 6/1/2009 4.00 6/1/2009 5/1/2011 6/1/2011 6/1/2016 5.00 

6 
IS-70 and RT-Z, Wentzville, 

MO  

1/1/2015 7/1/2015 0.50 

7/1/2015 12/31/2015 1/1/2016 7/1/2016 0.50 

1/1/2014 7/1/2014 0.50 

1/1/2013 7/1/2013 0.50 

1/1/2012 7/1/2012 0.50 

1/1/2011 7/1/2011 0.50 

1/1/2010 7/1/2010 0.50 

7 
MO-9 and B. Pkwy., Kansas 

City, MO 
1/1/2005 1/1/2009 4.00 12/1/2009 8/31/2011 1/1/2012 1/1/2016 4.00 

8 
MO-100 and MO-109, 

Wildwood, MO 

1/1/2012 4/1/2013 1.25 

8/1/2013 Late 2014 1/1/2015 4/1/2016 1.25 1/1/2010 4/1/2011 1.25 

1/1/2008 4/1/2009 1.25 

*Temporary construction occurred in October 2009. Therefore, all October crashes in the before and after periods were dropped to be consistent. 
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5.3. Crash Reports Review and Assignment 

The observed crash data did not provide specific facility assignment to each component 

of the interchanges and only guaranteed that the crash occurred within the interchange vicinity. 

There was no assignment at the ramp terminals, ramp segments, or freeways, which is needed for 

a site-specific analysis. Sun et al. (2016) covered in detail the potential errors in crash data at 

interchanges in Missouri. Thus, in this study, all crash reports were reviewed and assigned to the 

corresponding facility following the methods developed by Sun et al. (2016). A total of 1,681 

crash reports were individually reviewed. Table 5.3.1 provides the necessary data for project-

level analysis by severity type for each interchange before and after roundabout implementation. 

Table 5.3.1. Crash Reports by Interchange for Before and After Periods 

No. 

Before Period 

Fatal 
Disabling 

Injury 

Minor 

Injury 
FI

1 
PDO

2 
TOT

3 
Years 

1   1 26 27 128 155 3.67 

2   3 45 48 163 211 4.00 

3     6 6 30 36 3.75 

4   5 11 16 39 55 4.00 

5   4 49 53 123 176 4.00 

6 1   11 12 71 83 3.00 

7     4 4 12 16 4.00 

8   1 14 15 60 75 3.75 

Sum 1 14 166 181 626 807 30.17 

No. 

After Period 

Fatal 
Disabling 

Injury 

Minor 

Injury 
FI

1 
PDO

2 
TOT

3 
Years 

1   4 19 23 88 111 3.67 

2   3 84 87 264 351 7.00 

3     1 1 11 12 1.25 

4     8 8 78 86 9.00 

5   1 67 68 200 268 5.00 

6     1 1 4 5 0.50 

7   1 3 4 16 20 4.00 

8 1   1 2 19 21 1.25 

Sum 1 9 184 194 680 874 31.67 

Notes: 
1
Fatal and Injury crashes; 

2
Property Damage Only crashes; 

3
Total crashes. 
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The crash review efforts summarized in the table above include some crashes that were 

not assigned to the interchange for the project-level or site-specific evaluations. This is because 

the crash query deliberately included log miles that extended beyond the taper points of the 

interchange. This was done to review crashes that occurred upstream of a taper point but may 

have resulted from queuing from merging/weaving of the speed change lane. This was also done 

to include nearby crashes that may have been incorrectly assigned to an adjacent log mile. 

The crash review and assignment process also allowed for the aggregation of crashes by 

ramp terminal, showing which terminals experienced a significant change before and after 

roundabout implementation. Table 5.3.2 provides the results from the revision and assignment of 

crashes to the ramp terminals. In general, the influence area of the ramp terminal included the 

terminal itself (either roundabout or intersection) and the approach legs. If it was determined that 

a crash occurring on the approach legs was caused by the effects of the ramp terminal, it was 

assigned to the ramp terminal. The most common example of this was a rear-end crash at an 

approach leg as a result of queuing caused by the ramp terminal; this follows the 

recommendations discussed in Sun et al. (2016).  

The ramp terminals were denoted based on the orientation with respect to the freeway. As 

discussed in the site description section, some interchanges had only one ramp terminal replaced 

with a roundabout, with no changes to the other ramp terminal. In addition, crashes that occur at 

public streets within 250 feet from the ramp terminals were considered as ramp terminal related 

crashes, as this is captured in the HSM crash prediction approach. This made it possible to 

capture the safety effects of ramp terminals that experienced significant changes such as the 

combination of ramps and public roads into an individual roundabout terminal. A total of 521 
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crashes were assigned to the ramp terminals of the interchanges being studied. The other crashes 

occurred on the freeway, ramps, or speed change lanes not related to the terminals. Aggregating 

the crashes by ramp terminal allows for the analysis of the safety effectiveness at the site-specific 

level (ramp terminal only).  
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Table 5.3.2. Ramp Terminal Crash Assignments 

No. 
Ramp 

Terminal
1
 

Roundabout
2
 

Before Period 

Fatal 
Disabling 

Injury 

Minor 

Injury 
FI

3
 PDO

4
 TOT

5
 Years 

1 
N Yes     3 3 9 12 3.67 

S Yes     2 2 28 30 3.67 

2 
N Yes   1 2 3 8 11 4.00 

S Yes     2 2 18 20 4.00 

3 
E Yes     1 1 3 4 3.75 

W Yes     2 2 7 9 3.75 

4 
N Yes     5 5 10 15 4.00 

S No   1 1 2 4 6 4.00 

5 
E Yes     9 9 21 30 4.00 

W Yes   1 7 8 20 28 4.00 

6 
N Yes     2 2 10 12 3.00 

S No     2 2 21 23 3.00 

7 
N Yes       0 4 4 4.00 

S Yes       0 0 0 4.00 

8 
N Yes     7 7 33 40 3.75 

S No     5 5 9 14 3.75 

Sum 0 3 50 53 205 258 60.34 

No. 
Ramp 

Terminal
1
 

Roundabout
2
 

After Period 

Fatal 
Disabling 

Injury 

Minor 

Injury 
FI

3
 PDO

4
 TOT

5
 Years 

1 
N Yes     1 1 9 10 3.67 

S Yes     4 4 12 16 3.67 

2 
N Yes       0 10 10 7.00 

S Yes     5 5 22 27 7.00 

3 
E Yes       0 0 0 1.25 

W Yes       0 2 2 1.25 

4 
N Yes     3 3 12 15 9.00 

S No     1 1 19 20 9.00 

5 
E Yes     14 14 54 68 5.00 

W Yes     19 19 50 69 5.00 

6 
N Yes     1 1 1 2 0.50 

S No       0 1 1 0.50 

7 
N Yes     2 2 9 11 4.00 

S Yes       0 1 1 4.00 

8 
N Yes       0 9 9 1.25 

S No       0 2 2 1.25 

Sum 0 0 50 50 213 263 63.34 

Notes: 
1
Location of the ramp terminal with respect to the orientation of the freeway (N, S, E, and W); 

2
ramp 

terminal where a roundabout was implemented (Yes or No); 
3
Fatal and Injury crashes; 

4
Property Damage Only 

crashes; 
5
Total crashes. 
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Chapter 6: Roundabout Safety Evaluation Results 

The dataset for site-specific Empirical Bayes (EB) safety evaluation included 13 

roundabout ramp terminals from eight interchanges across Missouri. Each terminal was analyzed 

as one individual site. 

6.1. Project-level Safety Evaluation Results 

The project-level safety evaluation of the roundabout interchanges was performed using 

the EB method. This compares the observed crashes of the entire interchange in the after period 

to the expected crashes of the interchange had the roundabout terminals not been implemented. 

In general, the interchange footprint included the ramp terminals, crossroad over/underpass, 

ramp segments, as well as the bidirectional freeway segments from taper point to taper point 

(speed change lanes and freeway segments). Table 6.1.1 shows the results of the project-level 

safety evaluation with the observed crashes in the after period, the expected crashes in the after 

period, the corresponding safety effectiveness in percentage, and p-value in parenthesis. A 

positive safety effectiveness value indicates a reduction in crashes, and a negative safety 

effectiveness value indicates an increase in crashes. 
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Table 6.1.1. Project-level EB Safety Effectiveness Results for All Interchange Interchanges 

Project-level 

Interchange 

Locations 
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I-44 and 

Kingshighway 
1 17 17.6 

6.2 

(0.824) 
51 79.4 

36.3 

(0.001) 
68 96.8 

30.2 

(0.004) 

I-64 and 

Spoede Rd 
2 69 79.1 

14.0 

(0.340) 
179 261.1 

31.9 

(0.000) 
248 340.2 

27.4 

(0.000) 

US-63 and 

RT-M 
3 0 1.4 

100.0 

(0.000) 
7 6.0 

-12.9 

(0.783) 
7 7.5 

8.0 

(0.829) 

I-44 and RT-E 4 6 16.3 
64.6 

(0.000) 
58 50.6 

-12.3 

(0.578) 
64 66.9 

5.5 

(0.729) 

I-435 and 

87th St 
5 54 48.8 

-9.0 

(0.652) 
167 129.2 

-28.1 

(0.069) 
221 178.2 

-23.4 

(0.056) 

I-70 and RT-Z 6 1 2.6 
63.1 

(0.093) 
4 11.6 

65.9 

(0.000) 
5 14.2 

65.2 

(0.000) 

MO-9 and 

Briarcliff 

Pkwy 

7 3 3.5 
19.6 

(0.703) 
12 9.9 

-14.8 

(0.729) 
15 13.4 

-7.8 

(0.826) 

MO-100 and 

MO-109 
8 1 4.8 

79.9 

(0.000) 
14 16.9 

18.3 

(0.449) 
15 21.7 

31.5 

(0.096) 

All Sites All 151 174.2 
13.8 

(0.137) 
492 564.7 

13.1 

(0.021) 
643 738.8 

13.1 

(0.006) 

Note: 
1
Fatal and Injury crashes, 

2
Property Damage Only Crashes, 

3
Total crashes 

The safety effectiveness varied slightly for each location with six of eight interchanges 

experiencing a reduction in total crashes overall. Seven interchanges experienced a reduction in 

fatal and injury (FI) crashes. Meanwhile, only half of the interchanges saw a reduction in 

property damage only (PDO) crashes, and half observed an increase. The overall safety 

effectiveness results showed a decrease of 13.8% in FI crashes, 13.1% in PDO crashes, and 

13.1% in total crashes. To enhance the safety effect analysis, interchange locations were 

evaluated by roundabout type at the ramp terminal. At four of the interchanges, single lane 

roundabouts ramp terminals were implemented. At the other four, dual-lane roundabout ramp 

terminals were introduced. The roundabout type was thought to be an important characteristic 
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affecting the observed crash behavior at the interchange locations. Therefore, additional project-

level EB analyses were performed by separately aggregating the four single-lane roundabout 

interchanges and the four dual-lane roundabout interchanges. The project-level safety 

effectiveness results for the single-lane roundabout terminals are shown in Table 6.1.2, and the 

dual-lane safety effectiveness results are shown in Table 6.1.3. 

Table 6.1.2. Project-level EB Safety Effectiveness Results for Single-lane Roundabout 

Interchanges 

Project-level 
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I-44 and 

Kingshighway 
1 17 17.6 

6.2 

(0.824) 
51 79.4 

36.3 

(0.001) 
68 96.8 

30.2 

(0.004) 

I-64 and 

Spoede Rd 
2 69 79.1 

14.0 

(0.340) 
179 261.1 

31.9 

(0.000) 
248 340.2 

27.4 

(0.000) 

US-63 and 

RT-M 
3 0 1.4 

100.0 

(0.000) 
7 6.0 

-12.9 

(0.783) 
7 7.5 

8.0 

(0.829) 

I-44 and RT-E 4 6 16.3 
64.6 

(0.000) 
58 50.6 

-12.3 

(0.578) 
64 66.9 

5.5 

(0.729) 

All Sites All 92 114.5 
20.3 

(0.067) 
295 397.1 

26.0 

(0.000) 
387 511.3 

24.5 

(0.000) 

Note: 
1
Fatal and Injury crashes, 

2
Property Damage Only Crashes, 

3
Total crashes 

The overall safety effectiveness results for the single-lane roundabout interchanges 

showed a reduction of 20.3%in FI crashes, 26.0% in PDO crashes, and 24.5% in total crashes. 

Two of the interchanges experienced a slight increase in PDO crashes, approximately eight 

crashes, but collectively the single-lane roundabout interchanges observed a significant crash 

reduction in all three severity types. This indicates that the single-lane roundabout interchanges 

experienced less crashes than what was expected with their original ramp terminal 
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configurations. On the other hand, Table 6.1.3 contains the results of the dual lane roundabout at 

the project-level. 

Table 6.1.3. Project-level EB Safety Effectiveness Results for Dual-lane Roundabout 

Interchanges 

Project-level 

Interchange 

Locations 
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I-435 and 

87th St 
5 54 48.8 

-9.0 

(0.652) 
167 129.2 

-28.1 

(0.069) 
221 178.2 

-23.4 

(0.056) 

I-70 and RT-

Z 
6 1 2.6 

63.1 

(0.093) 
4 11.6 

65.9 

(0.000) 
5 14.2 

65.2 

(0.000) 

MO-9 and 

Briarcliff 

Pkwy 

7 3 3.5 
19.6 

(0.703) 
12 9.9 

-14.8 

(0.729) 
15 13.4 

-7.8 

(0.826) 

MO-100 and 

MO-109 
8 1 4.8 

79.9 

(0.000) 
14 16.9 

18.3 

(0.449) 
15 21.7 

31.5 

(0.096) 

All Sites ALL 59 59.7 
2.3 

(0.8879) 
197 167.6 

-16.9 

(0.1609) 
256 227.5 

-12.2 

(0.2080) 

Note: 
1
Fatal and Injury crashes, 

2
Property Damage Only Crashes, 

3
Total crashes 

The overall safety effectiveness results for the dual-lane roundabout interchanges showed 

a slight reduction of 2.3% in FI crashes but showed an increase of 16.9% in PDO crashes and 

12.2% in total crashes. There was mixed results in the dual-lane safety evaluation at the project-

level. Half of the dual-lane roundabout interchanges experienced an increase in total crashes. In 

fact, Site 5 was shown to increase total crashes by 23.4% with high statistical significance while 

Site 6 was shown to decrease total crashes by 65.2% with high statistical significance, indicating 

mixed results across the dual-lane interchange sites. Collectively, the dual-lane roundabout 

interchanges were shown to increase PDO and total crashes at the project-level. 
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By comparing the results of the two roundabout lane types, it was observed that the 

single-lane roundabout terminals safety effectiveness performed significantly better than the 

dual-lane roundabout ramp terminals. This leads to the possibility that dual-lane roundabouts are 

not always an ideal alternative for implementation at a ramp terminal. A summary of the project-

level safety effectiveness and significance level results is shown in Table 6.1.4. 

Table 6.1.4. Summary of Project-level Safety Evaluation Results 

The evaluation results indicate that implementing a roundabout in place of a 

conventional ramp terminal design: 

Reduced FI
1 
crash frequency by 13.8% 

at the 86 percent 

confidence level 

Reduced PDO
2
 crash frequency by 13.1% 

at the 97 percent 

confidence level 

Reduced TOT
3
 crash frequency by 13.1% 

at the 99 percent 

confidence level 

The evaluation results indicate that implementing a single-lane roundabout in 

place of a conventional ramp terminal design: 

Reduced FI
1 
crash frequency by 20.3% 

at the 93 percent 

confidence level 

Reduced PDO
2
 crash frequency by 26.0% 

at the 100 percent 

confidence level 

Reduced TOT
3
 crash frequency by 24.5% 

at the 100 percent 

confidence level 

The evaluation results indicate that implementing a dual-lane roundabout in 

place of a  conventional ramp terminal design: 

Reduced FI
1 
crash frequency by 2.3% 

at the 11 percent 

confidence level 

Increased PDO
2
 crash frequency by 16.9% 

at the 83 percent 

confidence level 

Increased TOT
3
 crash frequency by 12.2% 

at the 79 percent 

confidence level 

Note: 
1
Fatal and Injury crashes; 

2
Property Damage Only Crashes; 

3
Total crashes. 

The project-level provides positive aggregated results of the interchange system as a 

whole but does not indicate the specific safety effects of the implementation of the roundabout at 

the ramp terminal. The project-level safety evaluation also provided mixed results of statistical 

significance. Therefore, it was decided to further investigate the safety effects of the roundabout 
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ramp terminals using the site-specific EB safety evaluation method to isolate the effect of the 

implementation changes. 

6.2. Site-specific Safety Evaluation 

The site-specific safety evaluation of the roundabout ramp terminals was performed using 

the EB method. This compares the observed crashes at the roundabout terminal in the after 

period to the expected crashes at the terminal had the roundabout not been implemented. Table 

6.2.1 shows the results of the site-specific safety evaluation with the observed crashes in the after 

period, the expected crashes in the after period, the corresponding safety effectiveness in 

percentage, and p-value in parenthesis. A positive safety effectiveness value indicates a reduction 

in crashes, and a negative safety effectiveness value indicates an increase in crashes. 
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Table 6.2.1. Site-specific EB Safety Effectiveness Results for All Terminal Sites 

Roundabout 

Terminal Site 

Locations 
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 %
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I-44 and 

Kingshighway 
1 

N 1 3.0 
71.5 

(0.021) 
9 9.7 

14.1 

(0.703) 
10 12.7 

25.1 

(0.387) 

S 4 5.6 
34.3 

(0.365) 
12 27.2 

57.1 

(0.000) 
16 32.8 

52.0 

(0.000) 

I-64 and 

Spoede Rd 
2 

N 0 3.6 
100.0 

(0.000) 
10 14.2 

34.3 

(0.211) 
10 17.8 

45.1 

(0.020) 

S 5 2.7 
-56.9 

(0.559) 
22 18.1 

-16.5 

(0.633) 
27 20.8 

-25.2 

(0.460) 

US-63 and 

RT-M 
3 

E 0 0.2 
100.0 

(0.000) 
0 1.0 

100.0 

(0.000) 
0 1.2 

100.0 

(0.000) 

W 0 0.4 
100.0 

(0.000) 
2 1.9 

0.8 

(0.991) 
2 2.3 

16.7 

(0.790) 

I-44 and RT-E 4 N 3 3.4 
21.9 

(0.681) 
12 14.3 

21.5 

(0.485) 
15 17.7 

18.8 

(0.489) 

I-435 and 

87th St 
5 

E 14 13.8 
3.3 

(0.922) 
54 30.8 

-69.5 

(0.078) 
68 44.6 

-49.3 

(0.085) 

W 19 8.6 
-109.2 

(0.105) 
50 31.5 

-53.1 

(0.146) 
69 40.1 

-68.0 

(0.036) 

I-70 and RT-Z 6 N 1 0.5 
-63.1 

(0.726) 
1 1.5 

36.8 

(0.573) 
2 2.0 

4.7 

(0.947) 

MO-9 and 

Briarcliff 

Pkwy 

7 

N 2 0.7 
-105.6 

(0.586) 
9 4.8 

-68.3 

(0.399) 
11 5.5 

-86.7 

(0.257) 

S 0 0.4 
100.0 

(0.000) 
1 1.1 

28.9 

(0.717) 
1 1.5 

44.1 

(0.473) 

MO-100 & 

MO-9 
8 N 0 2.2 

100.0 

(0.000) 
9 10.0 

12.1 

(0.710) 
9 12.2 

27.6 

(0.293) 

All Sites ALL 49 45.1 
-7.5 

(0.695) 
191 166.0 

-14.5 

(0.219) 
240 211.1 

-13.3 

(0.175) 

Note: 
1
Fatal and Injury crashes, 

2
Property Damage Only Crashes, 

3
Total crashes 

The safety effectiveness varied for each site with nine of thirteen ramp terminals 

experiencing a reduction in FI, PDO, and total crashes. Meanwhile, four of thirteen sites 

experienced an increase in FI, PDO, and total crashes. The overall safety effectiveness results 

showed an increase of 7.5% in FI crashes, 14.5% in PDO crashes, and 13.3% in total crashes, 

none of which contained a high level of significance. These variations and extreme values could 
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be affected by different factors. Crash reporting at certain jurisdictions may not be as consistent 

as other districts. Some facilities were limited to a relatively short observation duration in the 

after period. It is possible that the roundabout is not the appropriate treatment at certain 

individual sites. In fact, it was observed that many of the sites that observed a reduction in 

crashes were single-lane roundabout ramp terminals (Sites 1-7). Likewise, many of the sites that 

observed an increase in crashes were dual-lane roundabout terminals (Sites 8-13). To analyze 

this further, the sites were aggregated on this basis. The safety effectiveness results for the 

single-lane roundabout terminals are shown in Table 6.2.2, and the dual-lane safety effectiveness 

results are shown in Table 6.2.3. 

Table 6.2.2. Site-specific EB Safety Effectiveness Results for Single-lane Roundabout Sites 
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I-44 and 

Kingshighway 
1 

N 1 3.0 
71.5 

(0.021) 
9 9.7 

14.1 

(0.703) 
10 12.7 

25.1 

(0.387) 

S 4 5.6 
34.3 

(0.365) 
12 27.2 

57.1 

(0.000) 
16 32.8 

52.0 

(0.000) 

I-64 and 

Spoede Rd 
2 

N 0 3.6 
100.0 

(0.000) 
10 14.2 

34.3 

(0.211) 
10 17.8 

45.1 

(0.020) 

S 5 2.7 
-56.9 

(0.559) 
22 18.1 

-16.5 

(0.633) 
27 20.8 

-25.2 

(0.460) 

US-63 and 

RT-M 
3 

E 0 0.2 
100.0 

(0.000) 
0 1.0 

100.0 

(0.000) 
0 1.2 

100.0 

(0.000) 

W 0 0.4 
100.0 

(0.000) 
2 1.9 

0.8 

(0.991) 
2 2.3 

16.7 

(0.790) 

I-44 and RT-E 4 N 3 3.4 
21.9 

(0.681) 
12 14.3 

21.5 

(0.485) 
15 17.7 

18.8 

(0.489) 

All Sites ALL 13 18.9 
32.8 

(0.127) 
67 86.3 

23.1 

(0.054) 
80 105.2 

24.4 

(0.017) 

Note: 
1
Fatal and Injury crashes, 

2
Property Damage Only Crashes, 

3
Total crashes 
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The overall safety effectiveness results for the single-lane roundabout terminals showed a 

reduction of 32.8% in FI crashes, 23.1% in PDO crashes, and 24.4% in total crashes, all of which 

contained relatively low p-values. The PDO and total crash safety evaluations, in particular, were 

highly significant with p-values of 0.054 and 0.017, respectively. All but one of the single-lane 

roundabout terminals experienced a reduction in both severity types. This indicates that the 

single-lane roundabout sites observed significantly less crashes than what was expected with 

their original ramp terminal configurations. 

Table 6.2.3. Site-specific EB Safety Effectiveness Results for Dual-lane Roundabout Sites 

Roundabout 
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I-435 and 

87th St 
5 

E 14 13.8 
3.3 

(0.922) 
54 30.8 

-69.5 

(0.078) 
68 44.6 

-49.3 

(0.085) 

W 19 8.6 
-109.2 

(0.105) 
50 31.5 

-53.1 

(0.146) 
69 40.1 

-68.0 

(0.036) 

I-70 and RT-

Z 
6 N 1 0.5 

-63.1 

(0.726) 
1 1.5 

36.8 

(0.573) 
2 2.0 

4.7 

(0.947) 

MO-9 and 

Briarcliff 

Pkwy 

7 

N 2 0.7 
-105.6 

(0.586) 
9 4.8 

-68.3 

(0.399) 
11 5.5 

-86.7 

(0.257) 

S 0 0.4 
100.0 

(0.000) 
1 1.1 

28.9 

(0.717) 
1 1.5 

44.1 

(0.473) 

MO-100 & 

MO-9 
8 N 0 2.2 

100.0 

(0.000) 
9 10.0 

12.1 

(0.710) 
9 12.2 

27.6 

(0.293) 

ALL SITES ALL 36 26.2 
-34.7 

(0.239) 
124 79.6 

-53.9 

(0.013) 
160 105.8 

-50.0 

(0.005) 

Note: 
1
Fatal and Injury crashes, 

2
Property Damage Only Crashes, 

3
Total crashes 

The overall safety effectiveness results for the dual-lane roundabout terminals showed an 

increase of 34.7% in FI crashes, 53.9% in PDO crashes, and 50.0% in total crashes (PDO and 

TOT significant at the 99% confidence level). Approximately half of the dual-lane roundabout 

sites experienced an increase in crashes. Some dual-lane sites did observe a slight reduction in 
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crashes; however, their magnitudes of crashes were significantly smaller. Collectively, the dual-

lane roundabout sites observed significantly more crashes than what was expected with their 

original ramp terminal configurations. Three sites (8, 9, and 11) accounted for the much of the 

observed increase in crashes. Sites 8 and 9, in particular, experienced a significant increase in 

crashes; both terminals are part of the same interchange location. It is possible that a dual-lane 

roundabout is not the ideal ramp terminal for locations with similar characteristics. 

By comparing the results of the two roundabout lane types, it was observed that the 

single-lane roundabout terminals safety effectiveness performed significantly better than the 

dual-lane roundabout ramp terminals. Single-lane roundabouts reduced both FI and PDO crash 

severity types after implementation. Dual-lane roundabouts present an increased level of 

navigational difficulty when compared to single-lane roundabouts or other more conventional 

terminal facility types. When vehicles are operating at a higher rate of speed, which is possible at 

ramp terminals as vehicles are entering and exiting the freeway, the difficulty of navigating a 

dual-lane roundabout further increases. This increased level of difficulty was supported by the 

crashes observed in this site-specific safety evaluation. This leads to the possibility that dual-lane 

roundabouts are not always an ideal alternative for implementation at a ramp terminal. A 

summary of the site-specific safety effectiveness and significance level results is shown in Table 

6.2.4. 
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Table 6.2.4. Summary of Site-specific Safety Evaluation Results 

The evaluation results indicate that implementing a roundabout in place of a 

conventional ramp terminal design: 

Increased FI
1 
crash frequency by 7.5% 

at the 30 percent 

confidence level 

Increased PDO
2
 crash frequency by 14.5% 

at the 78 percent 

confidence level 

Increased TOT
3
 crash frequency by 13.3% 

at the 82 percent 

confidence level 

The evaluation results indicate that implementing a single-lane roundabout in 

place of a conventional ramp terminal design: 

Reduced FI
1 
crash frequency by 32.8% 

at the 87 percent 

confidence level 

Reduced PDO
2
 crash frequency by 23.1% 

 at the 94 percent 

confidence level 

Reduced TOT
3
 crash frequency by 24.4% 

at the 98 percent 

confidence level 

The evaluation results indicate that implementing a dual-lane roundabout in 

place of a conventional ramp terminal design: 

Increased FI
1 
crash frequency by 34.7% 

at the 76 percent 

confidence level 

Increased PDO
2
 crash frequency by 53.9% 

at the 98 percent 

confidence level 

Increased TOT
3
 crash frequency by 50.0% 

at the 99 percent 

confidence level 

Note: 
1
Fatal and Injury crashes; 

2
Property Damage Only Crashes; 

3
Total crashes. 

These results differ from previous research that analyzed the safety benefits of 

roundabout implementation at a typical intersection (i.e. not part of an interchange). Single-lane 

roundabouts have been shown to improve safety when implemented for intersections, especially 

at low to medium traffic volumes, and the results from this safety evaluation show an 

improvement when implemented at a ramp terminal as well. However, the observed safety 

benefit when implemented at an interchange was not as high as the benefit when implemented at 

a standard intersection. The dual-lane roundabout ramp terminals also appear to be less 

beneficial than roundabouts implemented at intersections with similar characteristics. Possible 

reasons for this difference include the high approach speeds associated with interchanges, 

particularly at the exit ramp approach. Additionally, it was also found that the conversion to a 
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roundabout ramp terminal might result in a shortened deceleration lane at the roundabout 

approaches. This is because a roundabout requires a bigger footprint than a typical intersection, 

and the approaching roadway is effectively shortened. Perhaps the shortened deceleration length 

is a bigger concern at the ramp terminal due to their higher approach speeds. 
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Chapter 7: Roundabout Collision Diagrams and Crash Distribution 

The observed crash data in the after period was used to create collision diagrams for the 

sites being analyzed. The detailed review of the diagrams and driver narratives in the crash 

reports provided a greater understanding of the location and circumstances of the observed 

crashes. The crash types were aggregated by site to create collision diagrams for typical single-

lane and dual-lane roundabout ramp terminals. The diagrams provide a visual representation of 

the common crash types that were observed at the roundabout ramp terminals. Although crashes 

were reviewed for the entire interchange, only the crashes occurring at the ramp terminals were 

included in the collision diagrams.  Additionally, the percentages of these observed crashes were 

found. This distribution is presented by crash severity and crash type. 

7.1. Single-lane Roundabout Terminals 

The collision diagram for single-lane roundabout terminals is shown in Figure 7.1. The 

diagram provides a general schematic of the common crash types that were observed across all 

single-lane roundabout sites. The diagram shows typical locations where these common crash 

types might occur. These approximate locations were determined from the review of crash 

reports; however, they do not imply the exact locations of each crash.  

The distribution of crash types is shown in Table 7.1. The table provides information for 

crash type, severity, and observed occurrence rate. In the table, each crash type is assigned an ID 

number and is sorted in order of occurrence rate. This ID number also coincides with the 

diagram in Figure 7.1. 
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Figure 7.1. Collision Diagram for Single-lane Roundabout Terminals 
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Table 7.1. Crash Type Distribution for Single-lane Roundabout Terminals 

Note: 
1
Fatal and Injury crashes; 

2
Property Damage Only Crashes; 

3
Total crashes. 

 

The two most common crash types that were observed occurred at the exit ramp 

approach. Loss of control crashes at the exit ramp leg were the most common, accounting for 

25.4% of the observed crashes. Rear-end collisions on the exit ramps accounted for 15.9%. 

Along with angle crashes at the exit ramp approach, it was observed that crashes at the exit ramp 

approach accounted for nearly half (49.2%) of all crashes. The most likely cause for these 

incidents is a result of the speed differential of approaching vehicles from the exit ramp. Typical 

roundabout intersections force drivers to reduce their speed before entering the roundabout. 

However, this speed differential is amplified at interchanges because vehicles are exiting from 

the freeway where traveling speeds can be as high as 70 mph. The loss of control crashes were 

mostly caused by vehicles failing to reduce their speeds enough to safely negotiate the deflection 

island at the roundabout approach. The rear-end crashes were mostly due to the following 

vehicles approaching at a higher rate of speed than the vehicles yielding at the roundabout. These 

ID 

No. 
Crash type FI

1
 PDO

2
 TOT

3
 % 

1 Loss of control at exit ramp approach 3 13 16 25.4 

2 Rear-end at exit ramp approach 5 5 10 15.9 

3 Loss of control inside circulatory roadway   8 8 12.7 

4 Rear-end at public street approach 1 4 5 7.9 

5 Loss of control at inside/outside crossroad approach   1 4 5 7.9 

6 Angle crash at exit ramp and circulatory roadway   5 5 7.9 

7 Truck loss of control   4 4 6.3 

8 Rear-end at inside/outside crossroad approach   2 2 3.2 

9 Sideswipe at circulatory roadway    2 2 3.2 

10 Angle crash inside/outside crossroad and circulatory roadway   2 2 3.2 

11 Rear-end at circulatory roadway   1 1 1.6 

12 Wrong-way crashes   1 1 1.6 

13 Collison with pedestrian at exit ramp crosswalk  1   1 1.6 

14 Truck sideswipe   1 1 1.6 
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crashes occurring at the exit ramp approach also accounted for a significant portion of the FI 

crashes observed at the single-lane roundabout terminals. Another possible reason is that the 

deceleration lane length is typically shortened when the roundabout is implemented. This is 

because a roundabout requires a bigger footprint than a typical intersection, and therefore, the 

approaching roadway is effectively shortened. 

It was also desired to differentiate observed crashes involving heavy vehicles because 

trucks often have difficulties maneuvering at roundabouts. This is a particular concern for single-

lane roundabouts with a limited footprint. It is speculated that heavy trucks operate on the 

freeway (and therefore interchanges) more frequently than they do at typical intersections. 

Because of this, it is possible that roundabout interchanges will be encountered by trucks more 

than a typical intersection. The observed data showed that truck related crashes accounted for 

nearly 8% of all observed crashes at the single-lane roundabout terminals. The observed crash 

types involving trucks included loss of control and sideswipe crashes. The truck loss of control 

category includes loss of control at approach legs and rollover crashes occurring within the 

circulatory roadway. 

7.2. Dual-lane Roundabout Terminals 

The collision diagram for dual-lane roundabout terminals is shown in Figure 7.2. The 

diagram provides a general schematic of the common crash types that were observed across all 

dual-lane roundabout sites. The diagram shows typical locations where these common crash 

types might occur. These approximate locations were determined from the review of crash 

reports; however, they do not imply the exact locations of each crash. Figure 7.2 closely 

resembles the typical dual-lane roundabout interchanges that were part of the sample. This 
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includes the circulatory roadway near the inside crossroad. The circulatory roadway at all dual-

lane sites contained only one lane completely circulating the roundabout; this characteristic is 

depicted in the collision diagram. 



 

 

 

7
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Figure 7.2. Collision Diagram for Dual-lane Roundabout Terminals 
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The distribution of crash types is shown in Table 7.2. The table provides information for 

crash type, severity, and observed occurrence rate. In the table, each crash type is assigned an ID 

number and is sorted in order of occurrence rate. This ID number also coincides with the 

diagram in Figure 7.2. 

Table 7.2. Crash Type Distribution for Dual-lane Roundabout Terminals 

ID 

No. 
Crash type FI

1
 PDO

2
 TOT

3
 % 

1 Rear-end at exit ramp approach 14 46 60 38.7 

2 Rear-end at outside crossroad approach 5 12 17 11.0 

3 Sideswipe at circulatory roadway and exiting through crossroad  2 12 14 9.0 

4 Angle crash at outside crossroad and circulatory roadway  2 12 14 9.0 

5 Loss of control at outside crossroad approach   2 6 8 5.2 

6 Loss of control at circulatory roadway 3 4 7 4.5 

7 Sideswipe at circulatory roadway and entering through crossroad  1 6 7 4.5 

8 Rear-end at circulatory roadway 3 3 6 3.9 

9 Angle crash at exit ramp and circulatory roadway 1 4 5 3.2 

10 Rear-end at inside crossroad approach 1 3 4 2.6 

11 Truck sideswipe   4 4 2.6 

12 Sideswipe at outside crossroad approach    2 2 1.3 

13 Wrong-way crashes   2 2 1.3 

14 Rear-end at public street approach   1 1 0.6 

15 Loss of control at exit ramp approach   1 1 0.6 

16 Loss of control at entrance ramp 1   1 0.6 

17 Sideswipe at exit ramp approach 1   1 0.6 

18 Truck loss of control   1 1 0.6 

Note: 
1
Fatal and Injury crashes; 

2
Property Damage Only Crashes; 

3
Total crashes. 

The most common observed crash type at dual-lane roundabout terminals was a rear-end 

occurring at the exit ramp approach, accounting for 38.7% of the total crashes. Collectively, 

crashes at the exit ramp approach contributed nearly half (43.1%) of all crashes at the terminals. 

Similar to the single-lane sites, it is believed that the most likely cause for these incidents at the 

exit ramp is a result of the drastic speed differential of approaching vehicles from the exit ramp. 

Loss of control crashes were proportionally lower at dual-lane terminals than single-lane 
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terminals. It is possible that this is due to higher traffic, which is typically observed at dual-lane 

sites. For example, an exiting vehicle at a dual-lane interchange might lose control and collide 

with a lead vehicle in front; if that lead vehicle were not present at a single-lane roundabout, the 

colliding vehicle would likely lose control and leave the roadway. The observed crashes at the 

exit ramp approach also accounted for a significant portion of the FI crashes observed at the 

dual-lane roundabout terminals. The shortened deceleration lane length at the approach legs 

caused by the implementation of the roundabout may be another factor in the observed crash 

behavior. 

Heavy vehicle crashes were aggregated for dual-lane terminals. The observed data 

showed that truck related crashes accounted for 3.2% of all observed crashes at the dual-lane 

roundabout terminals. The observed crash types involving trucks included loss of control crashes 

and sideswipes with passenger vehicles. Truck sideswipe crashes was more prevalent at dual-

lane roundabouts, mostly because trucks required the use of both lanes to maneuver the 

roundabout terminals. 
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Chapter 8: HSM Calibration for Rural Two-lane Undivided Roadway Segments 

8.1. Introduction and Scope 

This chapter begins the second part of this thesis, which includes the HSM calibration of 

different facility types accounting for local, Missouri conditions. The first facility type that was 

calibrated was rural two-lane undivided roadway segments. These efforts are primarily based on 

the methodology explained in Chapter 10 of the HSM. 

8.2. Calibration Data Requirements 

The input data in the IHSDM is divided into required and desired data. The required data 

consist of site, crash, and traffic data. The desired data is optional and includes variables such as 

superelevation variance data, presence of lighting, and automated speed enforcement. 

8.2.1. Required Site Data 

8.2.1.1. Area Type 

The classification of areas depends on the roadway characteristics, surrounding 

population, and land use. Based on the FHWA guidelines, the HSM defines “urban” areas as 

regions that contained a population greater than 5,000 people. “Rural” areas are designated as 

regions outside urban areas and which contain a population less than 5,000 people. Although the 

terms metropolitan, urbanized, or suburban refer to urban subcategories, the HSM does not make 

a distinction among these subgroups and considers all as urban (AASHTO, 2010). MoDOT uses 

the same area classification. 
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8.2.1.2. Segment Length 

The roadway segment length for rural two-lane undivided segments consists of the total 

length in miles over a homogenous segment with no significant changes in travelway cross-

section geometry and speed limit. In addition, rural two-lane undivided segments should not 

intersect or have interchanges facilities as part of the segment. The HSM recommends a 

minimum of 0.1 miles to reduce calculation efforts. 

8.2.1.3. Left/Right Side Lane Width 

The IHSDM input for rural two-lane undivided segments requires the lane width for the 

roadway in each direction. It was determined that the right side lane was in the direction of 

increasing milepost, and the left side was in the opposing direction. If different lane width values 

are observed by direction, an average value should be used. The input value should be introduced 

in feet and larger than zero. 

8.2.1.4. Left/Right Side Shoulder Width and Type 

The IHSDM input for rural two-lane undivided segments requires the shoulder width for 

the roadway in each direction. It was determined that the right side lane was in the direction of 

increasing milepost, and the left side was in the opposing direction. If different shoulder width 

values are observed by direction, an average value should be used. The input value should be 

introduced in feed and larger than zero. The particular shoulder type should be obtained, as the 

HSM describes the safety effectiveness of three different shoulder types: paved, gravel, and turf. 
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8.2.1.5. Curve Radius and Length  

In the case that a segment contains a curved section of roadway, the radius of the curve 

should be measured in feet along the inside edge of the curved roadway. The input value should 

be greater than or equal to zero. The length of curvature should be measured in miles and should 

be greater than or equal to zero. 

8.2.1.6. Presence of TWLT Lane  

It should be noted if a segment contains a two-way left-turn lane. Special attention should 

be made if a portion of the segment contains a TWLT lane because it is necessary that each 

segment be considered homogenous. The presence of a TWLT lane should be introduced as a 

“yes” or a “no”. Figure 8.1 is an example of a segment with a TWLT lane present. 

 

Figure 8.1. Segment containing two-way left-turn lane (Google, 2016) 

8.2.2. Required Crash and Traffic Data 

8.2.2.1. Years of Crash Data 

The years associated with the calibration should be specified. The IHSDM considers up 

to three years for the input data. 
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8.2.2.2. Observed Number of Crashes  

The HSM predictive method estimates crash frequency of rural two-lane undivided 

segment related crashes. Crash assignment to segments and intersections consist on the 

geometric, traffic control, and operations characteristics. There is a potential to find rural two-

lane undivided segments limited by intersections; however, intersection related crashes should 

not be considered as segment related crashes. For this calibration, intersection related crashes 

were removed based on the intersection identification number that was designated in the crash 

data. All segment related crashes should be included with no additional separation by severity or 

single/multiple vehicle designation. Figure 8.2 provides the definition from the HSM for 

segmentation and crash assignment for segments and intersections. 

  

Figure 8.2. HSM definition of segment and intersection crashes (AASHTO, 2010) 
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8.2.2.3. Segment AADT 

The total segment AADT (both directions) should be collected for all years of analysis. 

The HSM safety performance function (SPF) for rural-two lane highway segments is 

recommended for AADTs ranging from 0–17,800 vehicles per day. 

8.2.3. Desired Site Data 

8.2.3.1. Presence of Spirals 

Any spiral transitions for horizontal curves within the segment should be noted. MoDOT 

indicated that most existing horizontal curves on Missouri roadways did not contain spirals. 

Therefore, it was assumed that no curved segments contained spirals. 

8.2.3.2. Superelevation Variance 

This is the percent difference between actual superelevation and the superelevation 

identified by AASHTO policy. It was reasonable to assume that all horizontal curves were 

designed to the appropriate superelevation rate. Therefore, the base condition of zero percent was 

assumed for all curved samples. 

8.2.3.3. Grade 

The vertical grade of the segments could not be accurately determined and were therefore 

assumed as the base condition of zero percent. This value correlated to the level terrain category 

in the HSM that included grades between +/- 3 percent. It was indicated by MoDOT that, though 

vertical grade was collected by ARAN, it was not readily available through TMS. 
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8.2.3.4. Driveway Density 

This includes the driveway density for both sides of the roadway combined given in 

number of driveways per mile. 

8.2.3.5. Presence of Centerline Rumble Strip 

This input indicates the presence of rumble strips along the centerline of the roadway 

segment. The IHSDM data input only requires specifying whether or not rumble strips exist 

along the segment (i.e. yes or no). 

8.2.3.6. Presence of Passing Lanes 

In some cases, short sections of certain rural two-lane undivided highway segments may 

contain additional lanes that serve exclusively to increase passing opportunities through side-by-

side passing lanes. It should be noted if the presence of passing lanes exists on one or both sides 

of the roadway or does not exist at all. Special consideration should be made if this occurs for a 

long stretch of roadway, as this type would no longer be considered a two-lane facility. 

8.2.3.7. Roadside Hazard Rating 

The roadside hazard rating (RHR) is a common ranking system from one (best) to seven 

(worst) (Zegeer et al., 1981). It is used to estimate the potential for accidents to occur on rural 

two-lane highways. The ranking involves the clearzone, sideslope, guardrail presence, presence 

of obstacles, and other attributes of the roadway segment. 
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8.2.3.8. Presence of Lighting 

The presence of lighting along the segment is considered in the crash prediction process. 

The IHSDM data input only requires specifying the presence of lighting along the segment (i.e. 

yes or no). 

8.2.3.9. Automated Speed Enforcement 

Automated speed enforcement of rural segments may use video or photographic 

identification in combination with radar or laser to detect driver going over the posted speed 

limit of the segment. The system automatically records the vehicle information when at fault. 

The IHSDM data input only requires specifying the presence of automated speed enforcement 

along the segment (i.e. yes or no). 

8.3. HSM Crash Prediction Methodology 

As described in Chapter 10 of the HSM, the SPFs for rural two-lane undivided segments 

predict the number of total crashes on the segment per year for the base conditions. The SPF is 

obtained through Equations 8.1-8.2 below, with the base conditions listed in Table 8.1: 

                                                 (8.1.) 

where, 

              = predicted average crash frequency of an individual roadway segment for the 

selected year; 

        = predicted average crash frequency of an individual roadway segment with given base 

conditions; 

   = calibration factor for roadway segments of a specific type developed for use for a particular 

geographical area; 

             = predicted average crash frequency of vehicle-pedestrian collisions for an 

individual roadway segment;  
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                                  (8.2.) 

where, 

        = predicted average crash frequency of an individual roadway segment with given base 

conditions; 

     = annual average daily traffic (vehicles/day) on roadway segment; and 

  = length of roadway (miles) 

Table 8.1. Base conditions in HSM for SPF for rural two-lane undivided segments 

Description Base Condition 

Lane Width 12 ft 

Shoulder Width 6 ft 

Shoulder Type Paved 

Roadside Hazard Rating 3 

Driveway Density 5 driveways/mile 

Horizontal Curvature None 

Vertical Curvature None 

Centerline Rumble Strips None 

Passing lanes None 

Two-way Left-turn Lanes None 

Lighting None 

Automated Speed Enforcement None 

Grade Level 0% 

 

8.4. Sampling Considerations 

For this calibration effort, it was desired to obtain the same sites that were used in the 

previous calibration project (Sun et al., 2013). The original sampling process for rural two-lane 

undivided segments included a random sample of five sites from each MoDOT district was 

generated based on a minimum length of 0.5 miles per site. TMS was used to generate database 

queries with a list of candidate rural two-lane sites for each district. The criteria used to generate 

the queries are shown in Table 8.2. The field DRVD_TRFRNGINFO_YEAR was used to limit 
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the query to 2011 data since TMS contained AADT data for each year. The AADT data for other 

years were later obtained using other queries. A separate query was run for each MoDOT district 

using the BEG_DISTRICT_ABBR field. The DRVD_TRF_INFO_NAME field was used to 

provide AADT for 2011 in the query output. The BEG_OVERLAPPING_INDICATOR field 

was used to exclude secondary routes that overlapped with primary routes. The 

BEG_URBAN_RURAL_CLASS field was used to limit the query to rural segments. The query 

was limited to rural two-lane segments by using the NUMBER_OF_LANES field. 

Table 8.2. Query criteria for rural multilane segments 

Table Field Criteria 

TMS_TRF_INFO_SEGMENT_VW DRVD_TRFRNGINFO_YEAR 2011 

TMS_TRF_INFO_SEGMENT_VW BEG_DISTRICT_ABBR Varies 

TMS_TRF_INFO_SEGMENT_VW DRVD_TRF_INFO_NAME AADT 

TMS_TRF_INFO_SEGMENT_VW BEG_OVERLAPPING_INDICATOR not S 

TMS_TRF_INFO_SEGMENT_VW BEG_URBAN_RURAL_CLASS RURAL 

TMS_TRF_INFO_SEGMENT_VW BEG_DIVIDED_UNDIVIDED UNDIVIDED 

TMS_SS_PAVEMENT NUMBER_OF_LANES 2 

 

Each site was individually reviewed and verified for this calibration process. During the 

site verification, each segment was analyzed to ensure no apparent changes to the roadway 

facility. Special attention was made to ensure that each site satisfied the necessary criteria to be 

considered a valid sample for this facility type. The sampled sites were reviewed to ensure that 

ARAN data were available for the sites, and to verify that the sites were of the proper site type 

and were homogeneous with respect to cross section. Some sampled sites were discarded and 

replaced with another sampled site because they did not contain adequate ARAN data. The 

END_URBAN_RURAL_CLASS field was also checked in TMS to confirm that the value of the 

field was urban. If the value of this field was not urban, the sample site was also checked in 
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ARAN to determine whether the site was rural or urban based upon surrounding land use 

characteristics. 

8.4.1. List of Sample Sites 

A list of samples for rural two-lane undivided roadway segments is shown in Table 8.3. 

The samples were distributed evenly among the seven MoDOT districts: 

 5 samples from the Central District 

 5 samples from the Kansas City District 

 5 samples from the Northeast District 

 5 samples from the Northwest District 

 5 samples from the Southeast District 

 5 samples from the Saint Louis District 

 6 samples from the Southwest District 

The samples represented geographic diversity from around the state of Missouri. The 

sample set included sites from 24 different Missouri counties. Most of the sites were Missouri 

state highways, although there were a few segments that were US highways.  
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Table 8.3. List of sites for rural two-lane undivided segments 

Site 

ID 
District Description 

Primary 

Direction 

Primary 

Begin 

Log 

Primary 

End 

Log 

County 
Length 

(mi) 

1 CD MO 185 S 39.54 44.00 Washington 4.46 

2 CD MO 5 S 220.91 222.15 Camden 1.24 

3 CD MO 17 N 156.57 160.31 Miller 3.74 

4 CD MO 5 N 222.80 226.89 Howard 4.09 

5 CD MO 124 W 23.24 25.06 Howard 1.82 

6 KC MO 13 S 127.13 130.91 Johnson 3.78 

7 KC MO 45 N 9.29 15.80 Platte 6.51 

8 KC MO 210 E 25.32 26.63 Ray 1.31 

9 KC MO 273 S 19.16 22.94 Platte 3.78 

10 KC MO 58 E 47.62 49.39 Johnson 1.77 

11 NE MO 47 S 49.97 52.87 Warren 2.89 

12 NE MO 19 S 21.55 22.05 Ralls 0.50 

13 NE MO 6 E 168.84 176.65 Knox 7.81 

14 NE MO 94 W 61.00 61.69 Warren  0.72 

15 NE MO 15 N 112.45 115.65 Scotland 3.20 

16 NW MO 5 S 87.90 95.61 Chariton 7.71 

17 NW US 24 E 109.73 111.92 Chariton 2.19 

18 NW MO 139 N 9.26 14.23 Carroll 4.97 

19 NW US 136 W 92.50 94.62 Putnam 2.12 

20 NW US 169 N 27.46 28.46 Clinton 1.00 

21 SE MO 25 S 32.32 32.86 Stoddard 0.54 

22 SE US 160 W 107.55 110.25 Howell 2.70 

23 SE MO 137 S 39.02 41.86 Howell 2.84 

24 SE MO 91 S 17.92 18.87 Stoddard 0.95 

25 SE MO 34 E 71.46 73.68 Bollinger 2.22 

26 SL MO 100 E 56.23 57.12 Franklin 0.89 

27 SL MO 110 W 1.34 2.93 Jefferson 1.59 

28 SL RT H E 4.22 10.77 Jefferson 6.55 

29 SL RT C S 13.52 14.35 Franklin 0.83 

30 SL RT B N 6.00 6.56 Jefferson 0.56 

31 SW MO 73 S 4.26 6.18 Dallas 1.92 

32 SW RT H S 15.83 20.33 Greene 4.50 

33 SW MO 76 W 179.95 184.74 McDonald 4.79 

34 SW MO 76 E 133.06 138.20 Taney 5.14 

35 SW MO 125 S 18.92 20.87 Greene 1.95 

36 SW MO 125 S 20.95 21.41 Greene 0.46 
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Since the HSM methodology contained a crash modification factor for horizontal 

curvature, it was necessary to subdivide these 36 sites further based on horizontal curvature. 

Each site was subdivided into curve and tangent sections. The limits of the curve and tangent 

sections were estimated visually from aerial imagery. A separate segment was created for each 

section of each horizontal curve. All of the tangent sections from a given site were combined into 

one segment since they were homogeneous with respect to cross section and horizontal 

curvature. The calibration data set consisted of 194 segments, of which 158 segments were 

horizontal curves. 

8.5. Data Collection 

A list of the data types collected for rural two-lane undivided highways and their sources 

is shown in Table 8.4. All data, except for horizontal curve data, were collected before the sites, 

listed in Table 8.3, and were subdivided based on horizontal curvature. This method of data 

collection was used to help ensure that bias created by short segments was not introduced. Lane 

width and outside paved shoulder width were assumed to be the same in each direction. This 

assumption was reasonable since most rural two-lane highways were symmetric with respect to 

cross section. The relationship between the TMS shoulder type and the HSM shoulder type is 

shown in Table 8.5. ARAN was used to determine driveway density, presence of centerline 

rumble strips, presence of passing lanes, presence of a two-way left-turn lane, roadside hazard 

rating, and the presence of lighting. 
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Table 8.2. Data sources for rural multilane divided segments 

Data Description Source 

AADT TMS 

Lane Width TMS 

Shoulder Width TMS 

Shoulder Type TMS 

Horizontal Curve Radius Aerial Imagery 

Horizontal Curve Length Aerial Imagery 

Superelevation Variance Assumed to be 0 percent 

Presence of Spirals Assumed not present 

Vertical Grade Assumed to be 0 percent 

Driveway Density ARAN, Aerial Imagery 

Presence of Centerline Rumble Strips ARAN, Aerial Imagery 

Presence of Passing Lanes ARAN, Aerial Imagery 

Presence of TWLT ARAN, Aerial Imagery 

Roadside Hazard Rating ARAN 

Presence of Lighting ARAN, Aerial Imagery 

Presence of Automated Speed 

Enforcement 
ARAN, Aerial Imagery 

Number of Crashes Accident Browser (TMS) 

 

Table 8.5. Relationship between TMS shoulder type and HSM shoulder type 

HSM Shoulder Type TMS Shoulder Type TMS Shoulder Description 

Paved 

AC Asphaltic Concrete 

BM Bituminous Mat 

BRK Brick 

LC Asphalt leveling course 

PC Concrete Unknown Reinforcement 

PCN Concrete Non-Reinforced 

PCR Concrete Reinforced 

SLC Superpave Leveling Course 

SP Superpave 

UTA Ultra-Thin Bonded A 

UTB Ultra-Thin Bonded B 

UTC Ultra-Thin Bonded C 

Gravel 

AG Aggregate 

OA Oil Aggregate 

TP1 Type 1 Aggregate 

TP2 Type 2 Aggregate 

TP3 Type 3 Aggregate 

TP4 Type 4 Aggregate 

TP5 Type 5 Aggregate 

Turf ERT Earth 
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The horizontal curve data were measured using aerial imagery of the segments in 

conjunction with a computer-aided design (CAD) program. One concern relating to the curve 

data for rural two-lane undivided highway segments was the creation of too many short segments 

due to subdivisions for horizontal curves. To help alleviate this concern, curves that visually 

appeared to be straight in the aerial photographs were treated as tangents. In addition, all of the 

tangent sections on a given site were treated as one segment in the calibration, since they were 

homogeneous with respect to horizontal curvature, AADT, and cross section. 

The following data were not readily available: superelevation variance, presence of 

spirals, and grade. Based on discussions with MoDOT, it was reasonable to assume that all 

horizontal curves were designed to the appropriate superelevation rate. Therefore, the 

superelevation variance was assumed to have a value of zero. According to EPG 230.1.5, spiral 

curves are to be used on all roadways with design traffic greater than 400 vehicles per day, an 

anticipated posted speed greater than 50 mph, and a curve radius less than 2,865 feet. However, 

MoDOT indicated that most existing horizontal curves on Missouri highways did not have 

spirals. Therefore, it was assumed for calibration purposes that no horizontal curves contained 

spirals. A grade value of zero percent was also assumed. This value correlated to the level terrain 

category in the HSM that includes grades between -3 percent and 3 percent. MoDOT explained 

that, though grade was collected by ARAN, it was not available through TMS. The assumptions 

made regarding superelevation variance, the presence of spirals, and grade corresponded to the 

base conditions in the HSM for these factors. 
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8.5.1. Summary Statistics for Rural Two-lane Undivided Roadway Segments 

Descriptive statistics for the segments are shown in Table 8.6. The average length of the 

sampled segments was 0.54 miles. The segments ranged in length between 0.02 miles and 7.52 

miles, with a median of 0.14 miles. The length standard deviation was 1.12 miles. Many of the 

segment lengths were less than the 0.5 mile minimum due to the efforts to subdivide segments 

with horizontal curves. The minimum length for segments with no horizontal curves was 0.36 

miles. The segments were relatively uniform with respect to lane width, but showed some 

variation with respect to shoulder width. The average values for the driveway density and 

Roadside Hazard Rating were greater than the values that corresponded to the base conditions in 

the HSM. A majority of the segments contained paved shoulders. Three of the segments had 

centerline rumble strips, and one of the segments had a two-way left-turn lane. Nine of the 

segments had lighting, and no segments contained automated speed enforcement. The segments 

with horizontal curves had an average curve radius of 1,680 feet and an average curve length of 

0.16 miles. The radii of the curve segments varied between 208 feet and 8,483 feet, with a 

standard deviation of 1,462 feet. The average number of observed crashes was 1.4, and ranged 

between zero and 48 crashes. The standard deviation of observed crashes was 7.4, which was 

larger than the average. The total number of crashes for the segments was 281 (93.7 per year), 

which is close to the HSM recommendation of 100 per year.  
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Table 8.6. Descriptive statistics for rural two-lane undivided segment samples 

Description Average Min. Max. Std. Dev. 

Length (mi) 0.54 0.02 7.52 1.12 

AADT (bidirectional) 2,621 265 10,939 1,982 

Lane Width (ft) 11.1 10.0 12.5 0.8 

Shoulder Width (ft) 3.7 2.0 10.0 2.6 

Driveway Density (drives/mi) 9.5 0.8 35.6 5.1 

Roadside Hazard Rating 4.3 1.0 6.0 1.0 

Horizontal Curve Radius (ft)* 1,680 62 8,483 1,470 

Horizontal Curve Length (mi)* 0.16 0.02 0.64 0.10 

Presence of Spirals 0 0 0 0 

Superelevation Variance 0 0 0 0 

Grade 0 0 0 0 

Number of Observed Crashes 1.4 0.0 48.0 4.4 

Description 
No. of 

Segments 

Shoulder Type = Paved 17 

Shoulder Type = Gravel 7 

Shoulder Type = Turf 12 

Tangent Segments 36 

Curve Segments 158 

Centerline Rumble Strips 3 

Passing Lanes 0 

Two-way Left-turn Lane 1 

Lighting 9 

Automated Speed Enforcement 0 

*Horizontal curve segments only 

 

8.6. Results and Discussion 

The original models were obtained using data from two states: Minnesota and 

Washington. The base models were developed in separate studies by Vogt and Bared et al. 

(1998). The model was developed with data from 619 rural two-lane highway segments in 

Minnesota and 712 roadway segments in Washington obtained from the FHWA HSIS. These 
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roadway segments included approximately 1,130 km (700 mi) of two-lane roadway in Minnesota 

and 850 km (530 mi) of roadway in Washington. The database available for model development 

included five years of crash data (1985-1989) for each roadway segment in Minnesota and three 

years of crash data (1993-1995) for each roadway segment in Washington.  

8.6.1. Calibration Factor Results 

The calibration factor for rural two-lane undivided roadway segments in Missouri yielded 

a calibration factor value of 0.964. The IHSDM output is shown in Figure 8.3. These results 

indicated that the number of crashes observed in Missouri was slightly less than the number of 

crashes predicted by the HSM for this site type. The updated calibration factor is slightly higher 

than the previous factor of 0.82, which was based on data from 2009-2011. The previous 

calibration removed all crashes that had intersection identification. TMS designates some larger 

driveways with intersection node identification numbers (some that are stop-controlled and 

others that are signalized). All intersection crashes were removed in the previous calibration 

reducing the number of observed crashes. The intersection nodes in each segment were analyzed, 

and crashes that were assigned to driveways were included in this calibration effort. 
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Figure 8.3. Calibration output for rural two-lane undivided roadway segments 

Table 8.7. Calibration results for rural two-lane undivided roadway segments 

No. District Segment 
Begin 

Log 

Length 

(mi) 

All Crashes 

Observed Predicted 

1 CD MO 185 S 39.54 44.00 14 8 

2 CD MO 5 S 220.91 222.15 1 11 

3 CD MO 17 N 156.57 160.31 9 13 

4 CD MO 5 N 222.80 226.89 3 10 

5 CD MO 124 W 23.24 25.06 4 3 

6 KC MO 13 S 127.13 130.91 10 14 

7 KC MO 45 N 9.29 15.80 51 19 

8 KC MO 210 E 25.32 26.63 6 0 

9 KC MO 273 S 19.16 22.94 22 23 

10 KC MO 58 E 47.62 49.39 12 7 

11 NE MO 47 S 49.97 52.87 5 7 

12 NE MO 19 S 21.55 22.05 0 1 

13 NE MO 6 E 168.84 176.65 8 16 

14 NE MO 94 W 61.00 61.69 4 9 

15 NE MO 15 N 112.45 115.65 4 6 

16 NW MO 5 S 87.90 95.61 5 5 

17 NW US 24 E 109.73 111.92 0 5 

18 NW MO 139 N 9.26 14.23 0 1 

19 NW US 136 W 92.50 94.62 2 5 

20 NW US 169 N 27.46 28.46 4 5 

21 SE MO 25 S 32.32 32.86 1 2 
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No. District Segment 
Begin 

Log 

Length 

(mi) 

All Crashes 

Observed Predicted 

22 SE US 160 W 107.55 110.25 11 13 

23 SE MO 137 S 39.02 41.86 3 2 

24 SE MO 91 S 17.92 18.87 1 1 

25 SE MO 34 E 71.46 73.68 10 8 

26 SL MO 100 E 56.23 57.12 11 7 

27 SL MO 110 W 1.34 2.93 7 14 

28 SL RT H E 4.22 10.77 41 19 

29 SL RT C S 13.52 14.35 1 1 

30 SL RT B N 6.00 6.56 3 3 

31 SW MO 73 S 4.26 6.18 1 5 

32 SW RT H S 15.83 20.33 14 22 

33 SW MO 76 W 179.95 184.74 7 8 

34 SW MO 76 E 133.06 138.20 3 4 

35 SW MO 125 S 18.92 20.87 1 11 

36 SW MO 125 S 20.95 21.41 2 2 

Sum 281 292 

Calibration Factor 0.964 

 

8.6.2. Severity Distribution Factors  

Severity distribution factors are used to predict the proportion of crashes at each severity 

level that can be expected. Using the observed crash data from the calibration, severity 

distribution factors (SDF) were computed according to the classification used in Missouri. Crash 

severity factors were obtained for fatal, disabling injury, minor injury, and property damage only 

crash types for both multi-vehicle and single vehicle crashes. Table 8.8 shows the obtained SDFs 

for rural two-lane undivided segments. 
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Table 8.8. Severity distribution factors for rural two-lane undivided segments 

Severity 
MV

1
 SV

2
 

Crashes SDF Crashes SDF 

Fatal 3 0.041 6 0.029 

Disabling Injury  6 0.082 17 0.081 

Minor Injury  17 0.233 51 0.243 

Property Damage Only  47 0.644 136 0.648 

Note: 
1
Multiple Vehicle, 

2
Single Vehicle 

8.6.3. Crash Type Distribution Factors  

The crash type distribution factors (CDF) are used to determine the proportion of crashes 

from the prediction according to the type of crash. The data available from the calibration was 

used to estimate these factors. Some data processing was required since there are multiple crash 

type categories. Therefore, different categories were aggregated to provide similar classifications 

than the recommended by the HSM. The crash types were estimated for total crashes in 

correspondence to the calibration factor severity. Based on the classification of crash types in 

Missouri, Table 8.9 provides the CDFs for rural two-lane undivided roadway segments. 

Table 8.9. Crash type distribution factors for rural two-lane undivided segments 

Multiple-Vehicle 

Collision Type Crashes CDF 

Rear-end 30 0.106 

Head-on  6 0.021 

Right-angle 8 0.028 

Sideswipe  20 0.071 

Other  8 0.028 

Single-Vehicle 

Collision Type Crashes CDF 

Collision with Animal  49 0.173 

Collision with Fixed Object  4 0.014 

Out of Control  134 0.473 

Other  24 0.085 
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Chapter 9: HSM Calibration of Urban Five-lane Arterial Segments 

9.1. Introduction and Scope 

Chapter 12 of the HSM describes the methodology for crash prediction on urban arterial 

segments. This section includes the calibration efforts for urban five-lane undivided arterial 

segments with a two-way left-turn lane. 

9.2. Calibration Data Requirements 

The input data in the IHSDM is divided in required and desired data. The required data 

consist of site, crash, and traffic data. The desired data is optional and includes variables such as 

fixed objects, lighting, and automated speed enforcement. 

9.2.1. Required Site Data 

9.2.1.1. Area Type 

The area classification depends on the roadway characteristics, surrounding population, 

and land use. Based on the FHWA guidelines, the HSM defines urban areas as regions that 

contained a population greater than 5,000 people. Rural areas are designated as regions outside 

urban areas and which contain a population less than 5,000 people. Although terms such as 

metropolitan, urbanized, or suburban refer to urban subcategories, the HSM does not distinguish 

among these subgroups and considers all of them as urban (AASHTO, 2010). MoDOT uses the 

same area classification. 
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9.2.1.2. Segment Length  

The roadway segment length for urban arterials consist of the total length in miles over a 

homogenous segment with no significant changes in travelway cross-section geometry and speed 

limit. The HSM recommends a minimum of 0.1 miles to reduce calculation efforts. 

9.2.1.3. Number of Driveways  

Driveways are defined as frontage access along an establishment property with the road 

segment arterial. The driveway designation is restricted to unsignalized driveways only. The 

number of driveways counted should be within the roadway segment including all driveways on 

both sides of the road. Driveways are categorized by commercial, industrial/institutional, 

residential, and other driveways. Commercial driveways are facilities that provide access to retail 

establishments. Commercial driveways with no restriction of access along an entire property 

frontage can be counted as two driveways. Figure 9.1 shows an example of a commercial 

driveway that serves a fast food drive through. 

 

Figure 9.1. Commercial driveway at an urban arterial segment (Google, 2016) 
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Industrial/institutional driveways are designated as facilities that provide access to 

factories, warehouses, schools, hospitals, churches, offices, public facilities, and other places of 

employment. Figure 9.2 shows an example of institutional driveway of a hospital complex. Note, 

the signalized driveway in Figure 9.2 should be considered separately as an intersection.  

 

Figure 9.2. Institutional driveways example at an arterial segment (Google, 2016) 

Residential driveways provide access to single and multiple family homes. A residential 

driveway could be a drive directly connecting a home to the arterial segment or a drive that 

connects to a network of homes. Figure 9.3 provides an example of major residential driveway 

that provides access to a neighborhood without cutting-through to a city street. A residential 

driveway should not include public streets that serve additional traffic than a specific residential 

complex. Thus, public streets should be designated as intersections according to their control 

type. 
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Figure 9.3. Residential driveway at an urban arterial (Google, 2016) 

Driveways are further divided into major and minor driveways based on the estimated 

number of parking spaces. Major driveways are considered to accommodate 50 or more parking 

spaces, and minor driveways are considered to serve less than 50 parking spaces (AASHTO, 

2010). 

9.2.1.4. Type of Parking and Land Use  

Parking is designated according to the type of on-street parking allowed including 

parallel parking, angle parking, or no parking. In addition, the land use of the adjacent 

establishment in which parking is located is designated as commercial/industrial/institutional and 

residential/other. The type of parking and land used is further analyzed by left and right side. The 

left side parking designation would be present at divided road segments with wide medians 

capable of accommodating parked vehicles. Figure 9.4 provides an example of angle parking and 

Figure 9.5 illustrates parallel parking in one side of the roadway.  
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Figure 9.4. Angle parking on right side of the road (Google, 2016) 

 

Figure 9.5. Parallel parking on one side of the road only (right side) (Google, 2016) 

9.2.1.5. Proportion of Curb Length with Parking  

The proportion of the curb length with on-street parking is to be measured along both 

sides of the roadway. This proportion states how much of the segment contains on-street parking. 

The segment proportion with parking along the curb is analyzed by left and right side of the 

travelway direction. The left side parking would primarily be present at divided road segments 

that allow parked vehicles on the left side on one-way segments. 

9.2.1.6. Speed Category  

Pedestrians and bicycle crashes are part of the prediction methodology based on posted 

speed limit categories. Two speed categories are considered: 1) Low (30 mph or lower) and 2) 

Intermediate/High (more than 30 mph). Street view images should be used to determine the 

posted speed limits within the segments.  
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9.2.1.7. Effective Median Width and Type  

This section applies to divided roadway segments only. The effective median width is the 

total length of a median in which remains constant through the segment from the edge of the 

travelway (including inside shoulders, if present). The median width is measured in feet. If there 

are significant variations of median width within the segments, the segment should be divided 

into different sections or estimate a weighted average.  There are several median width 

configurations. Arterials with no physical separation (i.e., painted median) are considered 

undivided facilities. The HSM defines two types of median: traversable and non-traversable. The 

following examples are provided in Figure 9.6. 

 

(a) Painted median (Google, 2016)   (b) Median concrete barrier (Google, 2015) 

Figure 9.6. Examples of traversable and non-traversable median types 

 

9.2.2. Required Crash and Traffic Data 

9.2.2.1. Years of Crash Data  

The years associated with the calibration should be specified. The IHSDM considers up 

to three years for the input data. 
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9.2.2.2. Observed Number of Crashes  

The HSM predictive method estimates crash frequency of urban arterial segment related 

crashes. Crash assignment to segments and intersections consist on the geometric, traffic control, 

and operations characteristics. It is common to find urban arterial segments limited by 

intersections; thus, intersection related crashes should not be considered as segment related 

crashes. In the case of Missouri, intersection related crashes were removed based on the 

intersection identification number that was designated in the crash data. All segment related 

crashes should be included with no additional separation by severity or single/multiple vehicle 

designation. 

9.2.2.3. Segment AADT  

The total segment AADT (both directions) should be collected for all years of analysis. 

9.2.3. Desired Data  

9.2.3.1. Offset to Fixed Objects  

Objects that are 4 inches or more in diameter and do not have breakaway design are 

considered. The average offset of objects (from the edge of the travelway) within a segment on 

the right side of the roadway in each direction of travel are considered; fixed objects in the 

roadway median on divided arterials are not considered (AASHTO, 2010). Additionally, objects 

made with a breakaway design when struck were not counted, for it is not fixed, by definition. 

Figure 9.7 illustrates an example of the measurement of the offset to fixed object. 
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Figure 9.7. Offset to fixed object example (Google, 2015) 

9.2.3.2. Fixed Object Density  

The HSM considers “point objects that are within 70 feet of one another longitudinally 

along the road are counted as a single object. Continuous objects that are not behind point 

objects are counted as one point object for each 70 feet of length.” (AASHTO, 2010). Fixed 

object density for both sides of the road are considered in units of fixed objects per mile. Again, 

breakaway objects were not counted as a fixed object. 

9.2.3.3. Lighting 

Presence of illumination along the segment is considered as lighting. The IHSDM data 

input only requires specifying whether or not there is lighting along the segment (i.e. yes or no). 

Figure 9.8 shows an example of an urban arterial roadway with street lighting on both sides. 
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Figure 9.8. Presence of street lighting on both sides of the road (Google, 2016) 

9.2.3.4. Automated Speed Enforcement  

Automated speed enforcement of arterial segments may use video or photographic 

identification in combination with radar or laser to detect driver going over the posted speed 

limit of the segment. The system automatically records the vehicle information when at fault. 

The IHSDM data input only requires specifying whether or not there is automated speed 

enforcement along the segment (i.e. yes or no).  

9.3. HSM Crash Prediction Methodology 

As described in chapter 12 of the HSM, the safety performance functions (SPF) for urban 

arterial segments predict the number of total crashes on the segment per year for the base 

conditions. The SPF is based on the AADT and length of the segment, and is obtained through 

Equations 9.1-9.7 below, with the base conditions listed in Table 9.1: 
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                                    (9.1.) 

where, 

              = predicted average crash frequency of an individual roadway segment for the 

selected year; 

   = calibration factor for roadway segments of a specific type developed for use for a particular 

geographical area; 

    = predicted average crash frequency of an individual roadway segment (excluding vehicle-

pedestrian and vehicle-bicycle collisions); 

      = predicted average crash frequency of vehicle-pedestrian collisions for an individual 

roadway segment;  

       = predicted average crash frequency of vehicle-bicycle collisions for an individual 

roadway segment. 

                                   (9.2.) 

where, 

        = predicted total average crash frequency of an individual roadway segment for base 

conditions (excluding vehicle-pedestrian and vehicle-bicycle collisions); 

              = crash modification factors for roadway segments. 

                           (9.3.) 

where, 

      = predicted average crash frequency of multiple-vehicle non-driveway collisions for base 

conditions; 

      = predicted average crash frequency of single-vehicle crashes for base conditions; 

       = predicted average crash frequency of multiple-vehicle driveway-related collisions. 

                            (9.4.) 

               
    

      
       

        
     

 (9.5.) 
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where, 

    = regression coefficients; 

     = annual average daily traffic volume (vehicles/day) on roadway segment; 

  = length of roadway segment (mi); 

   = number of driveways within roadway segment of driveway type j including all driveways on 

both sides of the road; 

   = number of driveway-related collisions per driveway per year for driveway type j; 

  = coefficient of traffic volume adjustment. 

                (9.6.) 

                  (9.7.) 

where, 

      = pedestrian crash adjustment factor; 

       = bicycle crash adjustment factor. 

Table 9.1. Base conditions in HSM for SPF for urban arterial segments 

Description Base Condition 

On-Street Parking None 

Roadside Fixed Objects None 

Median Width 15 ft 

Lighting None 

Automated Speed Enforcement None 

 

9.4. Sampling Considerations 

In order to generate samples for urban arterial segments, a list of all segments for each 

district and each site type was generated with TMS database queries. Duplicate samples were 

filtered out using a spreadsheet. During the sampling process, an attempt was made to obtain 10 

samples from each district with a minimum segment length of 0.25 miles. However, it was not 

possible to meet this goal for all of the site types due to a lack of a sufficient number of samples. 
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The urban arterial segments were subdivided if the speed limit changed from 30 mph and below 

to over 30 mph, since the crash modification factor for speed category was based upon these 

speed limit ranges. Variations of 5 to 10 mph in the posted speed limit were tolerated. Significant 

variations in speed limits greater than this were not considered as homogenous segments. The 

segments were not subdivided based on minor changes in cross section. Urban four-lane divided 

arterial segments were subdivided based on changes in median type or significant changes in 

median width. Major signalized intersections were avoided within the segments. In addition, the 

proximity to interchange facilities was avoided. The specific considerations for each site type are 

described below. 

9.4.1. List of Sample Sites 

The query criteria used to generate the master list of urban five-lane arterial undivided 

segments are shown in Table 9.2. These criteria were similar to the criteria used for urban two-

lane undivided segments, with a couple of differences. The query did not use the fields 

BEG_DIVIDED_UNDIVIDED or END_DIVIDED_UNDIVIDED. Instead, the query utilized 

the ROADWAY_TYPE_NAME field in the TMS table TMS_SS_PAVEMENT to obtain 

segments that were classified as 5 LANE SECTION. 

Table 9.2. Query criteria for urban five-lane undivided arterial segments 

Table Field Criteria 

TMS_TRF_INFO_SEGMENT_VW DRVD_TRFRNGINFO_YEAR 2011 

TMS_TRF_INFO_SEGMENT_VW BEG_DISTRICT_ABBR Varies 

TMS_TRF_INFO_SEGMENT_VW DRVD_TRF_INFO_NAME AADT 

TMS_TRF_INFO_SEGMENT_VW BEG_OVERLAPPING_INDICATOR P 

TMS_TRF_INFO_SEGMENT_VW BEG_URBAN_RURAL_CLASS URBAN 

TMS_SS_PAVEMENT ROADWAY_TYPE_NAME 
5 LANE 

SECTION 
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The master list from the database queries was used to generate the samples. In some 

cases, the limits of the segments were revised after viewing them in ARAN because a portion of 

the segment was not urban or of the proper site type. For this site type, it was not possible to 

obtain 10 random samples from each district due to lack of a sufficient number of samples. At-

large samples were taken from the entire state in order to obtain as many samples as possible. 

The sample set for calibration included 59 sites. 

A list of samples for urban five-lane undivided arterial segments is shown in Table 9.3. 

The samples were distributed among the seven MoDOT districts: 

 13 samples from the Central District 

 9 samples from the Kansas City District 

 6 samples from the Northeast District 

 6 samples from the Northwest District 

 10 samples from the Southeast District 

 5 samples from the Saint Louis District 

 10 samples from the Southwest District 

The samples were representative of geographic diversity from around the state of 

Missouri. The sample set included segments from 20 counties in Missouri, including more 

populated counties such as Greene and small counties such as Livingston. US highways and 

Missouri state highways were represented nearly equally. 
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Table 9.3. List of sites for urban five-lane divided arterial segments 

Segment 

ID 
District Description 

Primary 

Direction 

Primary 

Begin Log 

Primary 

End Log 
County 

Length 

(mi) 

1 CD US 63 N 123.10 124.18 Phelps 1.08 

2 CD MO 72 E 0.08 0.59 Phelps 0.50 

3 CD MO 72 E 0.59 1.75 Phelps 1.16 

4 CD MO 72 E 1.75 2.34 Phelps 0.59 

5 CD MO 5 S 248.31 249.06 Laclede 0.75 

6 CD MO 5 S 249.06 249.54 Laclede 0.48 

7 CD MO 5 S 249.54 250.01 Laclede 0.47 

8 CD MO 5 S 250.64 250.90 Laclede 0.26 

9 CD MO 5 S 251.01 251.51 Laclede 0.50 

10 CD MO 5 S 251.83 252.13 Laclede 0.31 

11 CD LP 44 E 0.29 1.17 Laclede 0.88 

12 CD LP 44 E 1.17 1.88 Laclede 0.70 

13 CD LP 44 E 2.59 3.02 Laclede 0.42 

14 KC US 65 S 150.28 151.20 Pettis 0.92 

15 KC US 65 S 151.20 152.11 Pettis 0.91 

16 KC US 50 E 77.78 78.20 Pettis 0.42 

17 KC US 50 E 78.55 78.80 Pettis 0.25 

18 KC US 50 E 79.16 79.53 Pettis 0.38 

19 KC US 50 E 80.66 80.97 Pettis 0.31 

20 KC US 50 E 81.09 81.38 Pettis 0.29 

21 KC US 50 E 81.38 82.01 Pettis 0.63 

22 KC MO 58 E 6.55 7.01 Cass 0.47 

23 NW US 65 S 55.50 56.69 Livingston 1.18 

24 NW US 65 S 56.69 57.32 Livingston 0.63 

25 NW US 65 S 57.68 58.16 Livingston 0.48 

26 NW US 65 S 58.75 59.02 Livingston 0.28 

27 NW US 65 S 59.02 59.72 Livingston 0.70 

28 NW US 69 N 55.80 56.08 Buchanan 0.29 

29 SE US 63 N 30.34 30.92 Howell 0.58 

30 SE US 63 N 30.93 33.15 Howell 2.23 

31 SE BU 67 S 3.90 4.27 Butler 0.37 

32 SE BU 60 W 5.45 5.71 Butler 0.26 

33 SE BU 60 W 5.71 6.40 Butler 0.69 

34 SE BU 60 W 6.40 7.06 Butler 0.66 

35 SE MO 32 E 254.84 255.24 St. Francois 0.40 

36 SE MO 32 E 255.43 256.01 St. Francois 0.58 

37 SE MO 32 E 256.01 256.26 St. Francois 0.25 

38 SE MO 32 E 256.26 256.56 St. Francois 0.30 

39 SL LP 44 E 3.08 3.40 Franklin 0.33 
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Segment 

ID 
District Description 

Primary 

Direction 

Primary 

Begin Log 

Primary 

End Log 
County 

Length 

(mi) 

40 SL US 67 N 137.18 137.55 Jefferson 0.38 

41 SL MO 47 S 70.65 70.97 Franklin 0.31 

42 SL US 50 E 216.15 216.90 Franklin 0.76 

43 SL US 50 E 215.67 216.15 Franklin 0.48 

44 SW MO 7 N 107.24 107.49 Henry 0.25 

45 SW MO 7 N 111.01 111.75 Henry 0.74 

46 SW MO 96 E 13.44 13.69 Jasper 0.25 

47 SW US 54 E 14.07 14.49 Vernon 0.42 

48 SW MO 376 W 0.00 1.00 Taney 1.00 

49 SW MO 86 W 91.45 92.95 Newton 1.50 

50 SW MO 248 E 53.90 55.56 Taney 1.66 

51 SW BU 65 S 3.31 3.74 Taney 0.44 

52 SW US 60 E 72.62 73.08 Greene 0.45 

53 SW US 60 E 71.98 72.45 Greene 0.47 

54 NE US 61 S 60.76 61.03 Marion 0.27 

55 NE US 61 S 60.05 60.49 Marion 0.44 

56 NE US 24 E 135.46 135.80 Randolph 0.34 

57 NE MO 47 S 33.69 34.04 Warren 0.35 

58 NE BU 63 N 7.51 8.34 Randolph 0.83 

59 NE US 24 E 136.07 136.32 Randolph 0.25 

 

9.5. Data Collection 

A list of the data types collected for urban arterial segments and their sources is shown in 

Table 9.4. The number of driveways of each type was counted. The HSM defines major 

driveways as having 50 or more parking spaces and minor as having less than 50 parking spaces. 

The driveways were classified to be consistent with the HSM definition, based on engineering 

judgment, by viewing ARAN, Google street view, and aerial photographs. The number of fixed 

objects and offset for the fixed objects were estimated visually from street view and aerial 

images. It should be noted that the HSM defines fixed objects as objects that are four inches or 

greater in diameter and not breakaway. The type of land use, type of parking, and proportion of 

curb length with parking were determined separately for each side of the roadway using street 
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view and aerial images. In most cases, the road segments did not contain parking. Because 

IHSDM requires a value to be set for the type of parking, type of parking was classified as 

parallel if there was no parking on the segment. This assumption did not affect the results, since 

the proportion of curb length with parking was coded with a value of zero for segments with no 

parking. Speed limit values at the beginning and end of each segment were retrieved from the 

TMS database and validated through street view images, Street view was also used to determine 

whether lighting was present on the segment. MoDOT provided information regarding locations 

with automated speed enforcement. 

Table 9.4. List of data sources for urban arterial segments 

Data Description Source 

AADT ODBC 

No. of Major Commercial Driveways ARAN/Aerials 

No. of Minor Commercial Driveways ARAN/Aerials 

No. of Major Industrial/Institutional Driveways ARAN/Aerials 

No. of Minor Industrial/Institutional Driveways ARAN/Aerials 

No. of Major Residential Driveways ARAN/Aerials 

No. of Minor Residential Driveways ARAN/Aerials 

No. of Other Driveways ARAN/Aerials 

Type of Parking ARAN/Aerials 

Land Use ARAN/Aerials 

Proportion of Curb Length with Parking ARAN/Aerials 

Speed Category TMS/Street View 

Offset to Fixed Objects Aerial/Street View 

Fixed Object Density Aerial/Street View 

Presence of Lighting Aerial/Street View 

Presence of Automated Speed Enforcement MoDOT 

Number of Crashes TMS 
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9.5.1. Summary Statistics for Urban Five-Lane Undivided Arterial Segments 

Descriptive statistics for urban five-lane undivided arterial segments are shown in Table 

9.5. The AADT data contained an average of 15,613 vpd, minimum of 3,622 vpd, maximum of 

32,058, and standard deviation of 5,823 vpd. Thus, the sample set AADT values were slightly 

skewed to the right. The average segment length was 0.58 miles, and all segments met the 

minimum segment length criteria of 0.25 miles. The most common driveway types for the 

sample set were minor commercial driveways and minor residential driveways. None of the sites 

contained any curbside parking facilities. The average fixed object density was 38.94 fixed 

objects per mile at an average offset of 20.04 feet. The standard deviation of the fixed object 

density was 24.96 fixed objects per mile, indicating the presence of fixed objects varied widely 

across the samples. A total of 53 sites out of the 59 segments contained street lighting. None of 

the segments had automated speed enforcement. Only one of the segments was classified in the 

low speed category. The average number of crashes was 12.22 with a standard deviation of 

16.66, indicating that the number of crashes on these segments varied considerably. The total 

number of crashes across all segments from 2012 to 2014 was 721 (240.33 per year), which was 

more than the value of 100 crashes per year recommended by the HSM methodology. 
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Table 9.5. Sample descriptive statistics for urban five-lane undivided arterial segments 

Description Average Min. Max. Std. Dev. 

AADT (bidirectional) 15,613 3,622 32,058 5,823 

Segment Length 0.58 0.25 2.23 0.38 

No. of Major Commercial Driveways 1.80 0 10 2.31 

No. of Minor Commercial Driveways 11.81 0 42 10.00 

No. of Major Industrial/Institutional Driveways 0.69 0 10 1.58 

No. of Minor Industrial/Institutional Driveways 1.24 0 7 1.73 

No. of Major Residential Driveways 0.17 0 4 0.62 

No. of Minor Residential Driveways 3.29 0 33 6.25 

Proportion of Right Curb Length with Parking 0.00 0 0 0.00 

Proportion of Left Curb Length with Parking 0.00 0 0 0.00 

Offset to Fixed Objects (ft) 20.04 0 43.86 8.37 

Fixed Object Density (per mi) 38.94 0 151.39 24.96 

No. of Observed Crashes 12.22 0 88 16.66 

Description 
No. of 

Segments 

No. of Samples 59 

Speed Category = Low 1 

Speed Category = Intermediate/High 58 

Presence of Street Lighting 53 

Presence of Automated Speed Enforcement 0 

 

9.6. Results and Discussion 

The original models were obtained using data from Minnesota, Michigan, and 

Washington. The data from Minnesota and Michigan were used to develop the HSM 

methodology, while the data from Washington were used in validating the methodology 

(Harwood et al., 2007). The database used for urban and suburban segment model development 

was divided into individual blocks, where each block began and ended at a public intersection of 

the arterial segment being studied. The database included 4,255 blocks: 2,436 in Minnesota and 

1,819 in Michigan, ranging in length from 0.04 to 1.42 mi. The total length of all blocks was 

553.3 mi: 303.9 mi in Minnesota with an average block length of 0.12 mi, and 294.4 mi in 

Michigan with an average block length of 0.14 mi. Most of the data collected from Minnesota 
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were located in the Twin Cities metropolitan area, while the data collected in Michigan were 

primarily from Oakland County, Michigan. Even though these states were located in the northern 

part of the country, data were collected at a variety of sites to develop a database that should 

reflect national design and behavior with minimal variation.  

9.6.1. Calibration Factor Results 

The calibration factor for urban five-lane undivided arterial segments in Missouri yielded 

a value of 0.841. The IHSDM output is shown in Figure 9.9, and the summary of crash 

prediction versus observation by site is presented in Table 9.6. These results indicate that the 

number of crashes observed in Missouri was lower than the number of crashes predicted by the 

HSM for this facility type. The result of the recalibration in this project is different from the 

previous calibration performed for the period of 2009-2012. The previous calibration efforts 

using data from 2009-2011 yielded a factor of 0.73. The main differences were identified in the 

crash data processing, fixed object offset and density, and segment AADTs. The previous 

calibration removed all crashes that had intersection identification. TMS designates some larger 

driveways with intersection identification numbers. All intersection crashes were removed in the 

previous calibration reducing the number of observed crashes. The intersection nodes within the 

limits of each segment were reviewed, and crashes that were assigned to driveway nodes were 

included in this calibration effort. In the previous calibration, fixed objects were counted using 

ARAN viewer, which may not provide an accurate representation since the viewer can skip 

several frames along the segment. This issue was solved using Google street view, which 

provides improved coverage of the segment. Another difference was the collection of AADTs. 

The AADTs were collected from the current state of the system feature using TMS and resulted 

in slightly different AADT values. For the recalibration, the AADTs were collected through 
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ODBC and intersections numbers along the segments. Thus, the AADTs were more 

representative of the location of analysis. 

 

Figure 9.9. Calibration output for urban five-lane undivided arterial segments 
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Table 9.6. Calibration results for five-lane undivided arterial segments 

No. District Segment 
Begin 

Log 

Length 

(mi) 

All Crashes 

Observed Predicted 

1 CD US 63 N 123.10 1.08 33 40 

2 CD MO 72 E 0.08 0.50 4 11 

3 CD MO 72 E 0.59 1.16 15 24 

4 CD MO 72 E 1.75 0.59 1 6 

5 CD MO 5 S 248.31 0.75 8 14 

6 CD MO 5 S 249.06 0.48 2 7 

7 CD MO 5 S 249.54 0.47 4 10 

8 CD MO 5 S 250.64 0.26 5 9 

9 CD MO 5 S 251.01 0.50 34 29 

10 CD MO 5 S 251.83 0.31 5 10 

11 CD LP 44 E 0.29 0.88 4 14 

12 CD LP 44 E 1.17 0.70 2 12 

13 CD LP 44 E 2.59 0.42 0 6 

14 KC US 65 S 150.28 0.92 48 30 

15 KC US 65 S 151.20 0.91 29 30 

16 KC US 50 E 77.78 0.42 41 10 

17 KC US 50 E 78.55 0.25 16 15 

18 KC US 50 E 79.16 0.38 0 10 

19 KC US 50 E 80.66 0.31 1 8 

20 KC US 50 E 81.09 0.29 1 6 

21 KC US 50 E 81.38 0.63 0 11 

22 KC MO 58 E 6.55 0.47 2 8 

23 NW US 65 S 55.50 1.18 3 6 

24 NW US 65 S 56.69 0.63 3 9 

25 NW US 65 S 57.68 0.48 5 10 

26 NW US 65 S 58.75 0.28 0 9 

27 NW US 65 S 59.02 0.70 9 25 

28 NW US 69 N 55.80 0.29 1 7 

29 SE US 63 N 30.34 0.58 2 11 

30 SE US 63 N 30.93 2.23 6 49 

31 SE BU 67 S 3.90 0.37 13 15 

32 SE BU 60 W 5.45 0.26 39 13 

33 SE BU 60 W 5.71 0.69 88 20 

34 SE BU 60 W 6.40 0.66 31 23 

35 SE MO 32 E 254.84 0.40 8 18 

36 SE MO 32 E 255.43 0.58 5 16 

37 SE MO 32 E 256.01 0.25 1 5 

38 SE MO 32 E 256.26 0.30 4 6 

39 SL LP 44 E 3.08 0.33 4 6 

40 SL US 67 N 137.18 0.38 7 13 
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No. District Segment 
Begin 

Log 

Length 

(mi) 

All Crashes 

Observed Predicted 

41 SL MO 47 S 70.65 0.31 7 5 

42 SL US 50 E 216.15 0.76 7 23 

43 SL US 50 E 215.67 0.48 8 15 

44 SW MO 7 N 107.24 0.25 28 6 

45 SW MO 7 N 111.01 0.74 3 12 

46 SW MO 96 E 13.44 0.25 4 7 

47 SW US 54 E 14.07 0.42 6 9 

48 SW MO 376 W 0.00 1.00 11 7 

49 SW MO 86 W 91.45 1.50 13 26 

50 SW MO 248 E 53.90 1.66 59 49 

51 SW BU 65 S 3.31 0.44 3 5 

52 SW US 60 E 72.62 0.45 6 18 

53 SW US 60 E 71.98 0.47 3 17 

54 NE US 61 S 60.76 0.27 24 13 

55 NE US 61 S 60.05 0.44 25 18 

56 NE US 24 E 135.46 0.34 19 8 

57 NE MO 47 S 33.69 0.35 2 11 

58 NE BU 63 N 7.51 0.83 3 26 

59 NE US 24 E 136.07 0.25 6 5 

Sum 721 858 

Calibration Factor 0.841 

 

9.6.2. Severity Distribution Factors  

Severity distribution factors are used to predict the proportion of crashes at each severity 

level that can be expected. Using the observed crash data from the calibration, severity 

distribution factors (SDF) were computed according to the classification used in Missouri. Crash 

severity factors were obtained for fatal, disabling injury, minor injury, and property damage only 

crash types for both multi-vehicle and single vehicle crashes. Table 9.7 shows the obtained SDFs 

for urban five-lane undivided arterial segments. 
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Table 9.7. Severity distribution factors urban five-lane undivided arterial segments 

Severity 
MV

1
 SV

2
 

Crashes SDF Crashes SDF 

Fatal 1 0.002 1 0.016 

Disabling Injury 9 0.014 2 0.031 

Minor Injury 177 0.269 20 0.313 

Property Damage Only 470 0.715 41 0.641 

Note: 
1
Multiple Vehicle, 

2
Single Vehicle 

9.6.3. Crash Type Distribution Factors  

The crash type distribution factors (CDF) are used to determine the proportion of crashes 

from the prediction according to the type of crash. The data available from the calibration was 

used to estimate these factors. Some data processing was required since there are multiple crash 

type categories. Therefore, different categories were aggregated to provide similar classifications 

than the recommended by the HSM. The crash types were estimated for total crashes in 

correspondence to the calibration factor severity. Based on the classification of crash types in 

Missouri, Table 9.8 provides the CDFs for five-lane undivided arterials.  

Table 9.8. Crash type distribution factors urban five-lane undivided arterial segments 

Multiple-Vehicle 

Collision Type Crashes  CDF 

Rear-end 257 0.394 

Head-on 20 0.031 

Angle 252 0.386 

Sideswipe 102 0.156 

Other 22 0.034 

Single-Vehicle 

Collision Type Crashes  CDF 

Collision with Animal  9 0.132 

Collision with Fixed Object 4 0.059 

Collision with Parked Vehicle 4 0.059 

Out of Control 43 0.632 

Other 8 0.118 
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Chapter 10: HSM Calibration of Urban Six-lane Freeway Segments 

10.1. Introduction and Scope 

Freeway segments have various facility specific population designation, geometry, 

operational, protective devices, and surrounding interchange facilities. In the supplement to the 

HSM, the prediction methodology for freeways was introduced in Chapter 18 (Bonneson et al., 

2012). This chapter contains a description of the data requirements and the HSM prediction 

methodology for freeway segments. Additionally, newly updated calibration factors were 

obtained for urban six-lane urban freeway segments. 

10.2. Calibration Data Requirements 

The IHSDM input data is divided into required and desired data. The required data 

consists of site, crash, and traffic data. The desired data is optional and includes variables such as 

inside/outside rumble strips, clear zone, and geometric curve data. 

10.2.1. Required Site Data 

10.2.1.1. Area Type  

The classification of areas depends on the roadway characteristics, surrounding 

population, and land use. Based on the FHWA guidelines, the HSM defines “urban” areas as 

regions that contain a population greater than 5,000 people. “Rural” areas are designated as 

regions outside urban areas and which contain a population less than 5,000 people. Although the 

terms metropolitan, urbanized, or suburban refer to urban subcategories, the HSM does not make 

a distinction among these subgroups and considers all as urban (AASHTO, 2010). MoDOT uses 

the same area classification.  
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10.2.1.2. Number of Through Lanes  

IHSDM calibration requires the total number of through lanes in both directions for urban 

freeway segments. Add and drop lanes are considered as through lanes after the downstream 

taper. Figure 10.1 shows an example of though lane count with add and drop lanes. If auxiliary 

lanes exceed 4,500 ft, the auxiliary lane be considered as a through lane. If entrance speed 

change lanes exceed 1,600 ft, the speed change lane should be considered as a through lane that 

begins at the ramp entrance gore point and ends at the taper (the same applies to exit speed 

change lanes) (AASHTO, 2010). 

 

Figure 10.1. Freeway through lanes count with add and drop lanes (AASHTO, 2010) 

10.2.1.3. Segment Length  

The segment length is the distance from beginning to end of freeway segment including 

the different components that may be part of the segment such as speed change lanes, add and 

drop lanes, and auxiliary lanes if they meet the previously mentioned criteria. The units used for 

the segment length is in miles. In Figure 10.2, the segment length is equal to Lfs1 + Lfs2 + Lfs3. 
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Figure 10.2. Illustration of segment length with speed change lanes (AASHTO, 2010) 

10.2.1.4. Effective Segment Length  

The effective segment length is the segment length without the speed change lanes in 

miles. To continue with the previous example, Figure 10.2 contains one exit and one entrance 

speed change lane in one direction of travel of the freeway segment. Thus, the effective length is 

the total segment minus the speed change lane distance from gore to taper point—note that the 

speed change lanes distances are dived by two to consider a homogenous segment in both 

directions (AASHTO, 2010). Figure 10.3 illustrates the process of segmentation and calculation 

of the effective length. 
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Figure 10.3. Effective segment length example (AASHTO, 2010) 

10.2.1.5. Average Lane Width 

The average lane width is to be computed by measuring the lane width at different points 

throughout the freeway segment to compute the average. If necessary, the average lane width is 

to be rounded to the nearest 0.5 ft. If there are significant changes in lane width throughout the 

segment, it should be divided into separate freeway segments (AASHTO, 2010). 

10.2.1.6. Effective Median Width  

The effective median width is the distance between the inside edges of the travelway in 

both directions (in feet). The edge of the travelway is left edge of the each direction of travel. 

Thus, the effective median includes the inside shoulders. This distance should be measured at 

different points in the segment to compute the average. Figure 10.4(a) illustrates how to measure 

the median width. If there is are significant changes in the effective median width, the segment 

should be divided into separate segments (AASHTO, 2010). Figure 10.4(b) shows an example of 

a freeway segment divided into five different segments due to the variation of median width.  
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 (a) Median width 

 

 (b) Median width variation and segmentation 

Figure 10.4. Median width and variations (AASHTO, 2010) 

10.2.1.7. Proportion of Segment Length with Median Barrier 

The length of a barrier is measured along a reference line (in one direction). If the median 

barrier is present along the entire segment (i.e. cable or concrete), the proportion of the segment 

with median barrier is equal to one. In the case that a protective barrier is present along part of 

the segment, each barrier element should be measured following the reference line. The 

proportion of the segment with the protective median barrier is then calculated, and it should be 

between zero and one. If no median barrier is present, then the proportion is equal to zero. 

Therefore, the proportion of segment with median barrier must be between zero and one. 
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10.2.1.8. Average Median Barrier Offset 

The offset is measured from the nearest edge of the travelway (including inside shoulder) 

to the face of the barrier along the reference line (in feet). There may be different barrier 

components along the segment with different offset lengths, so the average is found appropriate 

when there are not overlapping barriers in the median in both directions of travel (i.e. bridge 

columns). Figure 10.5 illustrates the case in which barriers in both direction are overlapped and 

shows how they can be categorized. 

 

Figure 10.5. Median barrier length and offset (AASHTO, 2010) 

10.2.1.9. Proportion of Segment Length with Outside Barrier  

A barrier on the roadside is considered if the offset from the near edge of the travelway if 

30 ft or less. The proportion is calculated similar to the inside median barrier proportion. The 

proportion should be equal to one if the roadside barrier is along the entire segment and zero 

when it is not present. 
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10.2.1.10. Average Outside Barrier Offset  

The offset of outside barriers is measured form the outside edge of the travelway along 

the reference line in feet. Because there may be different sections of the segment with outside 

barriers, the offset distance should be measured at different points along the segment to obtain an 

average outside barrier offset. 

10.2.1.11. Average Inside/Outside Shoulder Width  

IHSDM methodology requires both inside and outside shoulder widths. Only paved 

shoulders (inside and outside) in both directions should be considered. The width of both inside 

and outside shoulders should be measured throughout the segment and averaged (in feet). The 

width should be measured at sections in which the width is constant. If the shoulder width varies 

significantly along the segments, a weighted average of the width should be computed. 

10.2.1.12. Pretense of Type B Weaving Section  

A weaving section of this category has 1) one of the two weaving movements that can be 

made without making any lane changes, 2) the other weaving movement requires at most one 

lane change, and 3) the exit and entrance ramps associated with the weaving section are located 

on the right side of the road (AASHTO, 2010). Figure 10.6 shows typical Type B weaving 

sections. 
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Figure 10.6. Typical Type B weaving sections (AASHTO, 2010) 

10.2.1.13. Length of Weaving Section  

The length of weaving section on the segment is measured along the edge of the 

travelway from the gore point to gore point of exit and/or entrance ramps in feet. This length is 

measured by direction of travel, so two measurements are conducted. The gore point is the 

location where the edge markings of the ramp and the freeway meet and are 2 ft apart. It should 

be noted that the weaving length might exceed the lane of the segment under study, so the 

segment length should be considered as boundary. 

Figure 10.7 shows an example of a weaving section on the increasing milepost with an 

entrance ramp followed by an exit ramp. If the length of the weaving section excesses 0.85 mi 

(4,500 ft), the weaving section should not be considered. Instead, add/drop lanes should be 

designated according to the situation (AASHTO, 2010).  
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Figure 10.7. Weaving section length (AASHTO, 2010) 

10.2.1.14. Distance from Segment Beginning/End to Ramps  

The distances should be measured in both directions of travel (increase/decreasing 

milepost) and in feet. Figure 10.8(a) shows a segment with spacing from the ramps. For the 

increasing milepost, the distance from the beginning of the segments to the upstream entrance 

ramp is measured (Xb,ent), and the distance from the end of the segment to the downstream exit 

ramp (Xe,ext). For the decreasing milepost the same criteria applies keeping the designated 

beginning and end of the segment designation. Figure 10.8(b) shows an example of a segment 

beginning at the gore point of an entrance ramp. It should be noted that the example should have 

an add lane from the entrance ramp to begin from the gore point. The beginning of the segment 

with a speed change lane should be from the end of the taper point. 
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(a) Distances from a segment with spacing from the ramps 

 

(b) Distances from a segment starting at the gore point of an entrance ramp 

Figure 10.8 Ramp AADTs and distances to beginning/end of segment (AASHTO, 2010) 

 

10.2.2. Required Crash and Traffic Data 

10.2.2.1. Years of Crash Data  

The years associated with the calibration should be specified. The IHSDM considers up 

to three years for the input data. 
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10.2.2.2. Observed Number of Crashes 

Freeway related crashes involve incidents occurring within the boundaries of the 

segment. Because freeways often contain speed change lanes near interchange facilities, it is 

important to distinguish the difference between speed change lane and freeway segment related 

crashes. Figure 10.9 shows an example of crash assignment at freeways with speed change lanes. 

As illustrated in Figure 10.9, crashes within the taper and gore point of speed change lanes are 

considered speed change related crashes (A), and crashes occurring outside these boundaries are 

freeway segment related crashes (B). 

 

Figure 10.9. Freeway crashes assignment (AASHTO, 2010) 

 

10.2.2.3. Freeway AADT  

The total AADT in both directions should be collected for all years of analysis.  
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10.2.2.4. Ramps AADT  

The AADT of nearest ramps upstream and downstream of the freeway segment should be 

collected for all years of analysis following the designation by milepost. Similar to Figure 10.8, 

the AADTs are designated based on the beginning/end of the segment and the 

increasing/decreasing milepost.  

10.2.2.5. Proportion of High Volume  

The proportion of high volume introduces the influence of volume concentration in crash 

frequency prediction. Past research as show that as volume nears capacity, average speed 

decreases and headway is reduced (Bonneson et al., 2012). Thus, these variations have some 

influence in freeway segment crashes. IHSDM defines the proportion of high volume as the 

proportion of AADT during where volume exceeds 1,000 veh/hr/ln. Using data from three 

different states, the proportion of volume statistic was modeled using regression (Bonneson et 

al., 2012). Figure 10.10 illustrates data and trend distribution.  

  

Figure 10.10. Proportion of high volume estimate (Bonneson et al., 2012) 
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10.2.3. Desired Data 

10.2.3.1. Proportion of Inside/Outside Rumble Strips  

The proportion of the length of freeway segment that contains rumble strips. The rumble 

strips should be measured separately for each shoulder type and travel of direction. The 

proportion input value must include or be between zero and one. 

10.2.3.2. Outside Clear Zone Width  

This distance in feet should be measured periodically along the length of the freeway 

segment from the roadside edge in both directions (including shoulder) to vertical obstructions 

such as non-traversable slopes, fences, or utility poles. Barriers are not considered for the 

analysis of clear zone width since barriers are covered independently in other crash modification 

factors. Additionally, isolated trees are not considered part of the clear zone. Figure 10.11 shows 

an example of clear zone width measurements with different roadside components. The average 

or length-weighted is recommended for different components located different distances.  

 

Figure 10.11. Clear zone width measurements (AASHTO, 2010) 
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10.2.3.3. Curve Radius  

The radius of a curve in part or the entire segment should be measured in feet along the 

inside edge of the curved travelway. If the roadway is curved in both directions, the equivalent 

radius of curve should be computed using Equation 10.1. 

     
   

  
    

   

  
   

    

 (10.1) 

where, 

   = equivalent radius of curve (ft); 

   = radius of curve on roadside i; 

   = radius of curve on roadside j. 

10.2.3.4. Length of Curve in Segment 

The length of the curve within the boundaries of the segment. It should be noted that this 

measurement should not exceed the length of the segment. Figure 10.12 illustrates different 

variations of freeway segment curves and shows how the curve length should be measured for 

each case. There are different cases in which only one roadside of the segment is curved, both 

roadsides are curved concentrically, and both roadbeds are not curved concentrically. 
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(a) Curve in one direction of travel 

 

(b) Concentric curve in both direction of travel 

 

(c) Not concentric curve in both directions of travel 

Figure 10.12. Freeway segment curve length (AASHTO, 2010) 

 

10.3. HSM Crash Prediction Methodology  

As described in Chapter 18 of the supplement of the HSM, the safety performance 

functions (SPF) for freeway segments predict the number of total crashes on the segment per 
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year for standard base conditions. The base conditions used by the SPFs are shown later in this 

section in Table 10.1. The SPFs for freeway segments include four models: property damage 

only (PDO) single-vehicle crashes, PDO multi-vehicle crashes, fatal/injury single-vehicle 

crashes, and fatal/injury multi-vehicle crashes. The SPFs are based on the AADT and length of 

the segment. A general form of the SPF equation used to predict average crash frequency for a 

segment of freeway is shown as Equation 10.2.  

  z,y,x,wz,y,x,w,mz,y,x,w,z,y,x,w,z,y,x,w,spfz,y,x,w,p CCMFCMFCMFNN  21   (10.2) 

where, 

Np, w, x, y, z =  predicted average crash frequency for a specific year for site type w, cross section or 

control type x, crash type y, and severity z (crashes/yr); 

Nspf, w, x, y, z =  predicted average crash frequency determined for base conditions of the SPF 

developed for site type w, cross section or control type x, crash type y, and severity z 

(crashes/year); 

CMFm, w, x, y, z = crash modification factors specific to site type w, cross section or control type x, 

crash type y, and severity z for specific geometric design and traffic control features m; and 

Cw, x y, z , calibration factor to adjust SPF for local conditions for site type w, cross section or 

control type x, crash type y, and severity z. 

In order to determine the total average crash frequency of a freeway segment, a sum of 

the average crash frequencies given by each of the four SPF models must be computed. This 

summation is shown in Equation 10.3. 

pdosvnfsppdomvnfspfisvnfspfimvnfspasatnfsp NNNNN ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 
 (10.3) 

where, 

Np, fs, n, y, z = predicted average crash frequency of a freeway segment with n lanes, crash type y (y 

= sv: single vehicle, mv: multiple vehicle, at: all types), and severity z (z = fi: fatal and injury, 

pdo: property damage only, as: all severities) (crashes/year); 
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Nspf, fs, n, y, z = predicted average crash frequency of a freeway segment with base conditions, n 

lanes, crash type y (y = sv: single vehicle, mv: multiple vehicle, at: all types), and severity z (z = 

fi: fatal and injury, pdo: property damage only) (crashes/year). 

A general form of each SPF model is given by Equation 10.4. The output of this equation 

is the average crash frequency given a set of base conditions. This output is then used in the 

summation within Equation 10.3. 

])ln[exp(*
,,,, fszmvnfsspf AADTcbaLN 

 (10.4) 

where, 

Nspf, fs, n, mv, z =  predicted average multiple-vehicle crash frequency of a freeway segment with 

base conditions, n lanes, and severity z (z = fi: fatal and injury, pdo: property damage only) 

(crashes/yr); 

L
*
 = effective length of freeway segment (mi); 

AADTfs  = AADT volume of freeway segment (veh/day); and 

a, b, c = regression coefficients. 

 

Table 10.1. Base conditions for multiple/single vehicle crashes for freeway segment SPFs 

Description MV Base Condition SV Base Condition 

Horizontal Curve Not Present Not Present 

Lane Width 12 ft 12 ft 

Inside Paved Shoulder Width 6 ft 6 ft 

Median Width 60 ft 60 ft 

Median Barrier Not Present Not Present 

Hours with Volume  > 1000veh/h/lane None None 

Upstream Ramp Entrances > 0.5 mi from segment n/a 

Downstream Ramp Exits > 0.5 mi from segment n/a 

Type B Weaving Section Not Present n/a 

Outside Shoulder Width n/a 10 ft 

Shoulder Rumble Strip n/a Not Present 

Outside Clearance n/a 30 ft Clear Zone 

Outside Barrier n/a Not Present 
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10.3. Sampling Considerations 

The sampling process consisted of using the list of sites included in the sample from the 

previous calibration (Sun et al., 2013). Samples were generated for the freeway segments from 

the lists of all segments for each district and using Missouri TMS database queries (Sun et al., 

2013). These segments, from the previous calibration, initiated or ended in the middle of 

interchanges, typically on the overpass bridge. After several research projects dealing with 

Missouri crash data, several issues were identified regarding the location and assignment of 

interchange crashes (Claros et al., 2015, Sun et al., 2016). In order to avoid these inconsistencies 

in crash data and inadvertently include crashes that were not related to freeway segments, the 

revised samples for this project do not include any interchange facilities. The boundary of 

interchanges was determined based on the taper point of speed change lanes and a distance of 

1,600 ft up or down stream from the gore point of add/drop lanes.  

The new samples were generated from the previous calibration locations. The segments 

included urban samples with a minimum length of 0.5 miles that did not contain interchange 

facilities. During the sampling process, an attempt was made to obtain a minimum of five 

samples from each district. However, it was not possible to meet this goal for the urban six-lane 

freeway segments because most of the samples were located in the Saint Louis District and 

Kansas City District. Freeway segments sites with significant variation in cross section across 

their lengths, such as a change in median width or median type, were avoided. Specific 

considerations for each freeway segment type are described in the next section. 
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10.3.3. List of Sample Sites 

There were sufficient number of samples to obtain samples from three different districts: 

Kansas City, St. Louis, and Southwest. Urban six-lane freeways are not commonly used across 

Missouri except in densely populated regions. For this reason, it was not possible to find suitable 

sites from each district. The sample set for calibration included 54 sites. It was desired to utilize 

samples with a minimum of 0.3 miles in length in order to eliminate excessively short segments. 

A list of samples for urban six-lane freeway segments is shown in Table 10.2. The 

samples were distributed among the three utilized MoDOT districts: 

 25 samples from the Kansas City District 

 25 samples from the Saint Louis District 

 4 samples from the Southwest District 

The samples attempted to represent geographic diversity from around the state of 

Missouri. The sample set consisted mostly of interstate highways, although US and state 

highways such as US 71, US 65, and MO 370 were also represented in the sample set.  Most of 

the major interstate highways, including IS 70, IS 49, IS 29, IS 35, IS 435, IS 270, IS 44, IS 64, 

IS 270, and IS 55 were represented in the sample set. The sample set included freeway segments 

from eight counties in Missouri, mostly from more densely populated regions in which a six-lane 

freeway is more frequently used. 
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Table 10.2. List of sites for urban six -lane freeway segments 

No. City County District Description 

Primary 

Direction 

Begin 

Log 

End 

Log 

Length 

(mi) 

1 Independence Jackson KC IS 70 E 11.57 12.37 0.80 

2 Independence Jackson KC IS 70 E 12.93 13.75 0.82 

3 Independence Jackson KC IS 70 E 14.37 14.96 0.59 

4 Blue Springs Jackson KC IS 70 E 18.87 19.71 0.84 

5 Grandview Jackson KC IS 49 N 174.56 175.22 0.66 

6 Grandview Jackson KC IS 49 N 173.86 174.47 0.61 

7 Barnhart Jefferson SL IS 55 N 182.47 183.13 0.66 

8 Kansas City Jackson KC US 71 N 198.12 198.62 0.50 

9 Kansas City Jackson KC IS 70 W 244.97 245.45 0.48 

10 Kansas City Platte KC IS 29 N 8.78 9.28 0.50 

11 Kansas City Platte KC IS 29 N 9.28 9.83 0.55 

12 Platte City Platte KC IS 29 N 20.11 20.65 0.54 

13 Platte City Platte KC IS 29 N 20.65 21.49 0.84 

14 Kansas City Clay KC IS 35 N 7.21 8.04 0.83 

15 Kansas City Jackson KC IS 435 N 6.37 7.00 0.63 

16 Kansas City Jackson KC IS 435 N 7.00 7.86 0.86 

17 Kansas City Jackson KC IS 470 E 2.41 3.00 0.59 

18 Kansas City Jackson KC IS 470 E 3.00 3.66 0.66 

19 Lee's Summit Jackson KC IS 470 E 5.77 6.43 0.66 

20 Eureka St. Louis SL IS 44 E 266.89 267.40 0.51 

21 Bridgeton St. Louis SL IS 70 E  233.43 233.93 0.50 

22 Barnhart Jefferson SL IS 55 N 183.20 183.85 0.65 

23 St. Louis St. Louis SL IS 70 E 237.00 237.50 0.50 

24 St. Charles St. Charles SL MO 370 E 3.07 4.39 1.32 

25 St. Charles St. Charles SL MO 370 E 5.54 7.42 1.88 

26 

Richmond 

Heights St. Louis SL IS 64 E 33.13 33.67 0.54 

27 Chesterfield St. Louis SL IS 64 E 22.31 22.96 0.65 

28 Chesterfield St. Louis SL IS 64 E 21.27 21.81 0.54 

29 Chesterfield St. Louis SL IS 64 E 17.88 18.52 0.64 

30 Chesterfield St. Louis SL IS 64 E 14.94 16.31 1.37 

31 Lake St. Louis St. Charles SL IS 70 E 212.27 213.65 1.38 

32 O'Fallon St. Charles SL IS 70 E 214.39 215.64 1.25 

33 O'Fallon St. Charles SL IS 70 E 223.44 223.92 0.48 

34 St. Peters St. Charles SL IS 70 E 224.14 224.82 0.68 

35 St. Charles St. Charles SL IS 70 E 225.55 226.64 1.09 

36 Bridgeton St. Louis SL IS 70 E 232.33 232.95 0.62 
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No. City County District Description 

Primary 

Direction 

Begin 

Log 

End 

Log 

Length 

(mi) 

37 St. Louis St. Louis SL IS 70 E 239.91 240.76 0.85 

38 St. Louis 

St. Louis 

City SL IS 70 E 246.56 246.94 0.38 

39 Springfield Greene SW US 65 S 260.08 260.46 0.38 

40 Springfield Greene SW US 65 S 263.62 263.98 0.36 

41 Springfield Greene SW US 65 S 259.61 259.92 0.31 

42 Springfield Greene SW US 65 S 265.77 266.54 0.77 

43 Grandview Jackson KC IS 49 N 172.57 173.02 0.45 

44 Independence Jackson KC IS 70 E 15.19 15.73 0.54 

45 Independence Jackson KC IS 70 E 15.73 16.30 0.57 

46 St. Louis 

St. Louis 

City SL IS 64 E 37.11 37.58 0.47 

47 Independence Jackson KC IS 70 E 16.30 16.83 0.53 

48 Blue Springs Jackson KC IS 70 E 17.06 17.66 0.60 

49 Blue Springs Jackson KC IS 70 E 17.66 18.22 0.56 

50 Eureka St. Louis SL IS 44 E 262.48 263.27 0.79 

51 Eureka St. Louis SL IS 44 E 263.27 263.96 0.69 

52 Florissant St. Louis SL IS 270 E 28.74 29.40 0.66 

53 Florissant St. Louis SL IS 270 E 30.22 30.63 0.41 

54 Barnhart Jefferson SL IS 55 N 184.06 184.60 0.54 

 

10.4. Data Collection 

A list of the data types collected for freeway segments, and their sources, is presented in 

Table 10.3. TMS map application was used to obtain data regarding segment length, log miles, 

and crashes. ARAN and Google Earth were used to estimate roadway and geometric data that 

were not available in TMS. This included data such as outside shoulder width, inside shoulder 

width, effective median width, barrier offset, proportion of segment length with median and 

outside barrier, outside barrier length, proportion of segment with type B weave section, 

proportion of segment with outside and inside rumble strips, and distance to the nearest upstream 

entrance ramp or downstream exit ramp. The locations of the beginning and end of ramp tapers 
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and ramp gore areas were estimated from the continuous log mile provided in TMS map 

application. The ramp log mile locations were used to determine the location of speed change 

lanes, to calculate the effective segment length, and to calculate the distance to the nearest 

upstream entrance ramp and nearest downstream ramp. The effective median width was 

estimated graphically from aerial photographs (Google, 2016). The horizontal curve radius and 

horizontal curve length were measured using AutoCAD. It should be noted that for freeway 

segments, the curve length included only the portion of the curve that was within the segment 

limits. In addition, the curve side of the road (both roadbeds, left roadbed only, or right roadbed 

only) was also required input. The HSM values for the base conditions were used for the clear 

zone width and proportion of high volume, since these data were not available from other 

sources. 

Table 10.3. List of data sources for freeway segments 

Data Description Source 

AADT TMS 

Length (mi) TMS 

Effective Length (mi) TMS/ARAN 

Average Lane Width (ft) TMS 

Effective Median Width (ft) Aerials 

Average Inside Shoulder Width (ft) ARAN 

Average Outside Shoulder Width (ft) ARAN 

Proportion of Segment Length with Median Barrier ARAN 

Average Median Barrier Offset ARAN 

Outside Barrier Length (ft) ARAN 

Proportion of Segment Length with Outside Barrier ARAN 

Average Outside Barrier Offset (ft) ARAN 

Outside Clear Zone Width (ft) HSM Default 

Proportion of Segment with Inside Rumble Strips ARAN 

Proportion of Segment with Outside Rumble Strips ARAN 

Proportion of High Volume HSM Default 

Proportion of Weave ARAN 

Length of Weave ARAN 

Distance to Exit or Entrance Ramp ARAN 

Ramp AADT TMS, Other Sources 
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Data Description Source 

Horizontal Curve Radius (ft) Aerials 

Horizontal Curve Length within Site (ft) ARAN 

Number of PDO SV Crashes TMS 

Number of PDO MV Crashes TMS 

Number of FI SV Crashes TMS 

Number of FI MV Crashes TMS 

 

Several important considerations needed to be taken into account for the collection of 

freeway crash data. The first consideration related to the classification of crashes that occurred 

within the limits of a speed-change lane. HSM freeway models are divided into segments and 

speed-change lanes. A speed-change lane is either an entrance or an exit ramp with limits 

extending from the beginning or end of the taper to the gore point. It is worth noting that these 

facilities are separate from weaving sections because speed change lanes contain their own taper 

points while weaving sections typically do not. It is important to consider how crashes that 

occurred on freeway segments adjacent to ramps be treated. On one hand, such crashes are 

physically located on a segment and not on a ramp; on the other, crashes occurring on mainline 

lanes adjacent to ramps could be a result of ramp traffic and associated merging or diverging 

conflicts. Crashes located on all lanes associated with ramps were excluded from the segment 

calibration, consistent with NCHRP 17-45. For example, a crash that occurred between the gore 

and the taper point would be excluded from segment calibration. Even though this approach 

identifies all speed-change-related crashes, it may also identify some freeway crashes that were 

not caused by speed-change lanes. To avoid the inclusion of crashes and the inconsistency in the 

location and assignment of crashes at interchange facilities, the freeway segments considered in 

this calibration did not include speed change lanes. Thus, segments were homogenous facilities 

that were limited by the taper of speed change lanes if present.  
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In addition, it was necessary to separate the number of crashes by severity and the 

number of vehicles involved in the crash. The TMS Accident Browser provides information 

regarding crash severity in its output. However, it does not provide information regarding the 

number of vehicles that were involved in a crash. Therefore, all crash reports that matched the 

accident browser crash queries occurring between 2012-2014 was requested from MoDOT to 

retrieve the required information for the queries (number of vehicles involved in crash). The 

matching criteria consisted of using the image number (crash report unique identification 

number) form the queried crashes for the sites included in the calibration. 

10.4.3. Summary Statistics for Urban Six-Lane Freeway Segments 

Descriptive statistics for urban six-lane freeway segments are shown in Table 10.4. The 

average bidirectional AADT was 88,875 vpd, with a standard deviation of 28,380 vpd. The 

average effective length of the segments was 0.69 miles, with a standard deviation of 0.30 miles. 

The segments were relatively uniform with respect to lane width, inside shoulder width, and 

outside shoulder width with the exception of one site containing a comparatively large inside 

shoulder. The average effective median width was 21.90 feet with a standard deviation of 9.45 

feet. This large standard deviation is possibly due to the site containing a large inside shoulder 

and, in turn, a relatively large effective median with compared to the rest of the sites. All 54 sites 

contained a median barrier of some sort, as indicated by the descriptive statistics for the 

proportion of segment with median barrier with an average, minimum, and maximum of 1.00. 

The presence of outside barriers was less common, as indicated by the average value of 0.30 for 

the proportion of segment with outside barrier, and was not consistent as evidenced by the 0.27 

standard deviation value. 
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Table 10.4. Sample descriptive statistics for urban six-lane freeway segments 

Description Average Min. Max. Std. Dev. 

Bidirectional AADT (2012-2014) 88,875  41,693  177,020  28,380  

Effective Length (mi) 0.69 0.31 1.88 0.30 

Average Lane Width (ft) 11.81 10.00 12.80 0.63 

Effective Median Width (ft) 21.90 10.00 46.50 9.45 

Average Inside Shoulder Width (ft) 8.52 4.00 17.50 2.87 

Average Outside Shoulder Width (ft) 10.55 5.00 14.30 1.67 

Proportion of Segment Length with Median Barrier 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 

Average Median Barrier Offset (ft) 10.10 3.29 23.00 4.44 

Proportion of Segment Length with Outside Barrier 0.30 0.00 1.00 0.27 

Average Outside Barrier Offset (ft) 12.16 8.15 49.80 7.15 

Outside Clear Zone Width (ft) 54.81 10.00 190.00 34.56 

Proportion of Segment with Inside Rumble Strips 0.74 0.00 1.00 0.39 

Proportion of Segment with Outside Rumble Strips 0.73 0.00 1.00 0.40 

Proportion of High Volume (2012-2014) 0.31 0.00 0.89 0.27 

Proportion of Weave Increasing Direction 0.07 0.00 0.94 0.18 

Length of Weave Increasing Direction (ft) 203.65 0.00 2,821.00 543.65 

Proportion of Weave Decreasing Direction 0.06 0.00 0.84 0.19 

Length of Weave Decreasing Direction (ft) 179.85 0.00 2,529.00 538.92 

Distance to Entrance Ramp Increasing Direction (ft) 2,779  576  14,974  2,814  

AADT Entrance Ramp Increasing Direction (2012-2014) 4,648  353  15,131  3,438  

Distance to Exit Ramp Increasing Direction (ft) 2,741  195  9,911  2,328  

AADT Exit Ramp Increasing Direction (2012-2014) 5,231  559  13,939  3,010  

Distance to Entrance Ramp Decreasing Direction (ft) 3,044  69  13,337  2,747  

AADT Entrance Ramp Decreasing Direction (2012-2014) 4,802  472  14,242  2,995  

Distance to Exit Ramp Decreasing Direction (ft) 2,946  327  15,074  2,938  

AADT Exit Ramp Decreasing Direction (2012-2014) 5,337  222  14,026  3,346  

Horizontal Curve Radius (ft)* 6,257  1,713  37,262  9,363  

Horizontal Curve Length within Site (ft)* 1,375  488  2,561  708  

Number of Observed FI MV Crashes 7.61 0.00 41.00 7.68 

Number of Observed FI SV Crashes 3.50 0.00 10.00 1.99 

Number of Observed PDO MV Crashes 23.72 0.00 94.00 20.63 

Number of Observed PDO SV Crashes 8.20 0.00 21.00 5.42 

*Descriptive statistics only includes segments that contain a curve 
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10.5. Results and Discussion 

The original models were developed using data from California, Maine, and Washington 

(Bonneson et al., 2012). Some descriptive statistics for the data used to develop the HSM model 

for freeway segments are shown in Table 10.5. In summary, the HSM freeway data consisted of 

1,880 segments covering 510 miles in three different states. The crash data included crashes 

between 2005 and 2007 for Washington and California, and between 2004 and 2006 for Maine. 

Table 10.5. Descriptive statistics for HSM freeway data 

State 

Number of 

Segments 

Total Length 

(mi) 

Minimum 

AADT (vpd) 

Maximum 

AADT (vpd) 

California 533 209 17,000 308,000 

Maine 203 101 11,300 83,700 

Washington 1,144 200 9,600 197,000 

 

10.5.1. Calibration Factor Results 

The calibration factors for urban six-lane freeway segments are shown in Table 10.6. The 

IHSDM output is shown in Figures 10.13-10.16. The calibration factors are shown for different 

crash types: multiple vehicle FI crashes (0.846), single vehicle FI crashes (0.964), multiple 

vehicle PDO crashes (1.220), and single vehicle PDO crashes (0.854). These results indicate that 

the number of multiple vehicle PDO crashes observed in Missouri was greater than the number 

of crashes predicted by the HSM freeway methodology, while the other three categories 

observed less crashes than what was predicted by HSM methodology. The previous calibration 

efforts using data from 2009-2011 yielded calibration factors of 1.20 for multiple vehicle FI 

crashes, 1.01 for single vehicle FI crashes, 1.63 for multiple vehicle PDO crashes, and 0.88 for 

single vehicle PDO crashes. In each category, the recent crash data resulted in a decrease of the 

previous calibration factor. There could be many reasons for these differences, as was discussed 
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previously in the section detailing the results for rural four-lane freeways. However, it is 

important to note that the sites for this HSM calibration did not contain any speed-change lane 

facilities and contained longer freeway segments on average compared to the previous 

calibration efforts. Additionally, the introduction of the high volume proportion parameter was 

new to this calibration as well and contributed to the difference in results for this facility type.  

Table 10.6. Calibration results for urban six-lane freeway segments 

No. Dist.
1
 Segment 

Begin 

Log 

Length 

(mi) 

FI
2
 PDO

3
 

MV
4
 SV

5
 MV SV 

Obs
6
 Prd

7
 Obs Prd Obs Prd Obs Prd 

1 KC IS 70 E 11.57 0.80 10 14 6 4 30 32 7 12 

2 KC IS 70 E 12.93 0.82 18 16 5 5 29 36 2 13 

3 KC IS 70 E 14.37 0.59 7 8 5 3 15 18 1 9 

4 KC IS 70 E 18.87 0.84 3 4 7 3 17 8 11 10 

5 KC IS 49 N 174.56 0.66 8 6 5 4 31 12 12 10 

6 KC IS 49 N 173.86 0.61 3 6 5 3 14 10 8 9 

7 SL IS 55 N 182.47 0.66 4 3 4 3 10 6 3 7 

8 KC US 71 N 198.12 0.50 12 5 2 3 34 10 10 8 

9 KC IS 70 W 244.97 0.48 12 9 2 4 29 14 1 10 

10 KC IS 29 N 8.78 0.50 2 12 1 3 15 22 7 7 

11 KC IS 29 N 9.28 0.55 3 9 4 3 11 20 7 8 

12 KC IS 29 N 20.11 0.54 0 2 0 2 4 3 3 4 

13 KC IS 29 N 20.65 0.84 0 2 1 2 4 3 6 5 

14 KC IS 35 N 7.21 0.83 8 6 5 5 32 12 10 10 

15 KC IS 435 N 6.37 0.63 7 4 3 3 4 9 12 8 

16 KC IS 435 N 7.00 0.86 4 7 5 7 5 14 12 15 

17 KC IS 470 E 2.41 0.59 0 6 2 2 2 12 3 8 

18 KC IS 470 E 3.00 0.66 1 7 1 3 11 14 2 9 

19 KC IS 470 E 5.77 0.66 5 6 4 3 27 11 12 9 

20 SL IS 44 E 266.89 0.51 5 4 1 2 13 7 1 8 

21 SL IS 70 E 233.43 0.50 4 10 2 4 11 25 4 9 

22 SL IS 55 N 183.20 0.65 1 3 2 3 10 6 8 7 

23 SL IS 70 E 237.00 0.50 13 11 3 3 17 26 7 7 

24 SL MO 370 

E 
3.07 1.32 3 6 1 4 8 9 7 13 

25 SL MO 370 

E 
5.54 1.88 1 9 5 6 13 16 8 21 

26 SL IS 64 E 33.13 0.54 11 32 6 6 43 79 7 11 
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No. Dist.
1
 Segment 

Begin 

Log 

Length 

(mi) 

FI
2
 PDO

3
 

MV
4
 SV

5
 MV SV 

Obs
6
 Prd

7
 Obs Prd Obs Prd Obs Prd 

27 SL IS 64 E 22.31 0.65 41 16 3 4 88 38 5 11 

28 SL IS 64 E 21.27 0.54 34 12 4 3 94 29 5 9 

29 SL IS 64 E 17.88 0.64 7 7 2 3 19 15 2 8 

30 SL IS 64 E 14.94 1.37 9 14 2 6 29 31 4 17 

31 SL IS 70 E 212.27 1.38 2 16 2 6 19 33 10 20 

32 SL IS 70 E 214.39 1.25 5 18 5 8 24 37 17 18 

33 SL IS 70 E 223.44 0.48 4 18 2 7 33 40 13 17 

34 SL IS 70 E 224.14 0.68 6 10 2 4 26 22 4 10 

35 SL IS 70 E 225.55 1.09 14 20 2 7 63 48 11 17 

36 SL IS 70 E 232.33 0.62 23 16 7 4 82 40 21 10 

37 SL IS 70 E 239.91 0.85 14 19 6 6 29 47 15 13 

38 SL IS 70 E 246.56 0.38 13 12 10 3 24 21 21 7 

39 SW US 65 S 260.08 0.38 1 2 0 2 0 3 0 4 

40 SW US 65 S 263.62 0.36 6 2 4 2 24 4 12 4 

41 SW US 65 S 259.61 0.31 7 1 3 1 17 2 8 3 

42 SW US 65 S 265.77 0.77 4 4 2 4 2 8 4 9 

43 KC IS 49 N 172.57 0.45 8 4 3 3 51 7 19 6 

44 KC IS 70 E 15.19 0.54 7 12 6 2 22 22 5 8 

45 KC IS 70 E 15.73 0.57 4 10 3 3 11 20 3 7 

46 SL IS 64 E 37.11 0.47 14 7 3 4 56 15 6 8 

47 KC IS 70 E 16.30 0.53 13 6 3 2 24 14 8 7 

48 KC IS 70 E 17.06 0.60 6 7 4 3 16 16 18 8 

49 KC IS 70 E 17.66 0.56 6 7 6 3 19 15 19 7 

50 SL IS 44 E 262.48 0.79 2 4 2 3 8 7 6 9 

51 SL IS 44 E 263.27 0.69 3 3 5 4 6 6 16 9 

52 SL IS 270 E 28.74 0.66 3 19 3 5 18 47 6 11 

53 SL IS 270 E 30.22 0.41 7 11 5 3 30 23 4 7 

54 SL IS 55 N 184.06 0.54 3 3 3 2 8 5 10 6 

Sum 411 486 189 196 1,281 1,050 443 519 

Calibration Factors 0.846 0.964 1.220 0.854 

Notes: 
1
District, 

2
Fatal and Injury, 

3
Property Damage Only, 

4
Multiple-vehicle crashes, 

5
Single-vehicle crashes, 

6
Observed crashes, 

7
Predicted crashes. 
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Figure 10.13. Calibration output for urban six-lane freeway segments (FI multivehicle crashes) 

 

Figure 10.14. Calibration output for urban six-lane freeway segments (FI single-vehicle crashes)  
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Figure 10.15. Calibration output for urban six-lane freeway segments (PDO multivehicle 

crashes)  

 

Figure 10.16. Calibration output for urban six-lane freeway segments (PDO single-vehicle 

crashes)  

10.5.2. Severity Distribution Factors 

Severity distribution factors are used to predict the proportion of crashes at each severity 

level that can be expected. Using the observed crash data from the calibration, severity 
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distribution factors were computed according to the classification used in Missouri. Crash 

severity factors were obtained for fatal, disabling injury, minor injury, and property damage only 

crash types for both multi-vehicle and single vehicle crashes. Table 10.7 shows the obtained 

SDFs for urban six-lane freeway segments. 

Table 10.7. Severity distribution factor for urban six-leg freeway segments 

Severity 
MV

1
 SV

2
 

Crashes SDF Crashes SDF 

Fatal 4 0.002 10 0.014 

Disabling Injury 31 0.018 23 0.036 

Minor Injury 376 0.222 157 0.248 

Property Damage Only 1,281 0.757 443 0.701 

Note: 
1
Multiple Vehicle, 

2
Single Vehicle 

10.5.3. Crash Type Distribution Factors  

The crash type distribution factors (CDF) are used to determine the proportion of crashes 

from the prediction according to the type of crash. The data available from the calibration was 

used to estimate these factors. Some data processing was required since there are multiple crash 

type categories included in the provided crash reports. For example, crashes that were classified 

as “Left-turn Right Angle” or “Right-turn Right Angle” collisions were included as “Right 

Angle” crashes in the CDF distribution. Therefore, different categories were aggregated to 

provide similar classifications that are recommended by the HSM. The crash types were also 

divided by multiple and single vehicle crashes. It should be noted that the crash query results 

classify crashes with parked cars as multi-vehicle crashes while the HSM classifies them as 

single-vehicle crashes. For this reason, parked vehicle crashes were classified as single-vehicle 

crashes to calculate the CDF. Table 10.8 provides the CDFs for urban six-leg freeway segments. 
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Table 10.8. Crash type distribution factors for urban six-leg freeway segments 

Multiple-Vehicle 

Collision Type Crashes CDF 

Angle 9 0.005 

Head-on 22 0.013 

Sideswipe 437 0.261 

Rear-end 1,024 0.612 

Other 181 0.108 

Single-Vehicle 

Collision Type Crashes  CDF 

Collision with Parked Vehicle 19 0.029 

Collision with Fixed Object 39 0.060 

Collision with Animal  33 0.051 

Out of Control 466 0.716 

Other 94 0.144 
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Chapter 11: HSM Calibration of Rural Two-lane Three-Leg Unsignalized Intersections 

11.1. Introduction and Scope 

This chapter contains a description of the data requirements and the HSM prediction 

methodology for rural two-lane three-leg intersections, and displays the newly updated 

calibration factors that were obtained. 

11.2 Data Requirements for Calibration 

For each rural two-lane three-leg unsignalized intersection facilities, a number of crash 

modification factors (CMF) are applicable. These CMFs are necessary for the crash prediction 

step of this calibration effort. This section will discuss how the values for these CMFs are 

determined. 

11.2.1. Require Site Data 

11.2.1.1. Number of Approaches with Left-turn Lanes  

It was required to determine the presence of an exclusive left-turn lane. This method 

allows for zero or one possible left-turn lanes for three-leg stop-controlled intersections. The 

HSM applies a CMF for left-turn lanes only on the uncontrolled major road approaches to stop-

controlled intersections. There is no safety effect of a left-turn lane on the stop-controlled 

approach. Figure 11.1 shows a variety of left-turn lane types. 
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Figure 11.1. Left-turn lane Examples (Chandler et al., 2013) 

Figure 11.2 shows an example three-leg stop-controlled intersection. The north/south 

road is the major approach, and the east/west direction is the minor road. The minor road 

contains a stop sign while the major road does not. The left-turn lane on the major road approach 

is counted. 

 

Figure 11.2. Arterial image of a three-leg stop-controlled intersection (Google, 2016) 

11.2.1.2. Number of Approaches with Right-turn Lanes  

The presence of exclusive right-turn lanes was also desired. The IHSDM allows for zero 

or one right-turn lanes for three-leg stop-controlled intersections. The HSM applies a CMF for 

right-turn lanes only on uncontrolled major road approaches to stop-controlled intersections. 

Consequently, there is no safety effect of a right-turn lane on a stop-controlled approach. 

Determining the number of approaches with right-turn lanes is similar to left-turn lane procedure. 
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11.2.1.3. Presence of Lighting  

Street light illumination in close proximity to the intersection has an effect on the safety 

of the facility type. Google street view and ARAN are used to verify the presence of lighting 

(assigned as ‘yes’ or ‘no’). Figure 11.3 shows an example intersection with street lighting in 

close proximity. 

 

Figure 11.3. Street view image with street lighting present (Google, 2013) 

11.2.1.4. Intersection Skew Angle  

The skew angle of an intersection is defined as the absolute value of the deviation from 

an intersection angle of 90 degrees. The absolute value is used in the definition of skew angle 

because positive and negative skew angle are considered to have similar detrimental effects. It 

has been shown that reducing the skew angle may decrease crashes at three-leg stop-controlled 

intersections. Figure 11.4 illustrates an intersection skew angle.  
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Figure 11.4. Skew angle (AASHTO, 2010) 

In the following example, the street view images of a three-leg stop-controlled 

intersection were reviewed. This was accomplished by turning on the “Compass Tool” image 

overlay (downloaded online as a Google Earth extension), and orienting the map. Figure 11.5 

shows that the skew angle of the intersection is approximately 30 degrees. 

 

Figure 11.5. Skew angle measurement example (Google, 2014) 
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11.2.2. Required Crash and Traffic Data  

11.2.2.1. Years of Crash Data  

The years associated with the calibration should be specified. The IHSDM considers up 

to three years for the input data. 

11.2.2.2. Observed Number of Crashes  

The HSM predictive method predicts the crash frequency of rural two-lane three-leg stop-

controlled intersection crashes. For calibration of this facility type, only crashes specifically 

assigned to these sites were collected and used to compare to the predicted value. 

11.2.2.3. Intersection AADT  

The intersection AADTs should be measured using automated data collection or 

estimated using a survey. Both major road entering AADTs and minor road entering AADTs are 

needed. In the case that data is not available for all analysis years, a few assumptions needed to 

be made: 

1. If AADTs data are available for only a single year, the same value is assumed to apply to all 

years of the before period. 

2. If two or more years of the AADTs data are available, the AADTs for intervening years are 

computed by interpolation. 

3. The AADTs for years before the first years for which data are available are assumed to be 

equal to the AADTs for the first year. 

4. The AADTs for years after the last year for which data are available are assumed to be equal 

to the last year. 

Figure 11.6 shows the AADT collection of an example three-leg stop-controlled 

intersection. In Figure 11.6(a), the east/west road is the minor approach, and the north/south 

direction is the major road. The queries were conducted using the TMS ODBC query in which 
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the intersection identification number (SS_INTRSC_NUMBER) and years 

(SS_INTRSC_YEAR) of data were entered. Figure 11.6(b) shows the AADT query output. The 

direction in column three of Figure 11.6(b) indicates the entering direction. There are three 

directions because there is no approach to the three-leg stop-controlled intersection from west. In 

this case, the major road AADT is the sum of northbound and southbound AADTs. The minor 

road AADT are the eastbound AADTs. From Figure 11.6(b), the major road AADT was 10,139 

vehicles/day in 2012, and the minor road AADTs was 426 vehicles/day in 2012. 

 

(a) (Google, 2016) 

 

(b) (MoDOT TMS 2016) 

Figure 11.6. Aerial view image and AADTs of a three-leg stop-controlled intersection 

11.3. HSM Crash Prediction Methodology 

As described in the HSM, the safety performance functions (SPF) for unsignalized 

intersections predict the number of total crashes at the intersection per year for a set of base 
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conditions. In Chapter 10 of the HSM, the SPFs for rural two-lane three-leg unsignalized 

intersections include the effect of major and minor stop-controlled traffic volumes for the 

prediction of average crash frequency for intersection related crashes. The SPF considers rural 

two-way two-lane roadways only, in both the major and minor road legs, without including the 

turning lanes. The SPF is shown in Equation 11.1. 

                                                         (11.1) 

where, 

         = the estimate of intersection related predicted average crash frequency for base 

conditions for rural three-leg stop-controlled intersections; 

        = the AADT (vehicles per day) on the major road, and         is the AADT 

(vehicles per day) on the minor road; 

In Table 11.1, the following parameters are applicable for the SPF equation. Additionally, 

the SPF base conditions are described in Table 11.2. 

Table 11.1. SPFs rural unsignalized three-leg stop-controlled intersection parameters 

Intersection Type Rural Two-lane Three-Leg Stop-Controlled 

Overdispersion Parameter (k) 0.54 

AADTmaj 0 to 19,500 vehicles per day 

AADTmin 0 to 4,300 vehicles per day 

 

Table 11.2. SPFs rural unsignalized three-leg stop-controlled intersection base conditions 

Base Conditions Description 

Intersection Skew Angle 0° 

Intersection Left-Turn Lanes None of the approaches without stop control 

Intersection Right-Turn Lanes None of the approaches without stop control 

Lightning None 
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The base SPF models developed for rural two-lane unsignalized intersections with stop 

control in the minor road considered accidents within 250 ft of a particular intersection, using 

negative binomial regression analysis. The data used for the regression analysis were obtained 

from 382 three-leg stop controlled intersections in Minnesota, which included five years of 

accident data (1985-1989) (Harwood et al., 2000). The SPF for this facility type was used to 

predict the total number of crashes for all sites in the sample. The total predicted crashes was 

compared to the total observed crashes to produce a calibration factor for rural two-lane three-leg 

stop-controlled intersections. 

 

11.4. Sampling Considerations 

Because this is a recalibration, it was recommended to use the same sample of sites from 

the previous calibration efforts. However, it was necessary to verify the classification of each site 

due to possible geometric or other facility changes. Each site was located on the MoDOT TMS 

Map and Google Earth. Each site was examined for multiple attributes that must be present in 

order to be classified as a certain type of intersection. Major items being reviewed were the 

number of undivided lanes on the major roadway segment, the number of approach legs, changes 

in control type, and changes in rural/urban classification. 

Different challenges were encountered during the sampling procedure. It was essential to 

use visual identification to verify the existence of stop control on the minor road. Because this 

facility type included only rural intersections, it was especially difficult since recent ARAN 
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records and Google Earth images did not exist for some sites. Any site that was unable to be 

verified was not included. 

11.4.1. List of Sample Sites 

The lists of rural two-lane three-leg unsignalized intersections that were included in the 

sample set can be found in Table 11.3. The table contains the intersection number that was used 

for the identification and collection of the data in the TMS System. The locations (county and 

district) of intersections are shown as well. The lists display the 10 intersections that were 

collected from each MoDOT district. 

Table 11.3. List of sites for rural two-lane three-leg unsignalized intersections 

Site 

No. 
District Description 

Intersection 

No. 
County 

1 CD Grand Ave, Hwy H, Moniteau, MO 65025 277931 Moniteau 

2 CD County Road 4029, Hwy 94, Summit, Callaway, MO 65043 301833 Callaway 

3 CD Bottom Diggins Rd, Hwy E, Union, Washington, MO 63630 398249 Washington 

4 CD 
County Road 240A, Hwy 32, Spring Creek West, Missouri 

65560 
462095 Dent 

5 CD Blank Rd, Hwy HH, Vanpool Rd, Moniteau, MO 65074 313734 Moniteau 

6 CD County Road 432, Hwy 240, Howard, MO 65274 165855 Howard 

7 CD Cannon Mines Rd, Hwy 21, Union, Washington, MO 63630 395691 Washington 

8 CD Jim Henry Road, Hwy 17, Jim Henry, Miller, MO 65032 358162 Miller 

9 CD James Rd, Hwy FF,  Richland, Laclede, MO 65556 437012 Laclede 

10 CD 5th St, Hwy 50, Rosebud, Gasconade, MO 63091 341235 Gasconade 

11 KC Top Water Street, Hwy Z, Bates City, Lafayette, MO 64011  1024754 Lafayette 

12 KC Slusher School Rd, Hwy 13, Lexington, Lafayette, MO 64067 148501 Lafayette 

13 KC Bell Rd, Hwy 13, Davis, Lafayette, MO 64037 183496 Lafayette 

14 KC Goose Creek Rd, Hwy Pp, Concordia, Lafayette, MO 64020 194504 Lafayette 

15 KC Boyer Rd, Hwy 210, Fishing River, Clay, MO 64024 128338 Clay 

16 KC Main Street Road, Hwy 127, Sedalia, Pettis, MO 65301 257933 Pettis 

17 KC State Hwy Z, Bainbridge Rd, Bates City, Lafayette, MO 64011 182234 Lafayette 

18 KC State Hwy KK, W 196th St, Polk, Ray, MO 64062 101512 Ray 

19 KC State Hwy HH, Shippy Rd, Sni-A-Bar, Lafayette, MO  199141 Lafayette 

20 KC 12th St, S Main St, Holden, Johnson, MO 64040 259956 Johnson 

21 NE Hwy V, CRD 15, Clark, MO 63453 117 Clark 

22 NE County Road 557, Hwy P, Vandalia, Audrain, MO 63382 119371 Audrain 

23 NE State Hwy DD, County road 84, Revere, Clark, MO 63465 5567 Clark 

24 NE County Road 283, Hwy U, Warren, Marion, Missouri 63461 73147 Marion 

25 NE County Road 439, Hwy WW, Shelbina, Missouri 63468 81668 Shelby 
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Site 

No. 
District Description 

Intersection 

No. 
County 

26 NE County Road 931, Hwy M Union, Monroe, Missouri 65263 111199 Monroe 

27 NE Dragonfly Pl, Hwy 149, Walnut Creek, Macon, MO 63539 56428 Macon 

28 NE County Road 229, Hwy C, Warren, Marion, MO 63456 66821 Marion 

29 NE 
Lackland St, Hwy WW, New Florence, Montgomery, MO 

63363 
200260 Montgomery 

30 NE Pike 57, Pike 58, RA, Pike, MO 63441 98338 Pike 

31 NW S 185 Street, Missouri DD, Marion, Daviess, MO 64647 49142 Daviess 

32 NW W 185 Street, Missouri DD, Marion, Daviess, MO 64647 49076 Daviess 

33 NW Hwy 129, Hwy J, New Boston, Linn, MO 63557 51127 Linn 

34 NW Hwy H, McCurry Grove Rd, MO 64438 30409 Gentry 

35 NW West North Street, Hwy Y, Plattsburg, Clinton, MO 64477 89124 Clinton 

36 NW State Hwy A, Hwy 190, Chillicothe, Livingston, MO 64601 59129 Livingston 

37 NW Garden Dr, Hwy HH, Union, Sullivan, MO 63545 30013 Sullivan 

38 NW 11th St, E McPherson St, Hwy 246, Nodaway, MO 64461 2101 Nodaway 

39 NW 370 St, Hwy H, Cooper, Gentry, MO 64438 31927 Gentry 

40 NW 332 Street, Hwy 190, Jackson, Daviess, MO 64648 56702 Daviess 

41 SE Midvale Rd, Hwy 17, Carroll, Texas, MO 65571 516183 Texas 

42 SE Bowden Drive, Hwy Y, Doniphan, Ripley, MO 63935 616858 Ripley 

43 SE County Road 76-221, Hwy 76, Ava, Douglas, MO 65608 569355 Douglas 

44 SE Emma St, Mc Kinley Ave, Hwy DD, Fisk, Butler, MO 63940 592827 Butler 

45 SE 7 Falls Dr, State Rd C, Ste. Genevieve, MO 63670 925236 Genevieve 

46 SE State Hwy U, Hwy 76, Miller, Douglas, MO  563643 Douglas 

47 SE Hwy 160, 3rd St, Ozark, MO 65655 659340 Ozark 

48 SE County Road 223, Hwy M, Stoddard, MO 63825 564661 Stoddard 

49 SE County Road 95-142, Hwy 95, Douglas County, MO 65711 564170 Douglas 

50 SE Garfield St, US 60 Bus,  Willow Springs, Howell, MO 65793 563127 Howell 

51 SL Hyfield School Rd, Hwy P, De Soto, Jefferson, MO 63020 373777 Jefferson 

52 SL Lynch Rd, St. Josephs Rd, Hwy F, Jefferson, MO 63051 334130 Jefferson 

53 SL Grafton Ferry Rd, Hwy 94, St. Charles, MO 63301 197233 St. Charles 

54 SL Hwy V, Hwy 94, St. Charles, MO 63301 199154 St. Charles 

55 SL Rolling Stone Ln, John MacKeever Rd, Jefferson, MO 63069 333345 Jefferson 

56 SL Big Pine Pl, State Road H, Big River, Jefferson, MO 63020 377213 Jefferson 

57 SL Plass Rd, Buckeye Rd, Festus, Jefferson, MO 63028 360531 Jefferson 

58 SL Hwy V, Marais Becket Rd, St. Charles, MO 63301 199192 St. Charles 

59 SL Klondike Rd, Hwy B, Hillsboro, Jefferson, MO 63050 354737 Jefferson 

60 SL 
Dutch Creek Rd, Byrnesville Rd, Cedar Hill, Jefferson, MO 

63016 
338859 Jefferson 

61 SW 19th St, Cassville, Hwy 37, Main St, Barry, MO 65625 1010106 Barry 

62 SW Fr 1195, Hwy 248, Mineral, Barry, MO  602021 Barry 

63 SW State Hwy DD, 951Rd, Cedar, MO 64744 423141 Cedar 

64 SW County Road 2130, Missouri T, Lawrence, MO 65610 547167 Lawrence 

65 SW Poppy Ln, Hwy 14, Lincoln, Christian, MO 65610 555567 Christian 

66 SW East 405th Road, Hwy Aa, Northeast Marion, Polk, MO  455897 Polk 

67 SW Osage Rd, Hwy DD, Niangua, Webster, MO 65713 498873 Webster 

68 SW Glen Oaks Dr, Hwy 86, Blue Eye, Stone, MO 65611 636407 Stone 

69 SW South Ward Street, Hwy 39, Stockton, Cedar, MO 65785 452012 Cedar 

70 SW Wilson Rd, Hwy ZZ, Lincoln, Christian, MO 65631 548004 Christian 
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11.5. Data Collection 

The data required for this facility type consisted of AADTs for major and minor 

approaches, number of approaches with left and right turn lanes, intersection skew angle, 

presence of street lighting, and observed number of crashes. A list of the data types collected and 

their sources is shown in Table 11.4. Aerial photographs were used to determine the presence of 

either left of right turning lanes, the number of legs, and the skew angle. Aerial and street view 

photographs from Google were used to determine the presence of lighting at the intersections. 

The AADTs from 2012 to 2014 and number of observed crashes were collected from the 

MoDOT TMS system. 

Table 11.4. List of data sources for rural two-lane three-leg unsignalized intersections 

Data Description Source 

AADT TMS 

No. of approaches with left-turn lanes Aerial Images 

No. of approaches with right-turn lanes Aerial Images 

Presence of street lighting ARAN and Street View 

No. Of crashes TMS 

 

The main issue encountered during the data collection process for this facility type was 

the total number of observed crashes for the three-year analysis period. The total observed 

crashes was considerably less than the HSM recommendation of at least 100 crashes for a facility 

type. With a sample of 70 sites, the total number of crashes observed was below the minimum by 

the HSM. However, it was decided to proceed despite the low number of crashes. This facility 

type, in particular, experienced low AADTs. It can be expected that roadways with low volumes 

would have less potential for crashes. 
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11.5.4. Summary Statistics for Rural Two-lane Three-leg Unsignalized Intersections  

Descriptive statistics of the collected data are shown in Table 11.5. The AADTs for both 

roadway legs contained considerably low volumes. The average AADTs for the major and minor 

roads were 1,365.5 vehicles/day and 73.3 vehicles/day, respectively, and were skewed to the 

right. The average skew angle across all sites was 14.4 degrees. Exclusive left-turn lanes were 

sparingly used, and none of the sites within the sample contained right-turn lanes. The table also 

shows that a total of 22 crashes were observed across all 70 sites. 

Table 11.5. Sample descriptive statistics for rural two-lane three-leg unsignalized intersections 

Description Avg. Min. Max. Std. Dev. 

Major AADT (2014) 1,365.5 34.0 7,264.0 1,671.8 

Minor AADT (2014) 73.3 1.0 768.0 111.4 

No. of approaches with left-turn lanes 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.1 

No. of approaches with right-turn lanes 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Skew angle 14.4 0.0 70.0 21.1 

Predicted no. of crashes 0.3 0.0 3.0 0.7 

No. of observed crashes 22 

No. of intersections with street lighting 7 

 

11.6. Results and Discussion 

11.6.1. Calibration Factor Results 

The base SPF models developed for rural two-lane unsignalized intersections with stop 

control in the minor road considered accidents within 250 ft of a particular intersection, using 

negative binomial regression analysis. The data used for the regression analysis were obtained 

from 382 three-leg stop controlled intersections in Minnesota, which included five years of 

accident data (1985-1989) (Harwood et al., 2000). The SPF for this facility type was used to 

predict the total number of crashes for all sites in the sample. The total predicted crashes was 
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compared to the total observed crashes to produce a calibration factor for rural two-lane three-leg 

stop-controlled intersections. 

The calibration results for rural two-lane three-leg unsignalized intersections are shown 

in Table 11.6. The IHSDM output is shown in Figures 11.7.The calibration efforts for rural two-

lane three-leg unsignalized intersections in Missouri yielded a calibration factor of 0.695 as 

shown in Figure 11.7. These results indicate that the number of crashes observed at this facility 

type in Missouri were less than the national average as predicted by the HSM. The recent 

calibration results for rural two-lane three-leg intersection facilities closely resembled prior 

calibration results using site data from 2009 to 2011, which was equal to 0.77. In fact, there was 

only a difference of one observed crash between the two time periods. This similarity is likely 

reflected in the fact that the input variables showed little variation. The average AADTs for 

major roads slightly decreased from 1,421.0 vehicles/day to 1,365.5 vehicles/day while the minor 

roads remained nearly unchanged (72.0 vehicles/day to 73.3 vehicles/day). 
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Table 11.6. Calibration results for urban six-lane freeway segments 

No. District Intersection No. 
All Crashes 

Observed Predicted 

1 CD 277931 0 0.2 

2 CD 301833 0 0.5 

3 CD 398249 0 0.2 

4 CD 462058 0 0.4 

5 CD 313734 0 0.0 

6 CD 165855 0 0.7 

7 CD 395691 3 1.8 

8 CD 358162 1 0.3 

9 CD 437012 0 0.0 

10 CD 341235 1 2.5 

11 KC 1024754 0 0.3 

12 KC 148501 1 1.5 

13 KC 183496 0 1.8 

14 KC 194504 0 0.1 

15 KC 128338 1 2.2 

16 KC 257933 0 0.2 

17 KC 182234 0 0.3 

18 KC 101512 0 0.1 

19 KC 199141 0 0.1 

20 KC 259956 0 0.1 

21 NE 117 0 0.0 

22 NE 119371 0 0.2 

23 NE 5567 0 0.0 

24 NE 73147 0 0.0 

25 NE 81668 0 0.0 

26 NE 111199 0 0.0 

27 NE 56428 0 0.0 

28 NE 66821 0 0.1 

29 NE 200260 0 0.1 

30 NE 98338 0 0.0 

31 NW 49142 0 0.0 

32 NW 49076 0 0.0 

33 NW 51127 0 0.1 

34 NW 30409 0 0.0 

35 NW 89124 0 0.1 

36 NW 59129 0 0.7 

37 NW 30013 0 0.0 

38 NW 2101 0 0.1 

39 NW 31927 0 0.0 

40 NW 56702 0 0.2 

41 SE 516183 0 0.9 

42 SE 616858 1 0.2 

43 SE 569355 0 0.1 

44 SE 592827 0 0.0 
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No. District Intersection No. 
All Crashes 

Observed Predicted 

45 SE 925236 0 0.1 

46 SE 563643 0 0.2 

47 SE 659340 3 0.6 

48 SE 564661 0 0.2 

49 SE 564170 0 0.2 

50 SE 563127 0 0.4 

51 SL 373777 0 0.3 

52 SL 334130 0 0.2 

53 SL 197233 1 0.5 

54 SL 199154 1 1.9 

55 SL 333345 0 0.2 

56 SL 377213 2 0.5 

57 SL 360531 0 0.2 

58 SL 199192 0 0.4 

59 SL 354737 2 2.0 

60 SL 338859 0 0.1 

61 SW 1010106 1 0.9 

62 SW 602021 0 0.3 

63 SW 423141 0 0.0 

64 SW 547167 1 0.1 

65 SW 555567 2 0.8 

66 SW 455897 0 0.0 

67 SW 498873 0 1.0 

68 SW 636407 1 2.7 

69 SW 452012 0 1.1 

70 SW 548004 0 0.3 

Sum 22 31.7 

Calibration Factor 0.695 
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Figure 11.7. Calibration output for rural two-lane three-leg unsignalized intersections 

11.6.4. Severity Distribution Factors 

Severity distribution factors are used to predict the proportion of crashes at each severity 

level that can be expected. Using the observed crash data from the calibration, severity 

distribution factors (SDF) were computed according to the classification used in Missouri. Crash 

severity factors were obtained for fatal, disabling injury, minor injury, and property damage only 

crash types. The SDF for multiple and single vehicle crashes is not shown for this facility type 

due to the limited number of crashes at this detailed level. Table 11.7 shows the severity 

distribution factors for rural two-lane three-leg stop-controlled intersections. 

Table 11.7. Severity distribution factor for rural two-lane three-leg unsignalized intersections 

Severity 
MV

1
 SV

2
 

Crashes SDF Crashes SDF 

Fatal 0 0.000 0 0.000 

Disabling Injury 1 0.100 0 0.000 

Minor Injury 3 0.300 2 0.167 

Property Damage Only 6 0.600 10 0.833 

Note: 
1
Multiple Vehicle, 

2
Single Vehicle 
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11.6.5. Crash Type Distribution Factors  

Crash type distribution factors are used to determine the proportion of crashes from the 

prediction according to the type of crash. The data available from the TMS accident browser was 

used to estimate these factors. Some data processing was required since there were multiple 

crash type designations that were similar. Therefore, different categories were aggregated to 

provide similar classifications as is described in the HSM. The crash types were also subdivided 

into multiple and single vehicle crashes. Tables 11.7 show crash type distribution for rural two-

lane three-leg stop-controlled intersections. 

Table 11.7. Crash type distribution for rural two-lane three-leg stop-controlled intersections 

Multiple-Vehicle 

Collision Type Crashes  CDF 

Angle 6 0.600 

Head-on 1 0.100 

Sideswipe 1 0.100 

Rear-end 2 0.200 

Other 0 0.000 

Single-Vehicle 

Collision Type Crashes  CDF 

Collision with Parked Vehicle 1 0.083 

Collision with Pedestrian or Bicyclist 1 0.083 

Collision with Animal  1 0.083 

Out of Control 9 0.750 

Other 0 0.000 
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Chapter 12: Conclusion 

12.1. Summary and Future Work for Roundabout Interchanges 

The results of the EB safety evaluation indicate an important distinction in the potential 

benefits of roundabout use at interchange facilities. It was found that analyzed sites containing 

single-lane roundabouts at ramp terminals performed significantly better than the sites with dual-

lane roundabouts. This trend was observed at the project-level over the entire interchange facility 

and at the site-specific level at the ramp terminals themselves. These results are important for 

engineers to consider when contemplating a possible change in the configuration at certain ramp 

terminals. Despite the safety benefits that roundabouts have shown for typical intersections, the 

characteristics at an interchange may be slightly different, and, therefore, their safety benefits 

may be slightly different when implemented as ramp terminals. It is important to note, that the 

results presented in this research are an overall safety evaluation comparing roundabout 

interchanges with their previous configurations. It does not analyze the specific effects of 

particular characteristics that may be different across interchange facilities such as the control 

type in the before period, the entering traffic volumes, rural/urban designation, surrounding 

speeds, roundabout radius, number of approach legs, grade separation (overpass/underpass), or 

other specific attributes. The collision diagrams that were produced for single-lane and dual-lane 

roundabout terminals provides a visual representation of the common crashes that were observed 

at these ramp terminal facilities. The crash type distributions showed that a large percentage of 

the observed crashes occurred at the exit ramp approach leg of the roundabouts. There is reason 

to believe that the high approach speeds of exiting vehicles, which is common at most 

interchange facilities, were a significant contributing factor to these crashes. 
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A major research area to further analyze roundabout interchange safety is the comparison 

of the previously listed specific attributes. For example, it is known that roundabout intersections 

tend to have a certain volume threshold at which point the traffic flows begin to breakdown. It 

would be beneficial to know if there is an entering volume threshold at which point the safety 

benefits of roundabout ramp terminals begin to deteriorate. There was a clear distinction in the 

safety effects of single- and dual-lane roundabouts, but this effect could also have been analyzed 

based on entering volumes or a number of different characteristics. Another potential research 

topic is to analyze the operational effects of roundabout implementation at ramp terminals. These 

operational effects may be researched independently or in conjunction with a safety analysis to 

analyze a potential link between improved traffic operations and improved safety effects. A final 

area of interest would be to analyze the safety performance of roundabouts and roundabout 

interchanges over time. Public opinions of roundabouts in other states have been shown to 

increase over time, perhaps a result of increased familiarity. There is a chance that with growing 

familiarity, the potential for crashes might change over a long period of time. 

12.2. Summary and Future Work Highway Safety Manual Calibration 

The calibration results outlined in this thesis include updated calibration factors, crash 

severity distributions, and crash type distributions for four different facility types commonly seen 

in Missouri. These results account for the local driving conditions most recently experienced by 

the roadway users. The results indicated that the number of crashes predicted by the HSM was 

generally higher than the number of crashes observed in Missouri. Six of the seven total 

calibration factors that were obtained were below a value of 1.00. The lone exception was for 

multivehicle property damage only crashes on urban six-lane freeways, which resulted in a 

calibration factor above 1.00. There could be several reasons for this disparity, such as 
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differences in driver behavior, differences in the way that crash severity is assigned between 

states, and a possible increase in distracted driving since the time the HSM prediction models 

were created. The calibration results varied slightly from the previous calibration efforts 

performed in 2013 for certain facility types. This provides some indication into how often 

calibration factors should be updated or if these slight variations should be deemed acceptable 

for the years between calibrations. 

One future research area to be explored is the development of state specific safety 

performance functions. These functions might be more applicable than simply assigning a 

calibration factor to the national, standard HSM method. A state specific safety performance 

function could capture certain roadway and driver variables differently in Missouri than were 

observed in other states. Other research areas include the determination on the optimal time to 

conduct a new calibration study or an analysis on the optimal amount of crash data to include. It 

is possible that the accuracy of previously established calibration factors is still applicable for 

certain scenarios. Likewise, the inclusion of additional years of crash data may or may not have 

an effect on the calibration results. Insight into these future research areas are likely to improve 

the calibration efforts for Missouri and for other states across the nation. 
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